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ABSTRACT 

 

 

RIDING THE BORDERLANDS: THE NEGOTIATION OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 

BOUNDARIES FOR RIO GRANDE VALLEY AND SOUTHWESTERN 

MOTORCYCLING GROUPS, 1900-2000 

 

GARY L. KIEFFNER 

 
This dissertation presents an analysis and interpretation of particular aspects of the social, 

cultural, and ideological history of motorcycling in the US-Mexican Borderlands from 1900 to 

2000. It is based on interviews with historical correspondents, archival and other documents as 

well as thirty years of participant reflection during which the author was immersed in biker 

culture. The motorcycle served as a vehicle for personal and group identity, resistance, and 

liberation. Issues related to identity, gender, race, marginalization and resistance, imagery, and 

rhetoric become clearer when considering the perspective of riders. This study surveys 

interactive processes that occurred between historic motorcyclists, social, corporate and state 

structures. While distinct, long-lasting mores and norms emerged and crystallized into a riding 

culture, mass media and other centers of power constructed an imagined biker throughout the 

century. Meanwhile, the riding community interacted with larger ideological and social 

constructs and cultural practices. This dissertation highlights a hundred years of motorcycling 

history and its relevance. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

 

This doctoral dissertation will consist of an analysis and interpretation of the social, 

cultural and political history of motorcycling in particular areas of the US-Mexican Greater 

Borderlands from 1900 to 2003.  

 

Purpose 

The goal is to examine issues of race, ethnicity, gender, and material culture through 

the lens of motorcycling. This study seeks to describe and explain long-term, interactive 

processes between historic biker cultural development and social, corporate, and state power 

structures in the United States and Mexican states that touch the border during the twentieth 

century. The dissertation will also deal with the gradual emergence of distinct, long-lasting 

mores and norms and their crystallization into a subculture in the early 1900s, how mass media 

portrayed the essential biker during the twentieth century, the changing ethnic, racial, and 

gendered characteristics of the motorcycling community, cultural practices and belief systems, 

some cultural meanings of place, and the development of organized rider social and political 

beliefs and formations. A hundred years of motorcycling history and its relevance are 

considered.  

 

Borderlands Definitions 

I consider geographic areas from the San Diego-Tijuana Metroplex to the Big Bend 

region of the Río Grande, the Alta-California Coast from Mission Viejo north to the Bay Area, 
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from San Luis del Colorado to Dinéh-ta, from Ciudad Chihuahua to Santa Fe, and from the El 

Paso-Juárez Metroplex to Austin as these are the areas for which I have been able to find the 

best information. However, I will follow Oscar J. Martínez in drawing a distinction between 

1 I define the 

former as the areas immediately adjacent to the currently recognized international boundary 

line to include all of the lands and cities that are located in-

patrol and Mexican aduana checkpoints. In contrast, I identify the Greater Borderlands as all 

areas within all of the U.S. and Mexican states that actually touch that boundary. Thus, the 

width of the immediate border zone varies by location and is approximately thirty to a hundred 

miles wide and on both sides of the border, while the Greater Borderlands is a much greater 

area of land, indeed. The San Francisco Bay Area should be in this study because of 

paradigmatic shifting events in the world history of biker culture that have occurred there in 

addition to the area being within the Greater Borderlands as defined here. In this way, 

Hollister, Oakland, and San Francisco are of as much import to motorcycling history as are 

Stonewall and San Francisco to LGBT history. For this dissertation, I will focus primarily on 

the already-mentioned areas of the Greater Borderlands while also considering significant 

historic events in the immediate border zone, as defined here. 

 

Research Questions 

My two principal questions reflecting the primary purpose of writing the dissertation 

are as follows: (1) How did categories and social constructions of race and gender affect 

Borderlands motorcycling culture and vice versa? (2) How did the presence of a major 

international boundary influence motorcycling community? How did it affect or alter 
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consciousness, identity, and the practical everyday translation of the two categories mentioned 

in question (1)? Motorcycling cultural history thus becomes a prism for viewing ethnicity, race, 

nationalism, trans-nationalism, and gender.  

To formulate comprehensive answers to these two questions in furtherance of the 

purpose of this work, I follow the lead of motorcycle studies scholar Suzanne McDonald-

Walker, author of the definitive work on British biker political sociology, asking the following 

topical questions: (3) How did riders in the US-Mexican Borderlands identify common 

interests and involve themselves collectively? How did bikers of different periods express 

or within, the larger (non-motorcycling) sociopolitical spheres of their respective eras? What 

were the positions of motorcycle riders in relation to the rise and growth of major and minor 

social and political power structures?2   

Other questions include: (5) How did motorcyclist rituals to memorialize the dead 

develop? What ritual practices were observed and why? (6) What was the relationship between 

motorcyclist realities, myths, and imagery in the twentieth century? (7) Which larger 

ideological trends were influential in the actions of riders in their social and political 

organizations? How were such ideological strands translated, modified, or applied? (8) In what 

ways were nature, space, and particular places important to motorcyclists? How did such 

relationships impact and interact with traditional Native American societies? When biker and 

Native significant or sacred sites were shared or adjacent to each other, was a standoff distance 

of respect observed? What was the nature of relationships between indigenous peoples and 

bikers?  
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Hypothesis 

Based upon the analysis of a portion of documents and data that I have already perused 

or collected, my hypothesis is that men invented these machines in the nineteenth century and 

fastened steam engines to them so that they would not have to pedal. The vehicles were a 

delight to ride. While early twentieth-century riders tended to be white and male, in the early 

twentieth century women also began to ride. The machine provided a peculiarly controlled and 

limited means of connectivity to outdoor spaces and places, a quality that varied according to 

the environmental and other elements of specific experiences.  

However, persons who operated these machines inadvertently made a great deal of 

noise and frightened horses, people and other animals. To borrow a term from Edgar Allan 

-riding 

people then employed methods to restrict, prohibit or marginalize use of the machines. Public 

opposition to motorcycling was thought to have existed periodically throughout the twentieth 

century and into the twenty-first. Non-riders thus denigrated bikers for various real and 

imagined reasons, attempting to marginalize the activity.  

 I hypothesize that both differences and commonalities existed between and among 

groups in various areas of the Greater Borderlands. For instance, non-riding centers of power 

in the United States constructed images of an essentially gay male biker that reflected larger 

societal fears of both bikers and LGBT groups. Such imagery, in turn, was adopted by LGBT 

communities as well as biker subcultures well beyond the Borderlands from Des Moines to 

Distrito Federal. Images served as the communications media to outsiders as mass culture and 

popular cultures interacted with each other. I believe that such processes were complicated by 

changes in the ethnic and racial makeup of motorcyclists as a group. While most bikers in the 
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border zone before the Mexican Revolution and World War I can probably be considered 

Anglo American, most riders from the 1950s to present were of Mexican or Mexican American 

ethnicities.   

 I also hypothesize that most conflict that could otherwise have occurred among riders 

was averted whenever motorcycling groups believed that they faced common threats from 

outside the riding community. Bikers responded to, or rebelled against, perceived societal 

alienation both individually and collectively. Bikers organized, politically and otherwise, at 

various times and places. Enthusiasts resisted their own marginalization by organizing into 

clubs and motorcyclist rights organizations (MROs) and opposing elitism, racism, or other 

forms of invidious discrimination believed to be directed at themselves. Over a period of 

several generations, MROs successively formed, grew in strength, affected some changes, 

declined, and were replaced by similar groups. While some interclub rivalries must have 

existed in the Greater Borderlands, the entire motorcycling world was often interrelated and in 

a state of strong solidarity when apparently threatened by anti-motorcycling power centers. In 

the border zone itself, there was a lack of interclub conflict. MROs and clubs collectively and 

actively opposed anti-motorcycling initiatives and trends. In a series of recurring cycles, both 

bikers and those who opposed them acted out their views again and again, often raising 

specific complaints or offering proposed remedies. An extended process of interaction has 

occurred between these elements. 

 

Building upon the Body of Knowledge 

The study of bikers and motorcycling has attracted a great amount of interest in cognate 

disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, and English literature, among others. In 1975, 
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a doctoral dissertation at George Washington University.3 Psychologist Lisa Garber wrote her 

doctoral dissertation on the psyche of women motorcyclists.4 Another dissertation by Ross 

Stuart Fuglsang on media imagery and the construction of identity is very informative.5 

Another academically trained scholar, Martin Jack Rosenblum, has written corporate histories 

for the Harley-Davidson Motor Company.6 The work of Jerry Smith, who obtained an oral 

history interview describing a staged photo shoot during the 1947 Hollister, California rally, 

also informs my analysis.7 These and other scholars have expressed various possible reasons 

for the social and legal marginalization of motorcyclists over the years. Most of them trace the 

phenomenon only as far back as the so- 8  

The historical profession, however, has produced little scholarship dedicated to the 

understanding of this topic. Such deficiency in the body of knowledge is especially surprising 

when considering that the motor-driven cycle antedates the automobile by at least twenty 

years; that distinct, extant, two-wheeled riding cultural values had begun to form by the end of 

the 1880s (the same decade when the first steam-powered motorcycle appeared in the 

Borderlands); and that the US national myths of Harley-

have now grown to iconic proportions. To the best of my knowledge, only one professional 

historian has published in this field while one other has a book in progress. Steve Koerner of 

the University of Victoria has written articles on British motorcycling history.9 Randy D. 

McBee, Chair of the History Department at Texas Tech University informs me that the 

manuscript for his monograph on United States biker social history is supposed to be published 

this year. (McBee also has a graduate student who is, apparently, working on a micro-history 

of a Lubbock-area motorcycle club.)  
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1947 while I trace motorized cycling to the 1810s and mark the beginning of my period of 

study as 1900. Secondly, McBee seems to be relying heavily on conventional newspapers and 

toward bikers. While I may have perused some of the same sources, I have also examined 

underground newspapers, insider correspondence, and thirty-six audiotape interviews with 

longtime bikers in order to discover some other sides of the story. In this way, both his and my 

work when considered together should go a long way toward satisfying the historical 

relentless pursuit of objectivity and subjectivity, science and art. 

Perhaps the most important difference between our two projects involves geography. 

Thirdly, this geographic difference will likely result in two differing evaluations concerning 

ethnic, racial, cultural or other demographic elements. Through our conversations and from his 

conference presentations, I have reason to believe that his discussion of race during the 1960s, 

for example, may focus on whiteness and perceptions of the larger (non-riding) North 

American societal gaze, as they imagined bikers. In contrast, my tentative evaluation of race 

during that decade relates more closely to the social concerns of contemporary Borderlands 

bikers relating to each other and in relation to police officers and non-riders.  

The Oscar J. Martínez text Troublesome Border describes a city in which it became 

desirable to violate official policies established by distant capitols in order to solve problems 

that are peculiar to a border zone.10 Such historic phenomena leads one to look at the local and 

regional levels as bikers negotiated ways and means to cross over to, or deal with, el otro lado. 
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Barrio Logos: Space and Place in Urban Chicano Literature and 

Culture provide

development of a unique social world including the construction of biker-friendly spatial 

realities.11 This text is applicable in México, as well. Biker-controlled urban properties in 

Ciudad Chihuahua, for example, would not only rock an entire barrio during their weekend 

parties but they also changed the entire ambiance, social environment and subculture of any 

neighborhood daily and perpetually. Riding culture crystallized; was seemingly confronted by 

anti-cycling sentiment, legislation, and other feeders of conflict; and resisted such perceived 

marginalization throughout the twentieth century. 

 Local Histories/Global Designs: Coloniality, Subaltern Knowledges, and Border 

Thinking by Walter D. Mignolo is another work that I draw upon for my chapter on biker 

subaltern border populations interpreted and appropriated imperialistic discourse for their own 

local purposes, empowered them and enabled more effective means of resistance.12 This 

occurred among motorcyclists in the border zone and is evident as the dominant languages 

among many clubs were Spanglish and Borderlands Spanish. Ethnic Mexican cultures were 

celebrated and displayed on the patchwork that many clubs wore wherever they traveled. 

Systemic expressions of policies, positions, ideas and rhetoric that were relayed through, or 

emanated from, motorcyclist rights organizational offices in Austin, Washington or Europe 

dispositions and preferences.   

Fictions of 

Feminist Ethnography, which problematizes ethnicity, gender, and identity while calling 
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attention to possibilities for the acquisition of in-between spaces.13 I draw upon Thomas E. 

reconstruction of four class-racial social orders in Texas for my model of motorcycling ethnic 

and racial integration while also presenting new evidence suggesting that bikers tended to 

integrate prior to or contemporary to the larger society.14 As I discuss the status of African 

American and other racialized motorcyclists in the Borderlands, I rely on an historiographic 

foundation of sound prior scholarship including Recovering History, Constructing Race: The 

Indian, Black, and White Roots of Mexican Americans by Martha Menchaca, 

The White Scourge: Mexicans, Blacks, and Poor Whites in Texas Cotton Culture. Menchaca 

relies on the concept of racialization and the sociopolitical construction of racial hierarchies as 

she problematizes the history of Mexican American people while Foley uses the idea of 

whiteness as three essential groups engaged in socioeconomic struggles in the Texas hill 

country to obtain or retain the status of white.15 Both of these texts may be applied to 

motorcycling culture in the Greater Borderlands as I complicate the category of race using 

these and other sources. 

The dissertation considers the question of whether historical motorcycling cultural 

preferences could provide an example for Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden. Marx writes 

that Americans historically desired both to be present in an environment of pristine, pure 

beauty and to introduce the comfort and convenience of the machine into that same paradise. 

able use 

of his theory as twentieth-century motorcyclists were seeking not only a means of escape

from their heavily polluted cities out into the countryside but also a way to experience nature 

in a more direct, unsheltered and unprotected, intimate and interactive, yet controlled way that 
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the enclosed automobile on a Sunday drive was incapable of providing to its encased 

occupants.16   

Any mention of rider spirituality and relationship to environment that appears in the 

dissertation may possibly draw on the discourses of Thomas J. Lyon and Sigurd F. Olson. 

According to Olson, humans have within them an unexplainable urge that compels them to 

seek inner balance and solace in natural environments.17 Likewise, Lyon writes that human 

wholeness comes only from genuine connectivity to nature and a radical inner change 

18 I include particular selected elements of biker spirituality and 

relationship to space and place in my chapter on biker funerals and death-related rituals. I write 

about the significance of particular places and destinations similar to the ways in which Daniel 

D. Arreola, James R. Curtis, Lawrence A. Herzog, and Raúl Homero Villa problematize 

Borderlands cities and sites within a growing body of scholarship on space and place.19 I 

examine biker cultural connectivity to some specific sites, observe what these places 

represented, and describe death-related ritual practices.  

While narrowing this focus to consider only funerary rituals and beliefs, my original 

description of Apache relationships to sacred sites is not feasible.20 After all, traditional 

Athapaskan and western Apache funerary rituals and relationships to the dead have little in 

common with those of old-school bikers. While other potential comparisons between biker 

relationships to places and Apache relationships to the land perhaps may have been of interest, 

funerary cultural differences were very divergent, indeed. 
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My description of Borderlands interpretations of 1950s North American mass cultural 

s well 

.21 These two texts necessarily 

influence my work since Presley and James Dean were bikers in real life while Marlon Brando 

was often thought of, at the time, as a biker (in México as well as the U.S). As rebeldes sin 

causa, their images affected biker cultural development, which further influenced subsequent 

myth. 

As I problematize such elements of motorcycling history, I do so with the same 

concerns that John Fiske writes about in Understanding Popular Culture when he describes 

culture was related to advertising and what the manufacturer wished for people to do with the 

product, while popular culture decided how the people actually interacted with the product, 

influenced each other over time.22  

This holds true for motorcycling history after 1910, for centers of power attempted to 

define and redefine riding culture using particular forms of imagery in their advertisements and 

by other means. Such mass cultural images and formations interacted with the actual popular 

riding culture for generations, which is support

discussions of issues related to marginality, centers of power and knowledge are equally 

23 I 

apply Foucauldian sexuality-related theory to my discussion of bikers relating to society and 

include a brief examination of heteronormativity through the vehicle of motorcycling culture.24 
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Sources and Research Methods 

My dissertation seeks to fill a void in the body of literature, since little or no 

motorcycling social and cultural history has been written from the bottom-up about the U.S.-

Mexican Borderlands. I have accessed pertinent sources to explore changing cultural 

formations in relation to social constructs. The principal primary sources consist of oral history 

interviews, government documents, articles from mainstream, underground and motorcycle 

newspapers, newsletters and magazines, correspondence, and films including László 

The Wild One Scorpio Rising, and others.25 In addition to perusal 

of archival and secondary sources, my research methods include ethnographic participant 

observation, a collection of interviews with participants in motorcycling culture who I call 

-university lifetime participant reflection as a biker. 

 

Content 

Chapter One is about women motorcyclists and the category of gender. Motorcycling 

Exaggerated, 

ultra-patriarchal gender roles were the norm; however, exceptional women could expand 

beyond such inequity and sometimes even gender bend, due to biker cultural values such as 

nonconformity and individuality. Often, these women were accepted as members or respected 

associates of riding groups and clubs. Gender rebellion was ritually reinforced for some 

persons but not for others, depending on individual status. The chapter will consider the 

influence of gender role constructs upon motorcycling and vice versa.  

Chapter Two is about the categories of race and ethnicity in relation to motorcycling in 

the Mexican-U.S. borderlands. It will consider the historical experiences of African American, 
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ethnic Mexican, and other riders and their motorcycles as a vehicle for demonstrating the 

importance of race in the Greater Borderlands during the century. 26 The chapter will survey 

societal racial and transportation-based discrimination against Black and other racialized riders 

alization and 

recreation as practicing bikers. The question of conflict between motorcycle clubs will be 

addressed in this chapter. It will consider race, racism, extreme mobility, and relations among 

and between bikers and larger non-riding society.  

Chapter Three on imagery and realities will problematize both changes within biker 

generations. The chapter will demonstrate how the myths and realities of motorcycling 

interacted with each other over time, influencing and changing both fiction and actual riding 

culture in the Borderlands. Traces of this complex process of interaction between the 

imaginary and the real can be extrapolated from media images and projections and other 

sources. The chapter deals with how mass media has presented the essential biker, the 

gullibility of non-riders when viewing these images, the consequences of an emerging public 

fear of motorcyclists, and interactions between bikers, non-riders, and subsequent portrayals. 

Chapter Four, a cultural and historical account of biker death-related ritual practices, 

surveys motorcyclist funerals, rituals related to roadside memorials and major and minor 

annual events such as the Barney Villa Memorial Ride and Run For the Wall in relation to 

historic influences, identity construction, the significance of place, the appropriation of Native 

American sacred sites, and other elements. Many bikers since the Mexican Revolution and 

World War I have been veterans and consequently a noticeable military influence existed in 

death memorial rites. Yet, the roots of popular biker death rituals can be traced to three other 
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main sources: the traditional Irish wake, 1960s countercultural practices related to protest and 

the appropriation and use of public space, and Native American or New Age-influenced beliefs 

-historical and examines various influences and 

changes to these rites and rituals in relation to larger societal elements.  

The fifth chapter is about motorcyclist social and political thought more than behavior. 

It discusses ideological distinctions, commonalities, and interactions between motorcyclist 

rights organizations (MROs) and elements of non-riding society. It examines reasoning behind 

the actions of riders and non-riders, particularly the values or ideas that were held as expressed 

in rhetorical terms. The chapter begins with pre-twentieth-century expressions, continues 

through the 1990s, and includes a survey of transnational expressions of solidarity in the 

context of the México-U.S. Borderlands. While the motorcycle allowed easy border crossings 

difficult to ride across at other times. 

 

My Position in Relation to the Topic 

This doctoral dissertation contains anthropological historical information based on the 

reflexive anthropological methods of Jay Ruby who writes that reflexivity means that the 

researcher problematizes herself in her research. She overtly shares her epistemological 

preconceptions that determine how she constructs her research questions in a particular way, 

how she conducts her research, and the way in which she presents her resultant production.27 I 

will, th

in Chapter Three when considering films and other mass cultural products. Reflexive 

anthropology is part of what I do.  
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Writing this dissertation helps one to get through a university program that has its own 

areas of academic interest. For example, it addresses questions such as whether race and 

gender may have mattered historically in the motorcycling community. There is riding, and 

then there is writing. Two very different activities for two very different purposes, they hardly 

reflect each other. Yet, I must connect the two somehow.  

Like anyone, I have had preconceived beliefs, values, mores, and life-ways while 

engaged in this project. It would be helpful here to mention that I am a motorcyclist. In fact, 

many of my family members, friends and acquaintances if asked would identify me as a 

adult life. I have been riding the roads and highways of the Mexican-US Borderlands since 

1979. My interpretation of history is probably influenced partly by this perspective. I endeavor 

to offer an account that is balanced between the incongruent historiographic imperatives of 

objectivity and subjectivity. I try also to avoid presentism while expressing an appropriate 

 

 

My Theoretical Paradigm 

This is both a borderlands theoretical argument and one of marginalization. Looking 

from inside, the most noticeable or obvious long-term change that has been more or less 

steady, growing almost every generation, is an increase in the complexity, strength, and power 

of a Foucauldian power structure that I identify modifying the term introduced by Dwight D. 

Eisenhower in his farewell address

28 This particular 

structure has presented a challenge to the self-determination of not only bikers but all of the 
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people in the border zone. The bikers that I have known wanted me to write about this 

considerations are not mutually exclusive, the dissertation is a history of bikers being 

marginalized and resisting in the Borderlands, based on applicable theoretical foundations.   

 

 

Social and cultural history is currently of widespread interest in the profession and its 

relevance will probably continue, even as histories of the entire twentieth century begin to be 

written. A thorough historical account of motorcycling based on this dissertation and other 

previous and subsequent works may cast new light upon non-bike specific events, myths, 

trends, and phenomena including the Mexican Revolution, the Samson / Iron John archetype, 

consumer capitalism, trans-nationalism, and the larger context of America under the Patriot 

Act. I also consider the motorcycle to be a perfect vehicle for examining categories of race and 

gender in borderlands history. My research and the larger developing body of scholarship 

exemplified in the International Journal of Motorcycle Studies are significant in that they 

enhance our understanding of larger themes including the history of discrimination, power 

structures, and the role that twentieth-century symbols (in this dissertation, the motorcycle and 

- ns 

of inclusion and exclusion as a culturally unique community emerged and an alienated mode of 

transportation intersected with desire, ideology, collective empowerment, and sociopolitical 

relevance. Why, for instance, did a machine become an international icon in the way that 

Harley-Davidson did? Was it really an icon in México? If not, then why? What long-term 

chain of events led the Guggenheim Museum to mount a special exhibit of these machines 
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titled The Art of the Motorcycle and why did its director ca

29   

 The thing that makes Borderlands motorcycling history so extraordinary is that, in a 

unique place where a major world power was located next to an economically challenged 

nation, the culture associated with Harley-Davidson was very different from biker cultures in 

the U.S. or in Europe. This is because the Greater Borderlands appear to have been regions of 

interaction between two incongruent images of the motorcycle as symbol: nonconformity, 

rebellion, deviance and aggression, speed, freedom and self-

North America30) versus foreign economic and cultural imperialism as well as individual or 

team technical riding skill (as in México). Here in the middle, it was neither of the two but, 

rather, something entirely different. The motorcycle seems to have been a vehicle that crossed, 

evaded, or minimized geopolitical and ideological borders with ease.  

Rather than a mere new cultural history, this is a sociocultural and political 

transnational historical account that is relevant to everyone, not just bikers. I avoid the trend

found too often in the popular moto publications of Garri Garripoli, Melissa Holbrook Pierson, 

and so many others marketed to a mass audience to celebrate the supposed triumphs of bikers 

31 Rather, I 

will endeavor to problematize all of the questions in order to tell a history that is universally 

significant.  

This dissertation contributes to the Department of History and the University of Texas 

at El Paso in several ways. It contributes to the body of borderlands historical knowledge. 

Interview tapes and generated transcripts will enhance the collections of the campus Oral 
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History Institute. The opportunity to conduct this research has made me a better researcher. 

Finally, practice has improved my archival research and writing skills and kept my talents 

honed.  

 

Nineteenth-Century Antecedents 

The motorcycle itself has been around for a long time, much longer than the 

automobile. The first coal-burning engine-driven bike was probably built in Germany and 

tested in Luxembourg Gardens, Paris on April 5, 1818. Other early bikes may have escaped 

from the historical record. Gottlieb Daimler adapted the internal combustion engine to propel a 

bicycle in 1885, before he formed a car company called Mercedes Benz. A company in 

Belgium then lightened and improved the performance of the gasoline engine, building first 

motorcycles and then trikes and cars in the late 1890s. Bikes served for generations in roles 

related to personal and professional transportation.32 

 

 

 

Plate 1. The first coal-burning engine-driven motorcycle. Paris, France, 
April 5, 1818. Diagram courtesy of the Science Museum, Her 

, England. 
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1868, 1881, 1884, and 1900 are vital moments in the history of motorcycling in the 

Greater Borderlands. These were the years in which the first motorcycles were constructed in 

was a two-wheeled steam-powered vehicle constructed and tested in 1868. Lucius Copeland, 

inventor of the Arizona bike, charged admission for people to watch him ride around a horse-

racing track and also took this steam-powered bike to the Maricopa County Fair in the early 

1880s. By 1884, Copeland was building another motorcycle in California. Unlike these earlier 

bikes and five more machines built later on in the United States at the turn of the century, the 

other bike in 1900 San Diego ran dependably and could easily be mounted. No other motorized 

bikes are known to have been built or ridden in the Borderlands before 1901.33  

Early motorcycles were hard to ride and harder to start. A rider had to be strong enough 

to either push-start or pedal-start the bike. The latter method entailed the pedaling of the 

stationary bike while it was still up on its center-stand with the engine engaged so that it fired. 

This archaic starting technology did not change until shortly after the turn of the twentieth 

century. Motorcycles in the late 1800s were little more than bicycles with coal-steam or 

petroleum-powered engines attached to the frame and operated without a clutch. The typical 

nineteenth-century motorized bicycle weighed more than non-motorized bikes and was 

awkward to keep balanced and upright. Motorcycles generally had no throttle controls, utilized 

directly-engaged transmissions, and carried power-

-leg on fire. Early machines were a significant challenge to operate.34 

Even worse, early motorcycle frames often could not withstand the rigorous 

frequently broke, causing deaths and injuries. Improved twentieth-century motorcycles 
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continued to be subject to chronic fuel and ignition problems. Carburetors were little more than 

The publication of various 

calamities gave rise to a readily accepted, extant idea that motorcycling might be detrimental to 

life and limb. This mode of transportation was believed to be more precarious than horses and 

bicycles.35  

Rider-friendly production bikes began to be manufactured between 1901 and 1916 as 

drive train, suspension, and other technological improvements were added to the latest models. 

Manufacturers added springs to the formerly rigid frames, greatly decreasing the jarring effect 

and making the ride more comfortable. Clutches were introduced so that an operator did not 

have to know when 

throttle controls were moved to the handlebars where they were readily accessible. Battery-

powered starting also made the ride accessible to more people.36  

The continually improving convenience and reliability that result from research and 

roads. By 1916, an estimated 180,000 motorcycles were being ridden in the United States. In 

1914, Californians registered 24,709 motorcycles, more than in any other state. A motorcycle 

run in the Los Angeles area could easily draw 1,600 bikes in 1911. New York, Ohio, and 

several Midwestern states trailed California closely in numbers of registrations. Colorado was 

the number fourteen state with 3,863 bikes registered. Young borderlands states such as 

Arizona and New Mexico as well as the northern Mexican states are difficult to account for, 

however, since bikes were not registered.37 

While rutty roads of mud, caliche, clay, and sand during the first two decades of the 

twentieth century were problematic, the poor quality of roadways tended to impact negatively 
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the mobility of heavy cars much more than lighter two-wheelers.38 Moreover, simple 

technology meant an inexpensive initial cost for the machine. Throughout the first half of the 

new century, prices of motorized bikes were usually much lower than those of cars. An article 

by L. H. Bill in the August 1902 edition of Overland Monthly 

c

than one- 39 

Another article by Henry Norman, published in the July 1903 , cited 

40 Motorcycles were thus promoted as an inexpensive alternative form of 

personal transportation. These machines were far more economical than four-wheeled 

automobiles and this economic reality remained until Henry Ford built his first assembly line.41 

The first chapter will now survey how gender came into play as these other changes took place. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

WOMEN BIKERS, MARGINALIZATION, AND RESISTANCE    

 

One of the most engaging books yet published on the subject of feminist analysis of 

cultural studies is the insightful autobiographically informative account by Kamala 

Visweswaran titled Fictions of Feminist Ethnography. Presented as an ethnographic 

exploration of the within, Visweswaran problematizes the hyphen in the term Indian-American 

to demonstrate how traditional scholarly practice tends to divide subjects in a perpetual quest 

for power-kn

only a fantasy and the question of being American is typically repressed because it is assumed. 

The text also treats the hyphen as metaphor for divisions related to race, class, gender, and 

education.  

As a response to normative participant observation that encourages hyphenated 

division, the author offers a corrective feminist practice 

of western knowledge about south Asian women is resisted, the use of language alters 

representations of the self and creates affinities, and the hyphen begins to aid in the negotiation 

and acquisition of space for shifting identities and alliances. Such redefinitions occur by 

creating new discourse, repositioning subjects as central rather than other, and publishing their 

experiences.1  

This c

Greater Borderlands during the twentieth century. If the hyphen, which Visweswaran 
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problematizes and appropriates, traditionally has divided people then it may also be applied 

historically both in its original ethnic meaning and as metaphor to women motorcyclists. 

Intersections between nationality and ethnicity, myth and realities, society and identity, gender 

and culture may be exposed and reviewed. I focus here on the latter two categories. The 

chapter suggests that the publicly perceived phenomenon of women riding motorcycles was 

contemporary to, or that it even preceded, the reformation of prescribed gender roles in the 

larger society of the Progressive Era and throughout the century.  

 

Gender and the Machine 

Nonetheless, motorized cycle riding at the beginning of the twentieth century was a 

masculine realm, an activity imagined to have been reserved for men. To a great extent, the 

status of women in motorcycling reflected their marginalization in larger society. For even 

though a few women had operated motorcycles in the Greater Borderlands for most of the 

hundred year period, they more often rode as passengers behind men, on the tandem seat. 

Women motorcyclists were marginalized by non-bikers and by riders. Prejudice against 

females as bike operators is surveyed herein both as gender-related and in the context of 

discrimination against all riders.2  

The idea of machinery as a masculine domain originated in late 1800s society and such 

turn of the century 

essentially believed that a proper "lady" was aloof from, or incapable of, practicing dangerous, 

exciting, or athletic activities.3 
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was considered one of those things they were to be insulated from.4 Thus, when a woman 

operating a motorcycle in San Jose, California in 1906 was involved in a mishap in which the 

engine set her dress ablaze, such news was sensationalized and disseminated widely.5 Since 

these new two-

on fire, their riding of the machines was discouraged. Although more and more women rode 

from the 1910s through World War II, the masculinization of motorcycles in the public 

imaginary was perpetuated in the Greater Borderlands throughout the twentieth century.6 

 

Some Early Women Motorcyclists 

Although many women motorcyclists in the early days remained passengers, a few 

women started to operate motorcycles in the United States beginning in the early twentieth 

century. By 1910, some men were teaching female acquaintances and family members how to 

ride. Male relatives or husbands sometimes gave or lent bikes to their wives or relatives. Other 

women managed to save enough money to buy their own. 

How many women privately operated, or traveled on, these hard-to-manage machines 

on rutted, washed out, and soft trails and roads in those years is unknown. Likewise, the 

probably larger numbers of women who rode either behind men, in their sidecars or trailers, or 

in fore-carriages are also impossible to determine.7 Sensational activities, rather than ordinary 

events, received photographic and media coverage. Thus, we know that Mrs. Harry Humphreys 

of England rode a motorcycle from San Francisco to New York City in 1913 on an around-the-

sidecar from New York to San Francisco and back again, for nine thousand miles over five 
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months. Such journeys were very strenuous, given the state of the non-existent road system and 

complete lack of trails in some areas.8 Unusual events sold newspapers and women riding their 

own bikes were considered extraordinary.  

Della Crewe received press coverage in 1915 when she took a motorcycle vacation 

from her home in Waco, Texas to the Northeastern Seaboard. Crewe departed her house with a 

City, Kansas. Paved roads in Texas and Oklahoma were still the exception, not the rule. 

Northbound, Crewe rode upon pavement only in Oklahoma City. She found it necessary to put 

chains on her tire and ride through mud and wheat fields to get there. After leaving her 

passenger in Kansas, she then rode with her dog through Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin, and 

Indiana and through the snow and mud of Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York. At the 

conclusion of this 5,378-

and my desire is str

with her motorcycle and her dog to Jacksonville, Florida so that she could ride through 

southern states, Cuba, and South America.9 

 emphasize during those pre-

war years because American corporations such as Hendee Manufacturing and Goodyear Tire 

Company sometimes sponsored women doing activities that had previously been assigned to 

the masculine gender. The novelty factor of such events, advertised free of charge in 

newspapers and through word of mouth, could promote a product line. It was common for 

motorcycle-related companies to sponsor women bikers and capitalize on seemingly 

sensational, gender rebel activities in those years. Even so, Crewe was not sponsored by the 

Harley-Davidson Motor Company or its dealers and visited the manufacturer during her run 
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only out of personal interest and because such visits were a customary contemporary practice.10 

The bike was hers and she received no funding from outside of her family. This female Texan 

motorcyclist was unusual since she appears to have been relatively financially independent. 

In the early years of motorcycling, however, most motorcycling women typically rode 

bikes that were operated by men. Gertrude Snodgrass was the first female passenger on a North 

American, cross-

Superior sidecar-equipped Henderson through the northern Greater Borderlands. They were 

members of the Los Angeles Motorcycle Club. Since dealerships and stores carrying required 

supplies were scarce, they arranged to have oil and heavy duty chains shipped ahead to 

strategically planned places along the route.11 

Departing a Los Angeles beach on May 24, 1913, they visited briefly with members of 

their club and then rolled up Cajon Pass and out of the city. It took four days to get to Needles 

where they rested for four days waiting for the post office to open, since they had mailed clean 

clothes ahead of them. Although Route 66 was built years later over much of their route, in 

1913 it did not yet exist and road conditions were poor. Taking a ferry across the Colorado 

ting for 

steep hill east of town.12 

he funniest looking steer he ever saw, 

13  

n 

Valentine, east of Kingman. The next morning, the couple visited with Hualapai or other 
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Native American boys and continued towards Seligman. Finding nothing there except for a 

railroad station, they travelled on that afternoon and lost their way, having received some bad 

directions from three men in a carriage. 

The ruggedness of the terrain, the road, the ride, and the vast distances of the 

southwestern landscape are often emphasized. The couple took a side trip from Williams to the 

south rim of the Grand Canyon, camping at the Grand View Hotel and walking down into the 

canyon.14 She wrote that St. Johns, Arizona was sixty-nine miles from the nearest railroad and 

that automobile passengers had to get out of their cars and push them through the sand. 

Accordi

15 After so many days in the natural 

landscapes and small towns of the Greater Borderlands, she praised the urban glories of 

Albuquerque. Continuing northward to Colorado Springs, they caught, dressed, and ate small 

game and crossed several streams where bridges were washed out. The couple then continued 

to travel eastward to the Atlantic.16  

Meanwhile, Marie Curtis and two women named Hazel and Kathlyn (last names 

unknown) were among a few female motorcyclists living in the Greater Borderlands. 

Photographic evidence indicates that they lived in the Prescott, Arizona area sometime during 

or after 1912 and enjoyed riding and picnicking near the Granite Dells.  
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Plate 2. Hazel Kathlyn, and Lewis Turner riding by the Granite Dells near Prescott, Arizona. Photo 
courtesy of Sharlot Hall Museum and Archives, Prescott, Arizona. 

Plate 3. Marie Curtis and an unidentified rider. Photo courtesy of Sharlot Hall Museum and Archives, 
Prescott, Arizona.  
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With the possible exceptions of Curtis, Hazel, and Kathlyn of Prescott along with Elsie 

Scott and Edith Whitacre of Jerome, Arizona, Snodgrass and Mrs. Harry Humphreys were the 

earliest women identified by name known to have ridden in the Greater Borderlands. The latter 

two were also the first women to ride on coast-to-coast motorcycle rides.17 The only bikers in 

México at the time appear to have been revolutionaries and perhaps some straggling Porfirian 

elites, all male.18 The historical record does not provide the names of many early twentieth-

century women motorcycle enthusiasts who, like Snodgrass, may have been passengers.  

 

Technical Improvements, Cultural Changes, and a Border Crossing 

The technical improvement of vehicles every few years tended to increase the 

beginning of the twentieth century, bikes had inconvenient throttle controls and the ignition 

Harley that had no clutch, no magneto, and pedal starting.19  

Gender constructs within the world of motorcycling began to change at the beginning 

of the twentieth century, as evidenced in performative acts and competitive events. Alice 

ng fame in the 1920s, for example. 

Motordromes were dangerous, splinter-ridden, banked, wooden tracks built for bike races. 

Racing females helped to set precedents for other women who started riding in their everyday 

lives. Women such as Brady defied gendered prescriptions and tended to be from the white 

middle class.20 Few, if any, women of color rode motorcycles before the 1920s. 
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accommodated women who showed up on their own bikes. The 

-riders had applied 

identity of the bike gypsy. Independent females were usually welcomed. Such respect by male 

bikers for female motorcyclists was probably due to the perception that the women were 

21  

On occasions when independent women bikers were not welcomed, such inhospitality 

was invariably due not to any kind of rejection by male bikers. It was instead a result of the 

jealousy of their wives and other female companions who may have felt threatened by the 

possibilities of sexual competition for the attentions of men.22 Most women who established 

themselves in motorcycling subcultures in the 1920s as well as from the 1950s through the 

1980s did so through their dating or other intimate relationships with individual male bikers.23  

Members of HOG chapters that formed in the late 1980s, who tended to be extremely 

loyal Harley-Davidson marquis-oriented enthusiasts, readily welcomed women who showed up 

at their runs on any brand of bike (while the same kind of reception for a male riding a non-

Harley could hardly be expected). As long as she had enough character to ride, it did not matter 

whether it was a Harley. Men accepted women as companions in their interests and accepted 

independent female bikers, regardless of their motorcycles.24  

Some women rode for reasons that were overtly political. When two sisters, Adeline 

and Augusta Van Buren made their cross-continental ride, they were on a mission to prove to 

President Wilson that females were capable of serving as dispatch riders in the Great War. The 

sisters were probably inspired by news accounts of an all-male, coast-to-coast, military 
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motorcycle run a year prior. Wilson had sent a message to the Panama Pacific Exposition in 

San Francisco via dispatch riders in July 1915. The purpose o

demonstrate the efficacy of motorcycles for wartime communications. One hundred seven 

bikes had participated.25 If men could ride from the Atlantic to the Pacific, why should women 

not be able to do similar tasks, especially at a time when the public was called to national 

readiness preparation for possible entry into the war? 

The Van Burens proceeded to prove their point thus becoming the first female operators 

to complete successfully a North American, transcontinental run on two solo motorcycles. 

Teachers in their early twenties, they approached the management of two firms: Firestone Tire 

and Rubber Company and Hendee Manufacturing Company, maker of Indian Moto-Cycles.26 

The two companies decided to sponsor them. The Van Buren sisters rode two 61 cubic-inch 

Power Plus Indians, some of the fastest, most advanced machines of that time. Their departure 

was from a racetrack in Brooklyn on Independence Day, 1916.  

The sisters received media attention in every big city they passed through. They rode 

word, sometimes through mud or deep sand.27 When the Van Burens made this non-relay, 

cross-continental run, they had no tactical support system unlike the men a year earlier so 

they mailed necessary clothing and support ahead of them.28 Augusta told a journalist:  

Our aim in making this long cross-
real efficient aid to our nation in case of need, if they will only devote a little of their 

29  
 
The Van Burens arrived in Los Angeles in September, 1916. Movie stars met them and 

Motor Cycle Illustrated praised their stamina and daring, the women having ridden 

approximately 5,500 miles.30 The story read: 
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Difficult as most of the gentler sex would consider the sport of motorcycling at any 
distance even under the most favorable of conditions, the ambitious program which the 
Van Buren girls laid out for themselves caused not a little speculation among the most 

31  
 
The myth of female frailty was discredited as the sisters ended their run by crossing the 

bikes and posed one last time for the camera. Apparently, no retinue followed them across the 

border; the street in the photograph appeared to be empty.32  

 

Borderlands Women who Challenged and Resisted  

The Van Burens were usually complimented in the press and treated respectfully, but 

not always. For instance, the Pacific Motorcyclist presented their trip as a challenge to men. 

journey without difficulty and without any outside assistance, what possible excuse can any 

man have for hesitating over a 33 The writer 

accomplished. 

industry-related media to prompt more consumer capitalist activity (especially retail 

34 The sale of 

motorcycle tires and other parts benefited businesses that advertised in these magazines, which 

tended to benefit the periodical. Her statement, which was perhaps intended as a challenge, 

would serve to goad males into riding more miles and spending more money for parts. The 
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tires that they would buy, for example, would more likely be Firestone, since the Van Burens 

had successfully run that brand all the way across the continent. 

Similar gender-related psychological challenges were issued by the U.S. armed forces a 

generation later during the Second World War, using active squadrons of women pilots to 

encourage men to fly experimental aircraft that females had already flown. Because of 

prevailing notions of gender roles and male mechanical superiority during the first half of the 

worldview, if women can do these amazing feats, then why should men not be able to perform 

at least as competently?35  

In a 1915 magazine article, Della Crewe had presented her own autobiographical ride 

report that must have had a similar affect on male readers: 

places at best. Steamships are little better. They have the faculty of taking you around 
all points of interest and finally landing you on some forsaken dockery, to get out of the 
mystic maze as best you can. So I gave up the train and boat ideas and decided to run 
my own vehicle to suit myself. 
Accordingly I hiked away on June 24 last, after just ten days experience with my 
Harley-
I would get held up by tramps or kill myself on the motorcycle, but these remarks only 
made me more persistent.36  
 
Women motorcyclists also tended to be socially or politically active in their Greater 

Borderlands cities or communities and many towns seem to have had at least one female 

motorcycle operator as a resident. 
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Edith Whitacre was one of two Jerome, Arizona motorcycling women and was a co-owner of 

the Jerome Sun newspaper during World War I. At the time, Jerome was a major metropolitan 

paper was 

pro-labor at a time when all of the other Jerome papers were anti-labor and were supported by 

the United Verde Mine Company that exploited the rich copper and other mineral deposits 

37 

The mine and the other newspapers blamed the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW, 

the so-

public frenzy in the city, culminating with a vigilante gang rounding up more than a hundred 

miners suspected of being IWW members. The state president of the International Union of 

Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers (IUMMSW, the dominant accommodationist union) and 

other vigilantes loaded sixty-seven of these kidnapped workers onto United Verde cattle cars 

Plate 4: Edith Whitacre. Jerome, Arizona. Photo courtesy of the Jerome Historical Society Archives, 
Jerome, Arizona. 
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and then illegally shipped them to Kingman. The mining companies controlled the IUMMSW 

 

company wielded tremendous local influence both in the mines and in the city itself. She 

decided to move away under corporate elite political pressure.38  

In The Feminine Mystique, Betty Friedan identified the rebellious aspects of such high-

Friedan observed that early twentieth-century feminists were moved by a passion to leave their 

39 Thus, in 

1921 Motorcycle and Bicycle Illustrated published an article highlighting women motorcyclists 

that its anonymous author had interviewed. It included quotes from Evelyn Greenway, a 

Greater Borderlands biker. Greenway said:  

It makes me disgusted with my sex when I see so many baby dolls lolling back in great 

them there and back. For myself, I really pity them. Grace and I enjoy our machines. 
We both like swimming and fishing and the outdoors generally. We are planning some 

40   
 
 

Sexism, Gendered Games, and the Motor Maids 

Within motorcycling culture, resistance by women and a challenging of conventional 

gender roles occurred when females raced their own bikes, particularly in the 1910s and 1920s. 

At that time, enthusiasm for motorcycle races transcended gender and class lines and attracted 

even university and public school racing teams. Motorcycling events attracted large crowds 

from all occupations and gradually became festival events in the years before the stock market 
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crash of 1929. Female racing teams did not exist, even though individual women raced for 

years. Moreover, large numbers of women attended racing events and enjoyed them as much as 

men did.41 

Federation of American Motorcyclists (FAM, established 1903) regulations prohibited 

women from engaging in FAM competitions. Likewise, the American Motorcyclist 

Association (AMA) followed the example of its predecessor organization in prohibiting 

women from participating in sanctioned races when it formed in 1924.42 By 1931, however, the 

AMA was actively promoting motorcycling for women, expressing an organizational belief 

that their presence would tend to keep events from becoming too rowdy.43 The AMA changed 

its original position as the U.S. plunged into the Great Depression and began to accept women 

bikers.  

While more motorcycling opportunities became available to women, the competitive 

games played at gypsy runs and events became more sexist after the 1920s and for the 

remainder of the century.44 ly 1920s or possibly the 

1910s and is particularly interesting in terms of its gendered evolution. In the early years, it 

was played one-up (with the typical contestant being one male on each bike with no 

passenger). In such a challenging and difficult game of eye-mouth-hand-foot coordination and 

balance, the man would slowly ride his bike past a point where a hotdog was suspended 

overhead from a spring. As he rolled by slowly underneath the wiener, he would try to take a 

bite out of it without dropping the motorcycle or touching his foot on the ground. According to 

reporter C. E. B. Clement of Motorcycle Illustrated in 1921

45 The weenie bite as it was played in the 1920s was a nearly impossible task not only 
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because the machine had to be simultaneously balanced with both hands and the body while 

craning the neck upwards, but also due to the spring causing the weenie to bounce out of reach. 

In later decades, the objective of the game became easier because weenie bite rules at 

most events were modified. In the second half of the century, the game began to be played two-

up so that the passenger was free from low-speed bike balancing tasks and could concentrate 

solely upon biting the hotdog, which was no longer attached to a bouncy spring but tied to a 

length of ordinary string. The essential motorcycle operator remained male while the weenie 

biter became typically female. As more contestants were able to accomplish the original 

objective of the game (to simply bite it), foot long hotdogs began to be widely utilized in order 

to determine how much length could be taken. When the wiener became a foot-long, it subtly 

became a phallic symbol as spectators had the opportunity to view women performing a task in 

which the champion would be the one who could get the most length down her throat during 

the fraction of a second available. Thus ironically, what some motorcyclists have in later years 

identified as a sexist, male-oriented game had originated generations earlier as an essentially 

male participatory game of skill. The efficacy of a traditional sexual act, fellatio, was subtly 

reinforced by later generational changes within the rules of a previously gender-neutral bike 

contest.46  

During the 1990s, some women (and men) in the riding community protested against 

the weenie bite and similar games effectively enough to bring changes. Sometimes individuals 

responded to such complaints or innuendo by enacting a simple ritualized form of gender 

bending. (The usual weenie bite game was played, only with him riding on the back of her 

bike.) More often, the organizers responded with a campy form of equal opportunity: the 
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- she drove and he rode on the 

back while attempting to bite a food item that was loaded to resemble a vagina.  

By the end of the century, many runs changed their game schedules in order to become 

the weenie bite or else included the taco bite game as an addition to the weenie bite 

competition.47 

were well north of the border zone itself in places such as northern California, Flagstaff, and 

Albuquerque. Meanwhile, runs within the border zone but north of the international boundary 

line continued to include the weenie bite without a taco bite.  

South of the border, organized bike games were not played at all. Instead, there were 

usually staged drinking competitions and individual (female or male) dance contests as well as 

corrido singing events. In the latter two games, the lively audience selected the winners by 

respective amounts of applause. In México, displays of riding skill were often spontaneous and 

freeform rather than structured as competitions. Sometimes, professional drill teams48 were 

part of the show. In the interior of Greater Borderlands states such as Chihuahua and Sonora, 

. Instead, men at the 

events, each holding his own bottle of sotol or tequila, saluted each other offering hearty, 

¡Salud, cabrones! ¡Hijos de la Chingada! The relative presence, 

absence, or qualities of ritualized sexism or unconscious discrimination at organized events, 

throughout the century, depended on who the organizers, referees, and participants were as 

well as their location in relation to the border itself.49   

Although the Great Depression of the 1930s was a time of little motorcycling activity, 

women in the north eventually formed their own clubs to ride together. In 1939, Linda Dugeau 
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compiled a list of female motorcyclists and, the following year, started the Motor Maids of 

America with fifty-one charter members as 

was the first women-only motorcycle club in the United States and eventually had members 

throughout the Greater Borderlands on the north side of the international boundary. Ivalene 

Tenney of Havasu City, Arizona (formerly of southern California) joined the Motor Maids in 

1953.50 Tenney described her first encounter with the club: 

My first get-together with the Motor Maids was to go from Bellflower, California to go 

side of the road and we all came together and started through the Carbon Canyon, 

easier to keep up than to catch up. So I was just about riding over my head the first time 
51 

 
The Motor Maids held mandatory conventions to which they were required to ride their 

motorcycles and had a distinctive uniform that they wore and which evolved through time. 

Their colors were white and blue.52  

War II, at lea

riders. Women working in wartime defense plants in Phoenix rode bikes, a legacy of the 

Depression when people could not afford much gasoline. Marvin Lesley, a citizen of Navajo 

Nation, said that his Navajo grandmother rode a Harley-Davidson when she worked at Camp 

Navajo army base west of Flagstaff, Arizona during the Second World War.53  
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Post-World War II Motorcycling, Peggy Iris Thomas, and Texas Hospitality 

When veterans returned from the Second World War, the Motor Maids continued as a 

club.54 Much of the post-war riding scene was very male-oriented, however. The most well 

known post-World War II motorcycling clubs formed in 1947 and 1948 by men who were war 

veterans in the Greater Borderlands were the Hells Angels Motorcycle Club (HAMC), the 

Boozefighters, and the Pissed Off Bastards of Berdoo.55  

Yet, many such clubs had members who were female. Even the HAMC (1948) included 

women as equal club members until the mid 1950s. For instance, Keata Zimmerman was a 

Berdoo Chapter member while Leila Sadilek was the Secretary of Frisco Chapter.56 

Plate 5. Tex Taggart. Photo from Life magazine, August 11, 1947. 
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Women continued to ride their own bikes in the 1950s. Ivalene Tenney had been riding 

her own bike for years before joining the Motor Maids in 1953 and she rode for the remainder 

of the century. Riders such as Tenney, Elaine Charvat Pristo, and Janie Peavey continued to 

ride around Southern California and the Arizona desert in the late 1940s and 1950s. Pristo was 

still on a Harley-Davidson Knucklehead in 2000 while Tenney preferred a blue Goldwing. 

Mechanically adept Peavey preferred British bikes and ran the BSA dealership in Mesa, 

Arizona beginning in 1950 for over thirty years. She knew her product and her clientele and 

treated them as if they were family. BSA Motorcycles went out of business in the 1960s, and 

the shop in Mesa was eventually razed to make room for a bridge after closing in January 

1991. Peavey was eighty-one when she closed the business.57 After World War II, British-born 

Theresa Wallach toured America for two and a half years and 32,000 miles. She worked her 

way around the United States, holding eighteen different jobs.  

Another young English woman touring the U.S. in 1952, Peggy Iris Thomas, wrote a 

travel narrative. Thomas rode westward across Canada, south to San Diego, then across the 

Greater Borderlands through Tucson, El Paso, and South Texas before crossing the Río Grande 

on her way to Mexico City, taking eighteen months to tour these areas. Like Wallach, Thomas 

also worked her way around the continent, taking temporary jobs for a few weeks at a time.58 

-stroke engine. Bantams were manufactured by the 

British Small Arms Company (BSA).  

Her non-biking friends and relatives back in England had tried to dissuade her from 

betrayed their paranoia of relatively natural environments that were thought to have existed on 

 doubt about her aptitude for performing mechanical 
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repairs. Before arriving in the Greater Borderlands, she had been warned about the potential for 

snakes and scorpions crawling into her sleeping bag, daytime heat that would fry her like fresh 

meat, and an imagined need for one to stop every mile to re-hydrate.59  

nature juxtaposed with narratives of encounters with people that she met along the way 

including non- ehension or aversion toward women bikers and all riders in general, 

with other non-riders as either friendly, curious, or sexually predatory.60 Commenting on the 

southern Imperial Valley landscape, Thomas wrote: 

I looked out across a wide, deep valley, away beyond to range after range of humped-
back mountains; mountains which form the natural frontier between the United States 
and Mexico. They looked dry and arid and not a bit like the cool, majestic peaks of 
Washington. The change in scenery was so exciting
much as I expected.61  
 

She was impressed with large expanses of open land and the length of freight trains in the 

wide-open space 62 She sought out and tremendously enjoyed Borderland environments. 

Both Tenney and Thomas were women of means, for they possessed control of enough 

disposable income to afford a motorcycle and the time and resources necessary to operate it. 

Women motorcyclists tended to be from the elite and middle classes. 

encounters with barefoot vendors and other local people may be problematized as border 

culture shock, orientalism, or essentialist perceptions of otherness. Attempts to practice her 

Spanish with gas station attendants on both sides of the border distracted them so that gas was 

spilled on her tank or her tires would be under-inflated. Thomas rode through New Mexico and 

Paso. The author described 
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the Greater Borderlands in exotic 

tones.63 

Thomas met some young, military bikers from the Yuma Air Base who were riding 

larger, more powerful machines. One of them rode with her all the way to Gila Bend that night. 

After suffering the blasts of sandstorms, they were caught in a summer monsoon thunderstorm 

as they rode eastward.64 

frightful mirage, and that I was living a nightmare the sort of nightmare which is 

65 When they finally reached the edge of Gila Bend and ducked into a gas station, 

the attendants welcomed them as if they were close friends. An older cowboy in the café across 

the street bought coffee for them. The next morning Thomas rode her little BSA bike to Tucson 

while he returned to Yuma. 

She thought that no BSA dealer existed between San Diego and El Paso and probably 

never knew that Janie Peavey had opened her new shop just a little farther north in Mesa only 

two years earlier, in 1950.66 Had she known, Thomas may possibly have made the detour to 

Phoenix, for she later wrote: 

Now it is almost an unwritten law among motorcyclists who are on a trip, that they 
must stop at the dealers in the different cities, who carry their make of machine. So in 

found him and his teenage son.67 
 

Rathbone and his wife dined with her before a group of bikes escorted her out to the edge of 

town that evening. 

Other shops were not as friendly. In Alpine, Texas Thomas had a flat tire. She helped 
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realign it after the tube was replaced. She was not able to line it up herself, and the gas station 

closed for the night, so the author slept on the concrete at the gas station. As she started to 

look at th

intoxicated people stopped, searching for gas. One of them saw Thomas and ran back to their 

encountered hospitality the rest of the way through Texas.68 

 

 

While crossing the border at Laredo into México, the author tried to imagine how 

incredible the image of a woman riding a motorcycle would appear to Mexican people. 

Halfway across the international bridge, her dog jumped off the bike to chase a cat back into 

the United States. When she turned around and retrieved him, the U.S. officials looked at her 

cross-eyed. The author finally made it to the Mexican side and then had to wait in a room with 

other tourists for over a half hour, sitting on hard, wooden benches. She haggled with an 

official over a twenty peso-bill that she had inadvertently left inside her passport. Of course, he 

had thought that she was presenting it as a tip. After winning the money back, they charged her 

the same amount for importing a dog into México.69 

Mexican porters and other people at the aduana station openly laughed at Thomas and 

appear to have been rude. The locals gathered around her again as she was ready to leave. 
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They made a commotion as Thomas rode away through the streets of Nuevo Laredo.70 Like 

Mr. and Mrs. Snodgrass years before, Thomas had some of her luggage and all of her mail 

forwarded to several large cities she expected to pass through. Like some other women bikers 

of the first half of the century, the author was of a higher socio-economic class and was, by her 

own admission, not accustomed to physical work.  

Thomas started out as a novice rider, admitting to a complete lack of mechanical 

experience, and learning to secure the load to her bike in a trial-by-error fashion.71 She wrote, 

72 Despite such initial lack of experience, the author became an adept 

enthusiast as she accumulated miles and performed major engine maintenance. Together with 

another female motorcyclist that she met, Thomas learned to rebuild her engine, utilizing an 

introductory book on motorcycles borrowed from a library. The author hoped to encourage 

other women to become mechanically adept as she wrote:  

With any of the repairs I have since attempted I have run into endless difficulties 
because I am certainly not mechanically minded, but I do think half the fun of owning a 
machine is to mess around with it, and try to do your own repairs. There is one thing 
girls should remember though, if they want to buy and service their own motorcycles; 
their lily-white hands and moon-shaped nails will be things of the past.73 
 
Many women quit riding their own motorcycles after World War II. Most female 

motorcyclists began to ride on the buddy seat behind their boyfriends, husbands, or other men. 

The fact that more women rode as passengers after the war ended compared to earlier periods 

when they operated their own bikes is supported by pictorial evidence, interviews with senior 

riders, and changes in the Harley-

riding alongside of him in 194

women rode their own in 1952 that people in cars slowed down to take pictures of British 
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tourist Peggy Iris Thomas. During all of that time, she met only one other woman who rode her 

own bike.74 

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to the existence of many women motorcycle operators in 

-war gender roles in 

accordance with older modes of domesticity. Young girls were continually dissuaded from 

experimentation with roles and lifestyles while boys were encouraged to be brave and 

ingenious in life. Sociologist Helena Znaniecki Lopata writes that women were more 

susceptible to societal criticism compared to men.75  

Non-riders opposed their family members who wanted to ride. A female biker and 

author named Gail DeMarco claimed that her family failed to understand her passion for 

riding. Tanya Zimberoff, a bookkeeper who wanted to ride since childhood but was deterred by 

her parents, had to leave her family. Genevieve Schmitt, a television show producer, said that 

when she started to ride, her mother glared at her and her father, an IBM employee, simply 

shook his head. When Pro Stock racer Angelle Seeling was a little girl, her mother worried 

about her 

law clerk in Southern California, liked Harleys since age thirteen and eventually learned to ride 

76  

Few women opera 77 According to Char 

Zack, Road Captain of Raw Thunder in southern and central Arizona: 
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person who really turned me on to riding that way was Lonnie Newman. You know 

 

eighteen years.78 
 
 

 

Eventually, women motorcyclists liberated themselves from mid-century gender role 

constructs. Although women broke out of their repressive molds in a variety of ways from the 

1950s through the 1970s, I have observed two essential patterns emerging from available 

sources in relation to mobility and motorcycles. Both responses are related to degrees of 

women breaking out of domestic bondage and riding.  

According to my typology, the first type of escapist response can be characterized as 

the essential woman escaping with the help of an outside male accomplice. In the 1960s and 

1970s, women straddled the back seat of a bike, embraced the male bodies sitting in front, and 

rode away with them. They experienced various forms of companionship and a sense of 

freedom from conventional society.79  

Paradoxically, after a woman saddled up onto the back seat she soon discovered that the 

ideal of extreme freedom could be complicated by the reality of structural classifications within 

riding culture, especially if her new biker boyfriend was a member of a patch-holding club. 

The Rebels: A Brotherhood of Outlaw Bikers is an ethnography about the life of 

so-

-

concludes that these male-oriented motorcycle clubs established borders between themselves 
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and the host society in order to establish solid individual, group, and institutional identities 

separate from the rest of the world.  

The core reason why a female ran away with a male biker was to transcend ordinary, 

mundane life and experience the power, sensuality, and excitement of motorcycling. Wolf's 

Rebels MC Chapter was somewhat representative of all one-percent clubs of that time and their 

lifestyle and many women ran with them on a temporary basis. However, individual male 

first, followed by family, jobs, or girlfriends.80  

Wolf offers a structuralist model to identify three essential social categories of women 

research, I found that patterns resembling these three categories (under slightly different 

names) originated with West Coast biker subculture in the 1950s when male motorcyclists 

-community, temporarily available, 

transitory women who were typically encountered in a bar and who partied and stayed for a 

one-

were usually but not always

ey were here tonight and gone back to their regular lives tomorrow.81 There was 

nothing unusual about them (usually). 

monogamous in an interpersonal relationship with a male biker. 

corresponded to the institution of marriage in non-riding society, regardless of the presence or 

absence of any legal marriage license. As in the rest of society, the mutually sexually exclusive 
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social arrangement had its roots in ancient societies and was pretty much universal in the 

relationship. Additionally, some clubs (like a few employers in non-riding society) demanded 

 

werful force in male-oriented motorcycle 

clubs and could readily manipulate men who were members.82 

1980s said:  

ngs like hints and sexual demands and playing on their egos, 

do.83  
 

men since the beginning of motorcycling. In fact, some men quit riding because of wives or 

other women.84 In addition, when a new member prospected (became a probate member) for a 

through a 

85 In contrast to the already-mentioned chicks 

other females but less than some men. They closely resembled the married women of larger 

society; they were attached to one man only and enjoyed some privilege.  

erence between gender 

roles, and significant inequity between women and men existed, with few individual 

exceptions. As with women, the status of male bikers in most clubs, also, was well defined and 
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hierarchical. The rules and norms for men regarding othe

on the status of the other man. Respect was rendered to couples in which the men were 

members of motorcycle clubs and to certain other men who rode. Independent male 

motorcyclists tended to respect each other and the clubs. However, the wives and female 

companions of non-riding men were often considered fair game. Here nearly all mores, norms, 

and individual roles were both ascribed by gender and achieved via activity, club or other 

status, and attitude.86  

The last of Wol

California one-percent clubs as well as some post-1980s Greater Borderlands clubs in México. 

In 

away from the ocean. (The applicability of critical race theory will be discussed in Chapter 

Two.)  

o women who were not 

-

be an oversimplified, inadequate, and inept desc

activities. The sheep voluntarily made themselves available to all club members, sometimes 

sexually. Sheep lived such lives because they wanted to be part of the biker scene yet could 

not, or would not, form a monogamous relationship with one, individual club member.87 Such 

status was explained to me on one occasion approximately a hundred miles south of the border 
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zone, at a rustic posada that was hosted by the main one-percent club of that region of northern 

México. An attractive woman told 

f sheep / mama conveyed 

some level of individual autonomy. 

 

Response Two: Gender Rebellion, Sisters, and Knucklehead Fred   

Even so, not all women wanted to ride with a man on his bike. The extraordinary love 

of personal freedom and individuality by women who obtained their own machines 

characterized the second motorcycle-related response to mundane life. The independent 

woman motorcycle operator phenomenon began to reemerge significantly during the 

countercultural revolution of the late 1960s and was symbolized by a famous Janis Joplin 

record album cover in which she sat on the front seat of a motorcycle that appears to have been 

hers.88  

In his brief, three-

much time with women who were more independent or diverse than the three female gender 

role cultural constructs that he describes. He mentions independent female motorcycle 

operators briefly, only from a distance, and as being essentially outside of male-oriented biker 

culture.89 They were not really separated, however. Before, during, and after his time in the 

field, unusual women were, through their own mechanical or other personal abilities and 

actions, breaking through gender barriers and achieving special status that approximated that of 

males, both within and outside of clubs or other groups, male-oriented and otherwise. The 
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Rattlers, a club in Los Angeles and San Francisco that rode with the HAMC, had both male 

and female members. As already mentioned, the HAMC itself started out as a club with some 

female members in Southern California.  

Even after the protocol for membership in that club became gender restrictive in the 

traits, character, or skills could still ride and participate equitably with the club as its guests.90 

According to Lisa Garber:  

Demonized and reviled for decades, these men, many of whom had Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder from their war service, have carried the feelings about our collective 
hubris and acted out elements of this national shadow. They have borne the burden of 
the American collective disassociation from its anima. 
Women who ride were born in this same shadow, at the crossroads. It is the projection 
these men have carried namely, the anima of the patriarchal order; but women who ride 
are a new generation.91  
 

Independent women continually rode their own bikes with the HAMC through the end of the 

century.92  

Women were building choppers in 1974 and probably even earlier. For example, 

who built her own motorcycles and whose attitudes, actions, and apartment furnishings 

resembled those of her brothers in the Dirty Dozen MC. Ownership of a Harley-Davidson 

Knucklehead engine (1936-1952) required the expert performance of constant maintenance and 

ran. Individuals possessing mechanical know-how, likewise, were typically deemed worthy of 

respect and honor in riding culture. Thus, members of the Dirty Dozen MC, who were 

exclusively men, had the utmost respect for Knucklehead Fred.93 Any woman who rode and 

maintained her own bike at that time was thought to 
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Glossary.) 

significant other. Exceptional women could gender bend within biker culture and not only get 

away with it, but be accepted for who they were. These women did not ride in a vacuum; they 

were integral members of the motorcycling community and of a unique multigenerational 

culture.94  

Moreover, similar interactions between female organizational bikers and male-oriented 

club riders were occurring as early as the 1950s, and probably earlier than that. Alice 

Wamsley, Director of the Southern California Motor Maids was also a member of the Norwalk 

Centaurs Motorcycle Club, sponsors of the Annual Yuma Prison Run. Betty J. Thomas, 

another Southern Californian Motor Maid had a husband who was also a Centaur. Another 

Motor Maid in Arizona, Ivalene Tenney was a member of the Gold Wing Road Riders 

Association.95 

Arizona in the late 1990s. An article in their formative documents strongly recommended that 

its members should also join A Brotherhood Aimed Toward Education (ABATE), a 

motorcyclist rights organization (MRO). Political and socio-cultural solidarity increased 

especially from the 1960s through the 1980s.96  

Fierce camaraderie and loyalty to each other was the norm. Whitedog, Security for the 

all-  

 comes from here [the heart]. They 

knew that they would [do the same] if the shit came 

-between. You can act like you 
are; you can pretend like you are; you can look like you are. But when the shit really 

comes down

way.97 
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Personal dedication to the biker community was a total, unconditional bond, similar to the 

commitment that some people had to their god, their country, or their family. The motorcycling 

community was tight- 98 

to all other bikers manifested in material ways. Char Zack 

related a narrative similar to countless others, about how strangers on motorcycles helped each 

other, as if they were family members: 

I decided to go through L.A. a different way, because I had some other plans. And it 
was very late on a Sunday night and I was in a really nasty, nasty place. And I busted 
my main tappet bearing and I had to shut down. And even the police were telling me to 

 

maybe twenty bucks left. A motorcycle, a Harley motorcycle brother got me a U-Haul 
truck on his credit card for like six hundred dollars, okay. And a bunch of guys loaded 

know me from Jack Shit.99 
 

inevitable on a bike

existed in the biker community for over a hundred years.  

-gendered; it included the concept of 

the late 1990s. All bikers, whether male or female, were considered brothers and sisters.100 

Women who lived and operated in more than one club were well respected in the riding 

lady of a member of a male-oriented club. As an organizer, she was thus able to gain a large 

amount of participation during open events such as the Verde Valley Toy Run.101 Self-esteem 
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in terms of manhood, womanhood, or gender rebellion was ritually reinforced for some 

individuals, depending u  

 

Women Gender Constructs  

After Harley-Davidson released its low-maintenance, electronic ignition Evolution 

engine in 1984, more men and women began to buy Harleys. In 1985, only two percent of the 

new customers buying a Harley were female. By 1991, that figure increased to five percent and 

by 1996 to nine percent, an overall change of 350 percent. By 1997, thirteen percent of all 

Harley riders were women and six percent of new Harleys sold were to women. Bigger bikes 

became more physiologically accessible for a wider range of people, regardless of inseam 

length. For example, in the late 1990s, the Fat Boy had a low seat height and was a perfect 

choice for women or men with short legs.102  

Street-riding women became more organized in the final three decades of the century 

and many of them had chapters in the Greater Borderlands. Becky Brown founded WITW in 

1979. The association grew into forty chapters and a total membership of approximately 750 

over the following two decades. Two WITW chapters existed in Arizona briefly in the late 

Another WITW chapter in Palm Springs was still active at the end of the century. Several other 

Lace (Phoenix, coastal California, and some Texas towns) and Dykes on Bikes (San Francisco 

and Los Angeles). Lynell Corbett and Linda Campbell, wife of US Senator Ben Nighthorse 

Campbell, started the Hardly Angels Motorized Dance Troupe in 1994. The troupe consisted 

primarily of women from the Four Corners area. The Sirens MC of New Mexico was a patch-
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 was AMA-sanctioned. Maria Bautista 

founded the club in 1988 after riding in San Francisco with a patch-holding club called Leather 

103  

A closer look at only one area, Southern Arizona, may be indicative of the status of 

three active, exclusively female groups: the Desert Hearts, Women on Wheels (WOW), and 

Raw Thunder. Deb Latardo star

Judy Kochel of Sun City, a member of the Board of Trustees of WOW, had been riding since 

1973. WOW chapters were strong in Glendale and Scottsdale under the leadership of Rose 

Whitney and Dianne Ables. The founder of Raw Thunder, Char Zack started riding when a 

friend gave her a Honda 125. She gradually worked her way up to a 350, then a 500 before 

getting her 1991 Springer Softail. The first coordinator for Raw Thunder was Pat Bunevich 

who rode 

Tombstone, Arizona, was named after her bike.104  

Women became more aware of a perceived public opposition to them as bikers in the 

 especially in the early 1970s, car and truck 

operators running bikes off the road and causing rider injury or death was problematic. In a 

1966 Mademoiselle 

105  

Writing in 1971, Robert Hughes informed readers of Time 

r stands to encounter at least one car-swaddled Milquetoast with blood in his eye 

106 Ray Gwyn Smith of Santa Cruz, California wrote an 
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ddess Rides 

and found that they had been subject to various responses from non-riding males. Some of 

these responses had been negative, ranging from verbal protests to aggravated vehicular assault 

(physically forcing women bikers off of roads).107  

In a separate interview, Dorothy McKnight recalled one such incident: 

the traffic and come across and start up that hill. And the oncoming ramp, the guy tried 
to run us off the road, and I mean literally. We were shaken. We were definitely 
shaking in our boots when we realized how close we had been, being run down. And I 

avoided it, but I do remember that we had to make way. Even 
though we had the right-of-

wheels can run you off, poss
no reason for it.108 
 

Had it not been for their attentive and quickly evasive maneuvers, these riders could have been 

injured or killed.  

Such seemingly senseless violence did not end in the 1980s. One of countless 

undocumented but similar close-call incidents occurred at the end of the century and was 

described by Delores Whitedog: 

I pulled that guy over on Central, because he tried to kill me on my motorcycle. He 
tried to run me off the road. So, I tol

old enough to be your mother, you fucking 

And he apologized and said that he would never do that to anybody again.109 
 
Regular citizens were not the only people interacting negatively with riders; 

governmental entities also scrutinized and attempted to regulate bikers.110 The National 

Highway Safety Act of 1966, followed by the Federal Highway Funds Aid Act of 1968 
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ogy) forty-nine states into 

passing mandatory helmet laws by threatening to withhold ten percent of their federal highway 

funds. Riders viewed the Department of Transportation (DOT) crossover requirement as a form 

of discrimination. Helmets had a reputation within the community as being unsafe, as they 

111 Simultaneously, 

police forces in the Greater Borderlands started to actively scrutinize the extended forks, 

handlebar heights, and other artistic elements of choppers, ostensibly for safety reasons.112  

   

 

As a result, an informal grassroots coalition led by the patch-holding clubs staged 

helmet protests at the California State Capitol in the late 1960s. Because of such opposition, 

California was the only state in the United States that did not bow to such federal pressure. The 

movement continued and began to be led by motorcyclist rights organizations (MROs) 

beginning with the MMA in 1971 and ABATE a year later. The acronym ABATE, which 

female secretarial employee at Easyriders 

been lost. At first, the magazine itself ran ABATE as a national MRO but started granting state 

charters in 1974, eventually surrendering all control of the acronym (and how its letters are 

interpreted) to autonomous regional and local groups of activists.113  

The ABATE movement quickly expanded into every Greater Borderlands state north of 

the border. ABATE bikers were highly motivated, well organized, and extremely effective. 

Many motorcyclists in the U.S. under the age of thirty were card-carrying members of either 

ABATE or an equivalent MRO. When state helmet laws induced by the federal crossover 
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requirement failed to reduce numbers of motorcycle accidents, injuries, and deaths as the safety 

organized riders wrote letters and staged demonstrations. They influenced congressional 

Federal Highway Act of 1975 that was signed into law on May 5, 1976. Subsequently that 

114 

Similar helmet law repeals occurred in New Mexico, Texas and most of the other forty-

six states that had enacted laws.115 oordinator in 

ABATE of New Mexico: 

ABATE at the time, but people jumped on the bandwagon to put an end to that. And 
r you do have a right to 

the organization.116 
 

As a direct result of continual motorcyclist activism through the rights movement, the final 

decades of the century were generally agreeable to riders.117  

Many of the local MROs were either started, organized, or run by women from the 

1970s through the 1990s. Female members of ABATE were lobbyists, strategists, chairs, 

treasurers, secretaries, and editors. Other women, who were not directly involved in their states 

as leaders of the movement, assisted their boyfriends or husbands who were organizational 

activists in the 1970s and 1980s. The first independent female biker that I ever met was C. C. 

Rogers, a member of my MMA dist

a Harley-Davidson Sportster and was active in the district.118 

People in the motorcycling community both men and women thought that women 

possessed inherent essential qualities that made them, in some ways, more effective lobbyists 
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and activists than men could be. Liz Espinoza Beltran, Deputy Coordinator for ABATE of 

New Mexico, described those imagined qualities: 

 

your tits are. You are going to be doing a job in this organization the same as I am and 
 

So, over the las

owe it to my chapter. And the members that I have in my chapter are very, very 
cooperative and very eager to help me with everything that I want to do. So all of our 
events have been very, very successful. Our toy run this year is our eighth annual. That 

119  
 

hts movement increased from the 

1980s through the 1990s. Only fourteen percent of organizational officers in one MMA 

division were women during the mid-1980s. A decade later in 1996, when Audrey Goodwin 

was the ABATE of Arizona Chair of the Board of Directors, three of the ten state officers and 

two of the seven attending board members were female. Two years later, Bobbi J. Hartmann 

of New Mexico as its newsletter editor and e-mail list 

server while Liz Espinoza Beltran was Coordinator of First Rio Rancho Chapter and one of 

were women as we

female riders comprised thirty percent of the Motorcycle Riders Foundation (MRF) Board of 

Directors and served as writers, editors, planners, and organizers throughout the motorcyclist 

rights movement.  

As the century drew to a close, Patty Dallas provided guidance to ABATE of Arizona 

as Chair of the Board while other women served as directors, state officers, and chapter 

ts documentary film by ABATE 
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of Arizona member Barbara Bustillos-

the best officers and activists of those groups happened to be women. By the late decades of 

the century, women riders in such organizations mirrored the larger society of their local areas 

in matters of race and ethnicity and Black, Latino, and Native American women were 

members.120 African American and Latin  

Even traditional male-oriented clubs that anthropologist Daniel Wolf had identified in 

the late 1980s seemed to have changed in the 1990s. During the 1996 Coalition of Coalitions 

(of motorcycle clubs) meeting, convened in the land of the sovereign Mouache-Capote 

(Southern Ute) Nation during the Four Corners Iron Horse Rally, the political importance of 

women was acknowledged. Subsequently, Deborah Butitta was elected to serve as the 

registered lobbyist for the Arizona Confederation of Motorcycle Clubs in July of 2000. Such 

gendered clubs.121 Thus, it can be said that women played a very important role in the 

preservation of motorcycling.  

 

Motorcycling as a Gendered Borderlands 

They also enjoyed riding in the Borderlands. Trisha Yeager, who in 1978 self-identified 

-

appreciation and fondness for the Borderlands.122 In her book How to Be Sexy With Bugs in 

Your Teeth, she described the Ride and how the land changes with the sun:  

[A] brand new desert-flooded with red from the sinking sun, etched with distinct 
contrasts of value and texture, filled with Modigliani-like shadows. You feel united 
with the peace and grandeur of the vast sand panorama all around you.123  
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Yeager cited oneness with the environment, the enjoyment of a feeling of freedom, practicality, 

stress relief, sensual aspects of the machine, and the benefits of meditative concentration as 

reasons for riding. In contrast to the rhetoric of a rustic, rugged, physically challenging 

landscape that early twentieth-century riders utilized to describe the same places, later 

motorcyclists such as Yeager recreated by riding in the beauty of the Greater Borderlands.124  

Rather than attempting to delve into intangible elements of one being in outdoor places, 

this moment in the dissertation may present a reasonable opportunity to complicate the earlier 

are more metaphoric and esoteric than those of Oscar J. Martínez. In Borderlands: The New 

Mestiza, Anzaldúa surveys several peripheral places including those that lie between Chicano 

and Anglo societies, women and male-oriented Chicano culture, and finally lesbians and 

hetero-normality. She describes linguistic borderlands, mystical spiritual space, and the in 

between-ness of economics, language, and autohistoria. Anzaldúa tries to diminish the concept 

metaphoric bridge seeks to empower everyone. She concludes that, in code switching between 

a multiplicity of identities, there is hope for community and for attaining goals.125  

Beyond matters of space and place enjoyed by historical actors such as Yeager and 

-

geographic, expanded, idealist, and esoteric concept of borderlands, ones that reveal degrees of 

ambiguity and relativity, a significant conceptual space between any two distinct but 

interconnected things. Throughout the twentieth century, motorcycling was, in essence, such a 

borderlands type of activity; locomotion in that area between what is socially acceptable by the 

mainstream and what is not. No matter what meanings riders attached to their operation of 
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motorcycles, these were socially ignored, re-imagined and rewritten by non-riders to enhance a 

stifling, marginalizing set of stereotypes, a boundary of sorts for purposes of exclusion. The 

next chapter surveys some boundaries of marginalization in relation to race, ethnicity, identity, 

and resistance. To examine the category of race, it considers racialized motorcyclists in the 

Borderlands including Black, ethnic Mexican, and Native American riders.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

BIKERS, ETHNICITY, AND RACIAL CONSTRUCTS IN THE BORDERLANDS 

 

 

This present chapter is about race, ethnicity, and motorcycling in the Mexican-U.S. 

borderlands with an emphasis on Black bikers. I intend to present a chronological, inclusive 

narration of bikes and some individuals who rode them. Secondly, I demonstrate that a 

widespread societal discrimination against persons of color was compounded by their 

individual transportation choices and that such motorcyclists were negatively impacted by a 

larger marginalization of riders as a social group, which occurred over the course of the 

twentieth century. Categories of race and extreme mobility, in tension with middle- and upper-

class, non-riding society from the 1910s through the 1980s, inform such marginalization. The 

chapter looks at societal racial and transportation-based discrimination against bikers. Third, it 

This is a survey of racism, extreme mobility, resistance, and social interaction from the 1920s 

to the end of the century. The chapter deals mostly with racial relations and riders who rode in 

the Greater Borderlands on the United States side of the border, while barely considering the 

border zone in México due to current source limitations.  

In Search of the Racial Frontier: African 

Americans in the American West, 1528-1990 demonstrates how people of African descent have 

continually lived, resisted, struggled, survived, and cooperated with other peoples in the U.S. / 

Mexican Borderlands for centuries. Esteban de Dorantes traveled and visited the Río Grande 

Valley in 1539, and for hundreds of years, many Blacks worked there as conquistadors, 
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soldados -military occupations including 

vaqueros and slaves.1 According to Taylor, racism and de-facto segregation existed in the 

West; however, Black people believed that equality, opportunities, and prosperity was 

available and possible in Western regions.2  

 

Baker Washington, Francis Peeler, and Bessie Stringfield  

and reformer, was possibly the first person with African ancestry to have ridden motorcycles in 

that Baker not only rode at least one motorcycle that Booker Sr. bought for him, but that he 

was not at all like his father. Baker eventually married and settled down, yet it is unclear 

whether he gave up the bike.3  

The Washingtons and the world that they lived in were far to the east, however. The 

arid portion of the border zone and other regions of the Greater Borderlands were much 

different and have a different history from that of the eastern United States. Francis Peeler, 

who was a soldier stationed at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, was the earliest known African 

American motorcyclist in the Borderlands, riding there from the early 1920s until 1936. 

African American horse cavalry units had been stationed.4 Even so, when the military officers 

discovered that Peeler knew how to use a typewriter, they assigned him to an administrative 

position in a headquarters on the main part of post.  

Such a privileged station within the military compared to that of most African 

American troops
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him to have a privately-owned vehicle on, or near, the installation. Peeler rode various 

motorcycles, including an Excelsior, an Indian Scout, and an Indian Chief with sidecar 

throughout Arizona and to and from places like Albuquerque and El Paso for twelve years, 

until 1936. If those dozen years were contiguous, then he started to ride around 1924. 

However, it is possible that he may have started riding as early as 1919 when military surplus 

motorcycles first became plentiful and inexpensive.5  

  

 

 

While riding in and around El Paso, Peeler was a regular target for police attention. 

More of a small town than the big city that it later became, the city had a small police force in 

the 1920s. The few officers in town played an on-going game of cat-and-mouse with fast-

paced, street-scorching motorcycle riders.6 Trying to avoid further detainment, he came up 

with a plan. As Peeler explained, years later: 

Plate 6. Francis Peeler and his family. Photo courtesy of Francis Peeler. 
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In El Paso, this old captain used to catch me all the time. And I left El Paso going up to 
Albuquerque and I challenged him to a race. [The road out of town followed present-

s 

you see me coming around that curve, I come in around like I head up that 

 
Shoot. I saw him when he pulled out, and when I pulled out, before he got the first 
mile, and he said when he got up there to the state line, he stopped and he told them 
guys, and he told the New Mexico cops up there and some of them El Paso cops up 

 sounded 

load of lumber right there. Whap! Just like that to you. Whap! Run right by him. 

hundred and twenty-five is the best I ever got out of it.7 
 
Peeler mentioned that there were fewer than five other African American riders in all of 

Arizona who rode during the 1920s and 1930s.8 Bessie Stringfield, an African American 

contemporary of Peeler, rode a motorcycle along some of the same roadways during those 

same years, though no one knows if they ever met. Born in Jamaica, she was raised by an Irish 

American woman in Boston. Bessie Stringfield may have been inspired by stories about Bessie 

Coleman, an early civil rights activist who was not only the first internationally licensed Black 

aviator but also the first female African American to fly an airplane and whose life mission 

was to influence and train African Americans to become pilots. Coleman died in an aircraft 

accident in 1926.  

One year later, sixteen-year old Bessie Stringfield started riding motorcycles. The first 

bike she owned was a 1928 Indian Scout and she hit the open road at age nineteen on her first 

of twenty-seven Harley-Davidsons, crisscrossing the US eight times. The question of whether 

Coleman inspired Stringfield to take up motorcycling is inconclusive. No scholars or other 
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writers have discussed these two individuals in relation to each other, even though they had the 

same first name and were contemporaries. As a teenager, Stringfield must have known about 

the famous Black female aviator who performed in air shows all over the country. Stringfield 

was less than one generation younger than Coleman. Aircraft were far more expensive than 

motorcycles and the option of a two wheeler may have been a viable second-best choice for a 

young girl. On the other hand, many people rode bikes not to make a statement in response to 

racial and gendered norms but simply because they liked to ride. Therefore, it is equally 

plausible that Stringfield started riding just to have fun. Neither of these two possible 

explanations of her intent can be proven and one cannot assume that Coleman provided the 

inspiration.9  

Stringfield typically decided on a riding destination by tossing a penny onto a large 

map of the United States. She called the coin-

usually toured the continent alone. When riding in the old South the former Confederacy

there were no beds available, she slept on her bike in gas station parking lots. When asked later 

10 

She also did a four-year hitch as a civilian dispatch rider in the army during World War 

II, delivering messages and documents between military bases in the U.S. Stringfield was not 

assigned to an all-female motorcycle dispatch unit; instead, she was the only female in her unit 

due to a policy of racial segregation in the military. After the war, she moved to Miami, started 

the Iron Horse Motorcycle Club (Iron Horse MC), and kept on riding all over the continent. 

y ethnic or racial background.11  
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Perhaps further discussion of Stringfield is somewhat inapplicable, for even though she 

rode in U.S. southwestern states, Miami was still a long way from Texas and not much is 

known about her penny tour journeys. Earlier clubs such as the Hounds MC of El Paso, made 

up of riders who were of Anglo and Mexican ethnic backgrounds, were integrated in the 

Borderlands from at least the 1920s and possibly earlier.12 However, after World War II it was 

African American bikers who founded or made up much of the membership of several new 

clubs and associations that formed in the Greater Borderlands. 

 

Race, Ethnicity, Transportation, and the FAM 

The marginalization of racialized riders should be considered within the contexts of 

both the centuries-old racialization and subordination of people of color and the general 

marginalization of bicyclists and motorcyclists that had occurred since the late 19th century.13 

th Infantry (commanded by two white officers) 

rode as a unit of bicyclists, field testing Spalding Bicycles for two thousand miles from 

Missoula to St. Louis in 1897, they encountered notable adverse racial prejudice when they 

reached Missouri. When they stopped there to camp one night, a farmer asked them more 

than thirty years after the Civil War had ended whether they were Union or Confederate. 

could set up camp over by the pigsty.14  

Booker T. Washington, Sr. was concerned about his motorcycle-

arousing too much jealousy or discontent from the white public or the police. His bike had a 

powerful motor and he rode it fast. The elder Booker T. did not want his son to appear 

rebellious or to stir up any negative publicity.15 
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Nevertheless, Baker Washington was not alone. In the early twentieth century, it was 

not unusual for bikers to operate their machines as fast as they could go. Much more than in the 

latter half of the century, motorcyclists in the early 1900s were drawn to makes and models 

that were currently winning at the races.16 Francis Peeler encountered opposition from police 

ing his bikes. 

Peeler did not explicitly attribute the causes for his many police stops to the fact that he rode 

on two wheels (nor to racial factors), even though at least one other source indicates that 

officers in El Paso detested motorcycle riders in general during those years.17  

 

 

 

 

Plate 7. , Ciudad Juárez. Photo courtesy of the Otis Aultman 
Collection, El Paso Public Library, El Paso, Texas.  
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The El Paso officers may have been influenced by a formerly circulated photograph of 

Pancho Villa mounting a motorcycle.18 Police targeting of motorcyclists occurred in the 

Greater Borderlands on the U.S. side beginning shortly after World War I and was a problem 

for riders for the remaining eight decades of the century. Some El Paso police in the early 

1920s obtained motorcycles and started riding so that they would have a better chance of 

 their bikes through the city streets. During Prohibition they 

suspected the bikers of being bootleggers bringing whiskey north from formerly U.S. distillers 

that had relocated to México.19  

Before there were many two-wheelers in the borderlands, bicycle and motorcycle riders 

in the U.S. had responded to various local laws enacted against them and police practices 

perceived as questionable by organizing politically. The League of American Wheelmen 

(formed in 1880), followed by the Associated American Motorcyclists (1900) and the 

streets and roadways. The successes of such organizations benefited not only riders but also all 

road users and people in the US for several years by contributing significantly within the Good 

Roads Movement and helping to establish reform measures.20  

Although many riders organized politically through the FAM, the organization 

unfortunately failed to include African American bikers as members. People of color were 

certainly interested in motorcycling and some acquired bikes that they learned to ride. 

However, when they tried to join the FAM, they encountered resistance from some white 

expansion of membership to include all motorcyclists regardless of race, thus increasing the 
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ctiveness. The ugly 

reactionary response to his initiative, however, reflected the racist attitudes of some 

motorcyclists of that time, particularly ones who lived in southeastern states. On February 2nd, 

a derogatory rebuttal appeared in Motorcycling maga

Americans, in this article depicted as a Black male-female couple. Their bike was parked a 

short distance away, as the male approached a white couple mounted on a finer bike. The 

meet his wife as they recoiled from his invitation. The article derided Estabrook, claiming that 

he lived too far away from African American people to know what they were really like and 

that minorities were free to organize their own, separate and segregated, motorcycle 

organizations.21   

Two weeks later, the February 16th edition included letters from riders responding to 

the two was a motorcycle dealer from Knoxville, Tennessee who continued his racial rant 

claiming that if Harley-Davidsons are sold to African Americans th

also from a Southern state, wrote that he would discontinue FAM membership if African 

Americans were admitted.22   

The remarkable thing about the series of articles and letters in the context of 

Borderlands motorcycling history is that the FAM was a national MRO, yet all of the 
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except for one (from the Northeast) were also from motorcyclists who lived in the formerly 

Confederate states. There was no response whatsoever from any FAM members or other bikers 

living in the Greater Borderlands or the West (at a time when thousands of riders lived in 

California and one Los Angeles club had recently drawn more than 1,000 bikes to an event).23 

 

The AMA, México, and Social Exclusion 

Although the FAM was succeeded by another Northeastern-based organization, the 

American Motorcyclist Association (AMA) in 1924, the AMA continued the exclusion of 

pretensions to preside over all sporting and social motorcycling events as the only sanctioning 

body.24 Many riders did not agree with such an organizational stance. In explaining why so 

rules and [by- 25 The AMA had made artificial distinctions between 

-members), dividing 

the community and its own power base. The newly constructed division between the clean-cut 

and the perceived uncouth bikers eventually acquired a geographical dimension in which the 

26 

Racial prejudice existed everywhere, even among Borderlands motorcyclists, but 

soci -riding population and it may 

have infected the developing proto-sport of stock car racing more than older Borderlands 
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cultural groups such as bikers and aviators. For example, at Love Field just outside of Dallas, 

Texas, African American Louis Manning had been one of the aircraft mechanics in the 1920s 

when Bessie Coleman bought an airplane there. One of the white airmen said that whenever 

white outsiders visited the airfield and stared at Manning, one of the group members usually 

27 

A significant amount of discrimination against Black flyers or Black riders came 

from non-aviators and non-bikers. Once when the 74s of El Paso, a multi-ethnic motorcycle 

club, made a restaurant lunch stop during the late 1940s, the proprietor refused to serve their 

African American member. Therefore, instead of dining inside, the club members carried their 

hamburgers outside and ate with their brother in the parking lot. (The place was not designed 

for outside dining.)28  

In a similar incident in Southern California, a Black club known as the East Bay 

Dragons MC stopped on their way to Los Angeles at a gas station / hamburger stand to 

refuel their bikes and themselves. They ordered their burgers to go in an attempt to avoid any 

problems. Nonetheless, a gang of vigilantes and highway patrol units quickly confronted them. 

Nearly everyone on both sides was armed. Before conditions deteriorated into a shootout, the 

California patrolmen offered the Dragons a clear, hassle-free route all the way to the top of the 

Grapevine under the condition that they line up and ride at high speed without stopping.29  

The México side of the border was often worse, however. In contrast to North 

American history and myth, in which rebellion was often interpreted as a virtue and archetypal 

figures such as Robin Hood, Billy the Kid, Bonny and Clyde, and the mythical Marlon Brando 
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Porfirian México, the motorcycle in popular culture represented not a romantic image of 

rebellion but yanqui economic imperialism.30  

who may have also been a motorcyclist, considered him a legitimate leader and hero, not a 

rebel. In addition to the yanqui soldiers who invaded the country to terrorize and hunt him, 

General Villa and one of his military brigades apparently rode motorcycles, or at least that is 

the legend. The Mexican Revolution was subsequently seen by many as a successful endeavor 

that created profound social and political change. Therefore, the bike as symbol (to the extent 

that it was identified with Villa as well as the yanquis) was not able to crystallize into another 

form in northern México until generations later in the 1960s when it became associated with 

the counterculture. (See Chapter Three.)31  

If the motorbike meant anything during the early Revolutionary Era, it meant noise. 

Indigenous people in the Sierra Nevada Occidentals and around Cañon Cobre may have 

complained that it made a terrible sound that frightened the animals and could be heard for 

miles around. Meanwhile, campesinos set their garbage out in a row across the roads to 

dissuade motorcyclists from riding there. Such improvised speed-bump construction tactics 

failed to dissuade riders from riding but may have resulted in unnecessary injuries, deaths, or 

property damage as some bikes crashed. The motorcycle represented different things to 

different peoples.32 

Furthermore, the motorcycle in México did not symbolize masculine virility as in the 

US but effeminate weakness instead, as evident in the emergence and use of the feminine 

Spanish linguistic form for the word as una motocicleta. By the late 1940s in Ciudad Juárez, 

Chihuahua, the Mexican border town opposite El Paso, serious police harassment could be 
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averted only if the rider carried a certain well-

wallet. Non-acquaintance with this particular Mexican lawyer precluded most motorcyclists 

from riding in that city, let alone venturing into the interior of México.33  

Once in the 1970s when a large pack of (predominantly African American) East Bay 

Dragons MC, Chosen Few MC, and Defiant Ones tried to ride south from Alta California into 

Mexicali, a line of Mexican police blocked the border crossing and would not let them enter. 

Therefore, the pack rolled east into Arizona and then south across the San Luis crossing. The 

riders drank tequila, partied, and had a good time.34 Mexican towns were by no means 

border authorities. 

 

Mexican Bikers and Marginalization North of the Border 

Economically, México was not as wealthy as the U.S. and the average worker there 

could not often afford an expensive motorcycle unlike workers in the north. Even in the 1990s 

la onda in México, Mexican motorcyclists, far 

more than their northern counterparts, had to fabricate replacement parts from scrap and 

recondition old used parts to be reused.  
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Plate 9. Another customized motorcycle from Ciudad Chihuahua. Like earlier Alta California choppers 
-century chopper utilized a Japanese engine. Photo by the author. 

Plate 8. Typical motorcycle, Ciudad Chihuahua, 2007. Notice the fabricated fuel lines, breather tubes, 
and side cover. Photo by the author.  
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Riders in México took the concept of ingenuity, so often claimed as an exclusively North 

American virtue, to an entirely new level.35  

counselor and former president of a major motorcycle club in northern México), clubs in his 

nation were a very recent phenomenon. With the exception of police moto drill teams that 

originated in the 1950s and races in Chamizal International Park in the 1960s, little long-term 

sub-

that of North America and Western Europe occurred in northern México.36 The Mexican 

motorcycling culture that emerged in the 1990s, however, developed in a more traditional way 

that resembled previous 1960s- -

influenced commercial imitation of biker culture that emerged in the north after release of the 

low-maintenance Harley Evolution engine in 1984.37  

While some Mexican riders must have been of African ancestry, it is unknown whether 

they self-identified as such.38 Being indigenous is perhaps another matter. Popular cultural 

wisdom among many North Americans is such that it is believed that Mexican people openly 

acknowledged that they had indigenous ancestry but that they did not romanticize it. In such a 

however, some clubs embraced and openly proclaimed their Native-ness. They sometimes 

celebrated it within the artistic designs of their club back-patch.39 If an indigenous Mexican 

male biker recognized a stranger from the north as indigenous, he walked up, presented 

himself, and sometimes gave away a pin from his vest that he now expected the recipient to 
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Yo soy yaqui Soy tarahumara

was of another indigenous nationality. Indigenous motorcyclists in the Greater Borderlands of 

México were very proud of who they were and did not withhold their identity.40 

Mexican bikers did not believe that they had problems with the police as their brothers 

in the north did. When asked why Mexican police did not harass Mexican bikers, they 

Las compramos thing to that effect. The perception by bikers that 

they were being harassed existed almost entirely among motorcyclists from the U.S. and 

primarily on the north side of the border. For example, in the 1940s, an officer on the El Paso 

Police force, who was reportedly tall with a dark complexion, wrote tickets simply because he 

41 From the 1950s through the 1960s and 

handlebars were more than fifteen inches above the height of the seat, they wrote the ticket.42 

Unlike much of the United States, police interaction with motorcycle riders in the 

border zone was usually limited to the occasional traffic fine. However, one El Paso officer, a 

new hire from Tennessee, investigated and found a Mexican American man who was suspected 

of breaking into a jewelry store one night and leaving on a motorcycle with some stolen goods. 

The motorcyclist, who was living in Barrio Chihuahuita at the house of his father Florentino 

of the head, as the biker was entering the dwelling.  
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He died instantly. Since the dead man was a veteran, his family requested a plot in the 

national cemetery in El Paso. The administrators at first refused. After seven days of protest 

and collective indignation, however, the management relented and provided the entitled 

benefit.43  

The Subia case is similar to another Texas incident years earlier in which the family of 

Félix Longoria was unable to obtain appropriate funerary services due to racism. Longoria had 

been killed in action during World War II and his body was recovered soon after the war 

ended. The funeral home in his home town at Three Rivers refused to service his corpse 

being white. Senator Lyndon B. Johnson solved the conflict by obtaining a plot in Arlington 

Cemetery in Washington, DC. Thus, unlike the earlier Longoria case in eastern Texas, the 

Scubas in El Paso secured a proper local burial. However, a few days later the grand jury in El 

Paso refused to indict the officer who shot the young biker.44 

It is possible that racism and invidious racial discrimination was a factor in the Subia 

incident. The two historical figures were a police officer who had recently moved from a state 

that was once a bastion of white supremacy and a Mexican American motorcyclist living in a 

south El Paso barrio. Racism affected all of North America throughout the twentieth century. 

Moreover, similar fatal incidents involving bikers occurred during the 1960s and 1970s in 

other areas of North America.45 El Paso was not the only Western city to recruit police officers 

from formerly Confederate states east of Texas. The City of Oakland, California placed 

recruitment ads in Georgia and Mississippi in order to hire white Southerners to patrol 

California neighborhoods.46 A particular form of Deep Southern culture may have been 

inculcated within police departments in the West and the borderlands. 
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In his 1967 text The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual, Harold Cruse recommended that 

the new advocates of Black Power of his day develop leadership based on lessons from the 

history of African American freedom movements. He also wrote that they should promote and 

appropriate (and base their actions on the foundation of) Black culture and the ethnic African 

arts. Cruse concluded that group culture and identity was the base that needed to be built upon: 

47  

Applying the Cruse thesis to the biker community, cultural leadership and cultural 

nurturing may need to be practiced so that the larger power structure does not crush civil rights. 

Without genuine culture, neither motorcyclists nor African Americans would have had a leg to 

stand upon. Accordingly, integration (whether of Black with White or of riders with citizens) 

may have been an illusive and inadequate substitute. Cruse wrote: 

The greatest [American] myth is that of democratic capitalism, which has never existed 
for all groups in America. Minorities could not have won their way into different levels 
of economic status if it were not through some form of group economics either 
capitalistic or cooperative.48  
 

twenty years by establishing and maintaining economic islands (preferring to shop at listed 

rider-owned businesses and services over those owned by non-riders) have been advocating a 

healthy plan.  

the 

Zimmermans published Soul On Bikes: The East Bay Dragons MC and the Black Biker Set 

Bustillos-Cogswell videotaped some interviews with Levingston, James  Evans, and 
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Evans were members of the Dragons and he made a case for interracial harmony in the history 

of his club and the Hells Angels MC riding in the same city Oakland, California. However, 

the book does not tell us that before Evans joined the club he had been the founding member of 

edited production of a theme that the three had lived by for years, a theme that the trio had first 

articulated thoroughly while live in front of Bustillos- 49 That 

theme is the unity of bikers regardless of race. 

The Bustillos-Cogswell interviews took place at a National Coalition of Motorcyclists / 

International Coalition of Motorcyclists (NCOM / ICOM) convention in San Francisco, an 

annual event that typically drew thousands of riders of every ethnic and racial background 

representing dozens of confederations and coalitions of (hundreds of) clubs in the US and 

around the world. Explaining why some members of the East Bay Dragons MC were there, 

Levingston said:   

We want to be part of this organization, you know. We want to know about all the laws 
that they have goi

50 
 
These leaders in Black motorcycling illuminated what is known about race and 

ethnicity in Greater Borderlands motorcycling from the 1950s through the end of the century. 

They also highlighted problems that motorcyclists of color had both inside and outside of 

California, internal club safety regulatio

volunteer work the Dragons did for the larger community. According to Soul On Bikes, the 

Black Panthers provided food and services for children and people in Oakland. The earlier, 
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more spontaneous interviews, however, show that the Dragons continued the charitable work 

51  

The interviewed leaders indicated that race was irrelevant within their regional 

motorcycling community from the 1950s through the end of the 1990s and that bikers had to 

stick together regardless of race, ethnicity, or club membership, due to tremendous institutional 

and societal discrimination against them. In the words of He

52 Accordingly, clubs formed 

informal coalitions with each other as motorcyclists, in the face of perceived adverse power 

centers such as the police or the prison industrial complex. Throughout the Borderlands and 

Alta California, it was customary for thirteen or fifteen bikers to ride together in groups to 

deter or protect the group from perceived harassment.53  

Even so, some clubs including the East Bay Dragons MC and the Iron Horses of El 

Paso, among others, did not experience any difficulties with the police while riding in their 

home cities because the club organized so many events that raised funding for causes and 

groups that the larger community deemed worthy.54 Underground newspapers of the period, 

the Levingston book, and other sources show that countercultural and progressive activists and 

groups during the late 1960s and early 1970s attempted the building of political coalitions with 

both racialized groups and riders. Hippies also interacted closely with motorcyclists and 

appropriated biker language, hairstyles, and clothing, while various groups and Vietnam anti-

war activists like Allen Ginsberg tried to draw motorcycle clubs into the counterculture. The 

55  

Tobie Gene Levingston claimed that the Black Panther Party wanted the East Bay 

graphy 
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 seems to support the idea that the Party sought 

interracial coalition. Brown writes that when she ran as a candidate for the Oakland City 

Council, she received the endorsements of all major unions representing all racial groups, for 

example.56 While extant evidence of an inter-subcultural or interethnic social trend may be 

specific to cities such as Oakland, San Francisco, Los Angeles or Austin, one suspects that 

similar affinities existed in other large Greater Borderlands cities that had significant young 

progressive populations.57 

 

Constructions of Division, Big D Watson, and ABATE 

Even while activists were attempting to draw motorcyclists into the youth cultural and 

anti-war movements, others were circulating rumors that bikers were working with police in 

opposition to African Americans. An article in a 1965 Democratic Party newsletter interpreted 

by the Berkeley Barb told a story about Black Oakland students protesting cafeteria conditions 

and how city police suppressed the protest. Accordingly, the officers did not bother to question 

a group of Oakland Chapter HAMC members milling around close by. It stated that some Hells 

Angels had recently cut two African Americans in a barroom fight and a member had run 

down a dog with his motorcycle, but that the police had done nothing about the incidents. The 

article also reported that the HAMC clubhouse had recently burned down, subtly suggesting 

that extralegal forms of justice had occurred.58 Tobie Gene Levingston of the East Bay 

Dragons MC, Sonny Barger, and other authors, however, wrote that such stories were 

falsifications manufactured for political reasons.59      

The imagined potential for friction between African Americans and riders in the late 

1960s was reflected in the cinematography of the period. Black individuals fight against white 
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Shanty Tramp and in Savages From Hell, two films directed by Joseph G. 

Prieto in 1968. Two motorcycle gangs, one white and the other black, fight each other in 

Ant  The Glory Stompers released in 1967, The Black Angels directed by 

Laurence Merrick in 1970, and again in 1974 when Matt Cimber directed The Black Six.60 In 

Easy Rider, the now classic 1969 film produced by Peter Fonda and Terry Southern, an African 

American man appears in the streets of New Orleans during Mardi Gras. The biker character 

Billy and the Black man accidentally bump into each other on a crowded sidewalk as they are 

walking in opposite directions. They stop and look at each other apprehensively for a couple of 

seconds, then continue on their respective trajectories. Although the scene was very brief, Easy 

Rider is worth mentioning because, at the time this Cannes award-winning film was released, it 

played in theaters for over a year and was influential both within motorcycling culture and in 

61 

By the early 1970s commercial and other special interests in forty-nine states were able 

to enact mandatory helmet laws, much to the chagrin of motorcyclists. In response to the 

enforcement of these new state laws and what was believed to be increasing levels of police 

brutality and other forms of harassment, the younger bikers became politicized. By the early 

1980s, if not earlier, riders of c

ABATE organizations and other regional motorcyclist rights organizations (MROs). For 

example, when I became involved as a member of the movement in 1982 in Santa Cruz, 

California, motorcyclists of several ethnicities were politically active in my Modified 

Motorcycle Association (MMA) district including African American riders. (The MMA was 

similar to ABATE with the same goals but more hierarchical and was organized according to 

legislative di  
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able to not only repeal the state helmet law but also prevent or repeal several local helmet 

ordinances, abolish the state handlebar height law, revise the Sunland Park Helmet Ordinance 

to align with state law and an age restriction (with assistance from the New Mexico 

Motorcyclist Rights Organization and the Texas Motorcycle Rights Association), and change 

the Albuquerque Noise Ordinance. In the 1990s, Watson also became an activist in the New 

Mexico Confederation of Motorcycle Clubs, one of the new confederations that made up a 

Plate 10.  
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systems of America and the world.  

In the Lone Star State, the chair of the Texas Motorcycle Rights Association from the 

time it formed in 1994 through today was Sputnik (formerly, Herald Strain), a Cherokee Indian 

originally from Oklahoma (whose name was legally changed). From the 1970s through the 

perceived necessity. They sought to defend their right to ride in an unencumbered manner.62  

However, most new African American motorcyclists after the helmet laws were 

post-countercu

not join. Whether a perception of racism existed within, or in relation to, the MROs cannot be 

determined without perusal of more sources, particularly more interviews with senior 

motorcyclists of color who are willing to serve as native consultants. If any apathy by riders of 

color concerning their rights existed, it could certainly be viewed in the context of a larger lack 

of concern among the more recent casual recreational motorcyclists as a demographic group. 

Membership after the 1970s declined and, by the end of the century, only thirteen percent of 

63 

Some African American patch-holding, male-oriented, clubs that fit the AM

new ABATE organizations (which welcomed them64). Although One Percenters and patch-

holding club members and their leaders agreed with the ABATE political agenda and realized 

that they were benefiting from such victories, in some states and localities they felt that the 

ABATEs and other non-club MROs would be more effective if they as patch holding club 
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members stay away. The chief concern within the clubs at the time was that larger societal 

denigration of patch-holding clubs was so prevalent that their mere presence among the 

independent MRO motorcyclists would negatively influence their political effectiveness.65 

Thus, club bikers located prejudice not within the community of motorcyclists but within 

larger society and among the non-riding politicians that the ABATEs were forced to deal with. 

 

Productions of Power-knowledge and Control  

Governmental agencies noticed such apparent divisions within the world of 

motorcycling as the clubs and the MROs sometimes tended to stay away from each other. 

Some of the agencies failed to understand such cleavages but wrote and published documents 

about differences among groups of motorcyclists. Peace officers, state officials, and federal 

66 After 

passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, many of these new discourses appear to have deployed 

the category of race in the interests of power-knowledge and control over riders.  

racially integrated, but predominantly white motorcycle clubs as not only criminals but racists. 

Twenty-six specific, petty criminal incidents were briefly described, including two that 

apparently involved African American people as victims. One of the two incidents did not 

appear to be racially motivated. Accordingly, five assumedly white bikers ran into a liquor 

store to steal some beer and wine, and an African American customer was in their pathway as 

they sprinted out. The report stated that one of the runners punched the customer in the face 

when he had gotten into their way, before they ran out with the beverages.67 Analyzing the 
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report, it seems that the runner would have punched out any man that stood in his way, 

regardless of race. After all, the apparent object was to quickly and successfully steal the 

booze. 

The other incident, however, most definitely involved questions of race, ethnicity, and 

identity. A large group of motorcyclists rode into a gas station parking lot. One male rider, 

having assumed that a young African American female sitting in a car was Hispanic, tried to 

talk to her in Spanish. The driver of the car, along with the woman passenger, drove away from 

the gas station. The bikers apparently chased the car down and damaged it while one attempted 

to pull the woman out of the car. Some citizens arrested two of the riders who were 

subsequently convicted.68     

Governmental agency reports released from the early 1970s through the 1980s seem to 

have conflicted with other evidence in reference to patch-holding club racial and ethnic 

characteristics. A 1973 California Department of Justice profile claimed that the Hessians MC 

members, while the Hells Angels apparently admit small numbers of Mexican- 69 

Although the 

members.70 In contrast, a 1986 article by Agent Phillip McGuire, which appeared in The 

National Sheriff Magazine and was subsequently republished by the Bureau of Alcohol, 

Tobacco and Firearms, claimed that all patch-holding clubs were exclusively white, except for 

te male 

membership, which is in keeping with their strong white supremacy philosophy. There does 
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wrote that all patch-holding 

clubs were exclusively white, except for the Black clubs.71  

Such a claim for organizational racial exclusivity raises more questions concerning 

ob

ethnic minority members that were previously ignored). Such unresolved differences in 

descriptions of racial demographics between the California Justice Department and ATF 

reports existed that one wonders which one is correct. Nonetheless, all of the government 

reports issued after passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act were consistent in that whenever they 

mentioned race they portrayed motorcycle clubs as racist organizations while marginalizing 

and criminalizing motorcyclists as a social group. 

The McGuire report also conflicted with a 1983 anthropological study by Columbus B. 

philosophies existed within such clubs. The scholarly work stated that they did not while the 

ATF one claimed otherwise.72 According to Hopper and Moore, the patch-holding clubs 

ly identical. 

-speaking gangs. 

Although race does not appear to be important as a creed or philosophical orientation to them, 

nt on to describe the various 

motorcycle clubs throughout the United States including the Dirty Dozen MC of Arizona, the 

Bandidos MC of Texas, and the Mongols MC of Southern California. Mores, norms, rituals, 

and other anthropological aspects of clothing, motorcycles, symbolism, and linguistics were 
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described. They concluded that the subculture combined rebel and separatist values and 

lifeways.73 

While the Hopper and Moore article is insightful and accurate in some respects, the 

claims concerning race perhaps should have been more completely researched. They made a 

case for segregation within some clubs where it did not exist. These clubs, at the time of their 

study, had in fact been racially integrated for many years previously, from the HAMC (since 

the mid-1950s) to the Bandidos MC (1966, immediately when J. W. Rock cofounded it) and 

the Mongols MC. The MCs reflected the racial demographics of motorcyclists riding in their 

respective areas. Most Bandidos MC members in the border zone were from tejano or 

mexicano families while few members were of other ethnic backgrounds. Of these three clubs 

in particular, it is likely that only the Mongols MC had African American members at that 

time, however. A high proportion of African Americans in the general population of Los 

Angeles resulted in a high number of Black bikers in Southern California and representation in 

the Mongols MC and other clubs.74  

The McGuire report went even further than previous documents of the criminal justice 

genre by advocating a prescribed plan of action to destroy organizations of motorcyclists. He 

constructed] viol -agency gang task forces.75 

c
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-

governmental sources.76 

 

Ethnic and Racial Complexity 

In contrast to deficient government reports and Hollywood B-grade movies, which 

were based on the brief observations or vivid imaginations of outsiders, the realities of race in 

Borderlands clubs were much more complex. In El Paso between the 1940s and the twenty-

first century, where fewer than five percent of the residents were African American, one of the 

members of the 74s was Black as were two members of the predominantly Mexican American, 

multi-ethnic El Paso chapter of the Iron Horses, formed in 1978. The three men were soldiers 

stationed at Fort Bliss who owned motorcycles.77  

More African American bikers lived in Southern California than in El Paso. They were 

members and founders of clubs such as Brothers of the Sun, the Chosen Few MC, Divided 

Times, the Deuces, LA Rattlers, the Rare Breed, and the Rising Sons. While most of these 

were exclusively male, at least one the Rattlers accepted women as members. By 1957, the 

top four Black Los Angeles clubs were the Buffalo Riders, the L.A. Devils, the Eagles, and 

Star Riders.78   

Along the Coast, new clubs of the late 1940s and 1950s formed into several different 

racially significant patterns. Some, like the East Bay Dragons MC (established in 1959), were 

all Black. Others, like the Devils (1957, changing its name to the Defiant Ones in 1959), were 

-calle
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of various chapters, each of which was either all-Black, all-White, or integrated. The Chosen 

Few MC also had members that were of Asian and Hispanic ethnicities and sometimes boasted 

nearly 2,000 members with fifteen chapters throughout the Borderlands. Most of them were 

Californian with two chapters in Texas, one in Arizona, and a few members in other areas.79 

-white members.  

It is difficult to quantify racial demographics because members and leaders of most 

groups including all-

Pure Honeys, and Pure Passion tended to resist being questioned or studied.80 No racial 

demographic statistics for motorcyclists appeared in the U.S. Census records or any other 

research until very recently. 

If I may rely solely on anecdotal and other non-quantitative data as well as my 

interpretation and application of the sources perused, I would venture to make two statements 

regarding the racial or ethnic makeup of riders in the Greater Borderlands. First, it is probably 

safe to say that most, if not all, motorcyclists here before the Mexican Revolution and World 

white bikers changed during or after the military conflicts of the 1910s and is symbolized by 

the well-known photo of Francisco Villa appearing to mount an Indian Moto Cycle as well as 

81  

Secondly, after World War II when bikes became cheaper the class, ethnic and racial 

makeup of club and non-affiliated riders in the Borderlands seems to have reflected the 

demographic realities of their respective cities and larger communities as bikes became more 

affordable. It is, therefore, probably accurate to say that, for much of the century, the class and 
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racial diversity of clubs and chapters reflected the class, racial and ethnic makeup of their 

respective non-riding cities and communities where they lived and worked. Inevitably, groups 

drew their members from the larger populace that they were part of.82  

Friendships and brotherhood between individuals were both interclub and interracial. 

Although few testimonials addressing race relations between the clubs exist, the ones that are 

available indicate the existence of solidarity primarily based on a brotherhood of motorcycling 

rather than of ethnicity or race. Heavy Evans, founding member of the Soul Brothers MC, said 

that he: 

Started riding in East Bay in 1955. Started riding with Frisco Angels as a friend in 
1955; Frank Sadilek was the President, and we was all out of the Rattlers then. Road 

streets.83 
 

Thus, groups of riders were able to ignore or overcome any differences of race or ethnicity that 

would have bedeviled non-riders. According to Evans:  

know. Everybody knows me throughout th
84 

 
Such trans-ethnic, trans-racial relationships are perhaps best represented by that of 

former President of the HAMC Oakland Chapter, who have been friends since the early 1950s 

and have promised each other, since they have been around for so long, to serve as a pall 

bearer to whichever one of the two shall die first. According to Levingston: 

and we used to drink coffee sometimes, back there on 23rd Avenue in Oakland. And we 
sort of kept that relationship going on for years. And like I told him, one time at our 
twenty-fifth anniversary, that if I happen to pass before he does, I want him to be a 

like if I pass before you, I want you to be one of mine, because we have been around 
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e have a lot of good relationships with 
the Angels. You know, we get along real good with each other in Oakland and 

85  
 

Barger subsequently wrote the foreword for Levings

race made no difference within the motorcycling community and that the urban legends about 

racism among bikers were lies.86  

It appears that clubs were intimately related to each other regardless of race also 

through mu

system for motorcycle repair parts. Members of different clubs and racial groups committed 

bold acts of political solidarity with each other such as the time when Barger, fourteen other 

Hells Angels, and three of their wives were tried and acquitted of federal RICO charges. One 

day during the nine-month trial, the judge advised Barger to start acting like a defendant. 

Barger answered that he would start acting like a defendant when the judge starts acting like a 

sound of someone in the audience clapping was heard, upon which the judge demanded to 

know who clapped. A member of the East Bay Dragons MC, who was an amputee with one 

arm, raised his only hand.87  

More recently, in the early twenty-first century the Ruff Ryders, a mostly Black sport 

bike riding association sponsored by a commercial corporation, continued this tradition of 

solidarity. They hosted high-speed poker runs out of the San Fernando Valley near Los 

Angeles and joined the El Paso Coalition of Motorcyclists and the West Texas Confederation 

of Clubs. The Ruff Ryders were one of three predominantly African American clubs in those 

two social and political organizations. Organized Chaos, another sport bike club and the 

Buffalo Soldiers MC, a Black veterans club, also became involved. The people who created 
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such history and were part of the riding culture largely rejected non-biker societal racial 

notions, demonstrating a sharp contrast to governmental and other discourses. Non-

governmental, non-Hollywood sources and participant observations provide little basis for the 

concept that motorcycle riders were racists.88 

 

Racism and the Question of Whiteness Theory 

In her 2001 book Bike Lust: Harleys, Women, and American Society, anthropologist 

Barbara Joans emphasizes that each woman who rides must forge her own identity and her own 

definition of femininity.89 Joans also points out 90 She 

quotes Bradley, an African American motorcyclist who said: 

Race tells you where you can and cannot go in this country. When I ride, there are a lot 
e travel together, we 

are treated differently [by non-riders].91  
 

Joans defines racism in terms of exclusion, separation, and the distrust and prejudice that 

results from being separate. However, Joans also claims that racism was present in the (Bay 

Area) motorcycling community (the place where she conducted most of her field research) to 

the same extent that it existed in larger society.92  

Bike Lust is a recent publication based on the anthropological method of participant 

observation in which the researcher immerses herself within the subject culture for a certain 

amount of time. Ethnology and cultural anthropology employ effective methods of study that 

are tremendously valuable in the quest for knowledge about cultures and lifeways. In 

combination with traditional historical methodology, including the critical examination, study, 

and problematization of archival, governmental and other documents, much may be learned 

about race and marginalization. The degree of racism in the Bay Area and in other parts of 
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California, as well as government agency race-related documents in their historic contexts, 

may also be reconstructed and analyzed using information gleaned from these records. Old 

documents are outside the normal scope of anthropology and ethnological or anthropological 

works have not traditionally included them in their methodologies. Moreover, anthropology 

often tends to focus on the present while the documents of historical researchers are often 

found in dusty old places that tell us a biased interpretation of past worlds that no longer exist. 

There is no right or wrong there; there are only differences among disciplines that may help to 

illuminate a topic better. 

In his 1994 text Race Rebels: Culture, Politics, and the Black Working Class, Robin D. 

G. Kelley concludes that politics needs to be redefined according to the ways in which ordinary 

poor people did things in everyday life, rather than why a few other people were involved in 

movements, elections, or other such processes. Borrowing from the theories of W. E. B. Du 

Bois and David Roediger, Kelley defines racism in terms of white blue-collar workers who had 

a psychological need to feel superior to others.93 One may add that it was a bizarre and 

unhealthy psychological need that was satisfied through the embrace and (ab)use of invidious 

discriminatory practices. Power structures and regimes may have been both institutionally and 

individually racist if they were directed or operated by individuals, policies, or operating 

procedures that practiced invidious discrimination.  

In further consideration of categories of race, ethnicity, identities, and degrees of 

some of the privileges of whiteness the moment when they first threw a leg over the saddle 
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believed to be the culture, language, a

94 Mailer was a journalist who became famous for his unconventional critical views 

of American society. Forty years later, Neil Foley published The White Scourge: Mexicans, 

Blacks, and Poor Whites in Texas Cotton Culture, an academic work in the school of historical 

whiteness studies founded by David Roediger. Foley describes how South-central Texas from 

the turn of the twentieth century until the 1930s was an ethnic, racial, and gendered 

borderlands between the U.S. Southern states, the U.S. Southwest, and México. Racial 

constructs were malleable and complex. 

normative. Whiteness conveyed and provided privilege. He argues that while African 

American and Mexican field workers in the Texas hill country sought socially recognized 

whiteness, poor white field workers were in danger of losing the same in the eyes of white 

elites. According to the author, ethnically Mexican people had long since been racialized as 

-white dichotomy 

inadequate. Foley writes that people who self-

 breed polluted by Indian blood. Meanwhile, the whiteness of 

downwardly mobile Anglo tenants was questioned while Mexican and Mexican American 

individuals attempted to claim whiteness in the pursuit of upward mobility. Elite white 

landholders called the whiteness of tenant farmers into question denigrating, dismissing and 

95  

Similarly, residents of Namiquipa, Chihuahua had earlier attained whiteness in the eyes 
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1995 text 

Frontier. During the Porfirian period, however, they lost recognition of that whiteness when 

particular set of gendered identities and thus created community problems related to violence 

and unjust gender relations. The state restricted personal autonomy in the northern frontier 

areas of México and, by producing so many revolutionaries that were compelled to avenge 

their sisters and mothers, created the Mexican Revolution. The author argues that this unjust 

gendered distinction was unique to the northern areas of the country.96  

David E. Lorey, author of The U.S.-Mexican Border in the Twentieth Century: A History of 

Economic and Social Transformation. His conclusion is that the economics of the border zone, 

in which an industrialized nation interacted with a developing country, and its rich culture, 

which was neither Mexican nor North American, were unique in the world and entirely new. In 

r

as a result of massive population relocations is distinct from that of either the United States or 

Mexico; it is both an amalgam of the two and something entirely 97  

In consideration of whether whiteness theory is applicable to motorcycling in the 

Greater Borderlands, it seems unlikely that bikers socially lost any whiteness by riding a 

motorcycle. The proposition that non-riders viewed bikers as being less white as a result of 

their riding of motorcycles cannot be proven. A more plausible argument may be that they lost 

their human-ness in the eyes of non-riders during the times when they mounted the machine 

thus becoming somewhat unrecognizable in terms of phenotypic distinctions or even human 

resemblance. The donning of riding goggles, riding gear, and (especially) helmets caused riders 
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to appear almost insect-like and perhaps made it easy to dehumanize and disrespect them out 

on the road. Such riding gear was somewhat similar to that of snow skiers, whitewater rafters, 

or other outdoors enthusiasts. Perhaps the only significant difference between these groups is 

that motorcyclists practiced their sport in heavily populated public spaces that were dominated 

by significant numbers of non-riders that were forced to see the bikers in front of them. Riders 

may not have lost whiteness; rather, they gained marginality. Biker culture was a marginalized 

subculture.  

Road riding gear blurred color boundaries because of not only its tendency to obscure 

Although post-war biker 

culture was racially and ethnically integrated in the Borderlands and closely connected to that 

d beats and then the West Coast counterculture of the 1960s, they did not 

socially lose whiteness. By operating motorcycles (whether in a pack or solo), motorcyclists of 

Austin, 

Yuma, or Oakland. Racial constructs in northern México were even more complex and 

additional research should be completed before attempting to describe them historically, 

though one may expect that riding a motorcycle probably did not affect racial or ethnic 

identities. 

  

State Gang Statutes, Race, Transportation, and Resistance 

Governmental documents making claims about rider racial demographics and activities 

were flawed and did not reflect historical reality very accurately. The malignant legacy of 

racism, combined with an increasingly complex Foucauldian power structural proliferation of 

power-knowledge (mentioned further in the conclusion of this dissertation), meant that Black 
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and other marginalized bikers would face more socio-legal challenges. For example, the State 

of Arizona enacted perhaps the strongest anti-gang law in the United States in 1994. The 

the I-10 corridor and an imagined threat to its public safety.98  

person within the geographical boundaries of Arizona could theoretically be identified as a 

gang member. According to the code: 

seven criteria that indicate street gang membership apply: (a) Self-proclamation. (b) 
Witness testimony or official statement. (c) Written or electronic correspondence. (d) 
Paraphernalia or photographs. (e) Tattoos. (f) Clothing or colors. (g)  Any other indicia 
of street gang membership.99  
 

Legal and other professionals knew that most of these seven criteria consisted of undefined, 

ambiguous words. In addition to the fact that many people had tattoos during the 1990s, criteria 

(c), (d) and (f), also, were meaningless enough to implicate most people. Moreover, criterion 

 

The Arizona statute was subsequently applied to Mexican American low riders, bikers, 

and other groups. It allowed the state to apply for large federal block grants that transformed 

the streets of Arizona. Officers assigned to the newly-formed Gang Intelligence Tactical 

The 

readily available for reference. All the officer in the field needed was two out of seven criteria 

to apply the gang law.100  

California also had gang squads.101 As Tobie Gene Levingston, President of the East 

Bay Dragons MC, mentioned: 
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e all kinds 
-

-
102 

 
The East Bay Dragons MC moved their annual event to an area where the residents were 

predominantly ethnic and racial minorities. Thus, gang task forces affected the venues of 

African American bikers.  

While such institutional marginalization does not account for the existence of a separate 

Black biker culture, riders of many racial and ethnic identities in the 1990s responded to such 

trends by forming into larger political and legal coalitions that became international in scope. 

Such groups met together annually at conventions in various cities

the NCOM / ICOM convention, summed up the feeling of many riders: 

of motorcycle 

this. Because that was the same when they said a mixed club would never work. And I 

no other way that could make me feel any better, than to see all these patch-
to see all bikers together.103   
    
Impressions of interracial solidarity, empowerment, and support as expressed by Evans 

and other Black bikers seem somewhat romanticized. Race and ethnicity in the motorcycling 

community was certainly more complex than idealistic hopes based on any practice of color 

blindness. Even so, bikers attending a major MRO convention and interacting with other 

motorcyclists from around the world would have probably experienced a strong sense of 

transnational community, if nothing else.  

Houston, Los Angeles, and other Greater Borderlands cities. Local groups such as the West 
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Texas Confederation of Motorcycle Clubs participated in such events by sending local 

interclub delegations to NCOM / ICOM annually while other groups such as ABATE sent 

delegations consisting of its members who had volunteered to attend. While some attended one 

re regular participants and Watson 

was eventually elected to the NCOM board of directors. Of course, one needed to be free from 

occupational obligations and tremendous personal financial difficulties in order to attend a 

convention in a distant city for four days and many who desired to do so were not able to go. 

African Americans rode motorcycles throughout the Greater Borderlands for most of 

the twentieth century. In the context of race and ethnicity, there were far more bikers of color 

riding in the final decade of the century, compared to the period before the Great Depression. 

Yet, for most of the century, the interracial and interethnic makeup of riders in many areas of 

the West reflected the racial diversity of their respective communities. For example, some of 

the people I have ridden with since becoming a rider in the 1970s were American Indian from 

various places while many more were of other ethnic backgrounds. Since moving to the border 

zone, however, most of my fellow travelers in the wind here have been ethnic Mexican bikers. 

Motorcycling in the Borderlands seems to have been more racially and ethnically integrated 

than was non-riding society. Borderlands motorcyclists integrated easily based on a common 

set of values and pursuits. That does not mean that riding culture in the border zone was some 

kind of colorblind utopia (or that such a world is even desirable) or that racism was absent and 

a problem specific to other regions. Nonetheless, racism was perhaps more significant within 

non-riding, outside society and power structures.104  

Racialized riders were harassed by people and institutions from outside the biking 

community for the entire time of study and to varying degrees. Such discrimination was 
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perceived by riders to have been a manifestation of not only racism but also part of a larger, 

systemic or institutional harassment of motorcyclists as a group. What the history of African 

American people and of bikers in the Borderlands have in common is discrimination from 

society. Whether riders of color were subject to a kind of double jeopardy, marginalized by 

race and by their chosen mode of transportation, remains a matter of conjecture. More 

comparative and quantitative research needs to be completed. Nonetheless, governmental 

agencies engaged in discourses that constructed a particular view of Black and other 

motorcyclists. 

African American and other riders resisted a collectively perceived oppression levied 

against themselves by riding in larger groups, joining MROs to engage political processes, and 

forming coalitions with each other and with non-riding groups. Bikers failed to publish in order 

to contest perceived misinformation, however. The size of riding groups and a collective 

identity and sense of unity tended to become greater over the course of the twentieth century.  

At the dawn of the twenty-first century, most borderlands bikers with more than a few 

thousand miles under their belts believed that harassment, profiling, and invidious 

discrimination existed. Increasingly complex formations of power-knowledge within and 

among power centers were imagined to have potentially dire consequences for everyone living 

north of the border. In the next chapter, let us look at examples of Foucauldian deployments of 

sexuality and the accumulation of power-knowledge in relation to interactions between 

motorcycling culture and mass cultural imagery as they influence each other over time. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MYTHS AND REALITIES   

 

 

In Border Matters: Remapping American Cultural Studies, José David Saldívar 

describes a two thousand-mile zone in which cultures are both separated and united. After 

deconstructing the music, literature, and other mass cultural media productions existing in such 

borderland traditions need to be considered. He urges a corrective to the Turnerian discourse 

that guided American cultural discourse along an east / west axis throughout the twentieth 

1  

This chapter looks at the historic development of Borderlands motorcycling culture 

interacting with mythical representations over time. While Chapter One treated the category of 

gender, this present chapter examines sexuality, sexual imagery, and processes of influence 

between myth and realities. I seek to demonstrate how myths and realities of motorcycling 

influenced and changed both fictive representations and actual riding culture, eventually 

fictitious portrayals of motorcyclists and expose that the biker mystique was primarily sexually 

oriented and based upon negative images of male and female bikers. I do, however, seek to 

establish that the mythic construct originated from two sets of historic realities, particularly 

psycho-visual aspects of motorcycle design beginning at the turn of the twentieth century and 

the sensual or therapeutic feel of the Harley-Davidson V-twin powered machine itself.  
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acquisition of power-knowledge via news stories, entertainment media and other productions 

in a larger context of a McCarthyist Red Scare as biker imagery was reconstructed as 

something resembling an alien Other. The chapter surveys the historic development of actual 

motorcycling culture interacting with mythical representations and societal interaction during 

the twentieth century emphasizing the half-century after a 1947 event known as the Hollister 

Riot. The chapter deals with how mass media and other centers of power constructed images of 

-a-citizen, regularly presented as 

2 It also looks at the gullibility of non-riders 

when viewing these images, rider cultural adaptation of such imagery, some results of an 

emerging public fear of motorcyclists, and interactions between bikers, non-riders, and 

subsequent printed, cinematic and other portrayals.  

 

Hollister, Biker Myth, Elemental Sexuality, and Mystique 

On Friday, July 4, 1947, Eddy Davenport, a non-motorcyclist, staggered out of 

 we 

San Francisco Chronicle helped Davenport

who was still holding a beer up into the saddle of a large V-twin motorcycle, the 

om the San 

Francisco Chronicle and you, sir, have won first prize in our press competition: these brand 
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the 

precariously on the bike and a pile of empty beer bottles already scooped up under the wheels 

Several photos were taken, and an ordinary drunk became immortalized as the archetypical, 

bad-ass biker, definitively promoting a negative image that would influence print and film 

media, as well as popular culture and societal constructs, for the next fifty years through 

today.3 

Processes of interaction between mythical representations of imagined bikers and actual 

motorcyclists did not start in Hollister, however. One may first consider the development of 

what came to be called the 

decades-old, socio-  

The Feminine Mystique. As 

mentioned in Chapter One, gender roles in motorcycling had been socially reconstructed after 

the world wars and in some respects they resembled earlier, Gilded Age modes of 

domesticity. Feminine Mystique described an undesirable side effect of a social conformity 

title only, while the book explained it. Thus, the term was employed to define an oppressive, 

denigrating state of non-living.4  

In contrast, a 1993 promotional video by the Harley-Davidson Motor Company 

employed well-known actors and musicians to narrate the history of its products in relation to 
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model big V-twin Harley-Davidson and talked about visual features of the V-twin engine. He 

also mentioned sensual elements 5 

Caution is prudent when dealing with sources such as the commercial Harley film. The 

ultimate purpose of the video was to sell vehicles and other products and, to that end, attractive 

concepts are expected to be attributed to Harleys. Even so, socio-cultural history is constructed 

by cultural documents such as the video, so they too must be examined. In Border Matters: 

Remapping American Cultural Studies, José David Saldívar shows how popular culture was 

commercials, and other media. Often, such productions both effected and were influenced by, 

popular culture.6  

culture was a reflection of the actual 

popular culture that evolved around riding, independent of whatever the company had 

originally wanted its customers to do with their bikes. John Fiske, an anthropologist writes 

about such phenomena in Understanding Popular Culture. Accordingly, interactive exchange 

occurred between corporate-produced sets of cultural elements and popular cultural 

continuously interacted with each other, forming new synthetic cultural formations.7 

course of the twentieth century, particularly when considering post-World War II interactions 

between Harley-Davidson and its customers. The video as a cultural production is therefore 
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valuable to the extent that it indicated the existence of such a myth, that the mystique 

originated decades ago, and that it included sexual elements. Insofar as his theory informs the 

Harley-  

corporate-sponsored, choreographed explanation matches up with other sources of information 

about riders or rider imagery, that mystique must be taken seriously.8  

In this chapter, one of my concerns is to demonstrate the historical existence of a 

changing popular, non-riding societal myth about motorcycles and the people who rode them. 

Examples of early non-

sketches written by Robert Hughes, who featured a fictitious female police motor sergeant as 

enough.9 

Years later, gender roles were reconstructed and revised. By the late twentieth century, 

sexuality was ascribed to the machine itself. In Outlaw Machine: Harley-Davidson and the 

Search for the American Soul, Brock Yates described the mystique most adeptly and in a way 

that most closely matched the realities of being a male biker riding a Harley. Accordingly, 

Harley-Davidsons were ultimate n

elemental sexuality? Of course they did, although before the appearance of Easyriders 

magazine no one had dared to 10 

life even while many non-riders feared it and assigned imagined qualities to the biker. 

Moreover, during -riding people thought that cycle clubs were cults 
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that practice sexual initiation rituals. He wrote that non-bikers believed that biker parties and 

rallies included sex orgies.11  

 Throughout the century, biker and non-biker oriented publications, media productions, 

and other imagery reinforced myths of sexual potency and camp. An article on the comedy 

page of Thunder Press at the end of the twentieth century parodied one of these recurring 

but desirable sexual object. This particularly sexist 

accompanying, posed picture of a menacingly pale and gothic, bleached blonde-haired woman 

wearing black leather chaps, boots, a tube top, and dark sunglasses illustrated the theme. 

Sexual elements of the stereotype were reinforced through descriptions of stylized, sordid 

12  

 

The V-twin and Sensuality   

Vehicle styling changes during the first two decades of the century were an important 

factor in the popularity of motorized bikes. The prevalent structural engineering of most 

twentieth-century motorcycles, beginning with a French design in 1901, became subtly phallic 

or mammaric in appearance. Of course, the phallus or mammary protuberance was the gas 

tank, which was moved to its present location: between the thighs and forward of either the 

-shaped 

cylinders on most post-1907 Harley-Davidson engines vaguely resembled legs (or even 

bloomers-clad legs), with the feet up in the air. Depending on the visual receptive coordination 
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of other design features, the two cylinder heads at the top of the engine may have also evoked 

the image of either breasts or buttocks. Famous manufacturers subsequently copied the Harley 

V-twin engine for several decades, from Indian in the early twentieth century through 1990s 

Kawasaki designs.13  

The location and appearance of two cylinders in proportion to both the operator and the 

gas tank may have visually or subconsciously signified or symbolized missionary-style sexual 

intercourse or similar physical activity. Because of these aesthetic designs, the casual sight of a 

male or female motorcyclist riding a bike could have evoked and awakened desire or other 

erotic or anti-erotic emotions. The reaction of different people to such momentary sightings 

probably varies and would be an interesting research topic in the field of psychology or 

psychohistory, should one 

century as Yates and other suggested, then it originated in 1908 with that particular design. 

There was a second element to the relation of the ride to the sensual. The very act of 

mounting a motorcycle could be sexual; one leg was thrown over to the other side of the seat, 

most Harley-Davidsons built between 1908 and 1999), then the offset, dual-fire ignition 

system vibrated in a unique way directly against the crotch. It did that for over ninety years. 

The sensation was a by-product and legacy of early, pre-1910 technology: V-twins designed 

with the two longitudinally-aligned cylinders separated by a forty-five degree angle. 

Meanwhile, each sparkplug in this particular four stroke-cycle engine fired not once but twice 

as operator or passenger) as well as the shape of the seat, number of engine rpm's, speed, road 

quality, the power-plant and machine characteristics, the ride could have been a very 
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stimulating, arousing or in some cases seemingly addicting experience.14 Even after years 

of research and development enabled the possibility for more smooth and efficient power-

plants, Harley-Davidson Motor Company kept the older design in practically all of their 

engines until the end of the century. All other manufacturers had abandoned such old 

technology decades before in favor of smoother-running, single-fire ignitions, but Harley held 

15  

One woman, who operated motorcycles in the New Mexican borderlands since 1984, 

provided an indicati  

love.16 
 
A description from another female New Mexican motorcycle operator was more 

o have, they want to feel that power between their legs. 

17 

Other descriptions of the sensual power aspect of the ride were equally graphic. In 

1978, Trisha Yeager of souther

18  

rode on my own I was tickled, scared, exuberated, happy, overwhelmed. I loved it. It was an 

19 Nonetheless, the Harley-

minority of Harley enthusiasts to varying degrees and was dependent upon the already-

mentioned variables as well as individual temporal mood, riding posture, weather, and other 

elements.20 
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-riding society ignored bikers and recast the motorcycle as a 

police or military vehicle. While researching the early days of motorcycling, I found that the 

archival records of El Paso and San Diego, the two border zone towns most closely researched, 

seem to have privileged motorcyclists who were police officers. Regular bikers were largely 

neglected. For instance, the El Paso City Directory did not list the name of a known post-

World War I Hounds Club member, but included the traffic officer who arrested him. Early 

twentieth century photographs in San Diego archives predominantly featured police officers 

mounted on bikes rather than other riders. The police bike and military cycle weighed heavily 

in cultural artifact production and preservation from the 1920s through World War II.21  

contextualized as part of what scholar James Gilbert, author of A Cycle of Outr

Reaction to the Juvenile Delinquent of the 1950s

22 Episodic notions in 

bout the negative influences of mass 

culture upon youth.  

He examines aspects of mid-century society and organized efforts to oppose, control, 

and guide both mass media and younger generations, showing how a prevailing tension existed 

between two main schools of thought about the meanings of, and the best ways to deal with, 

generational difference. These competing interpretations punitive versus social and 

psychological

Bureau, respectively. Other players, including the Catholic Church, the Frankfurt School, and 

the Marxist Left, added complexity to the debate until such organized efforts largely fizzled in 
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to earlier periods, that the federal government created turmoil by whipping up public frenzy, 

and that the resultant public outcry led to comic book publishers voluntarily reforming in 

ood refused to do so.23 A discussion of 

whether the media actually changed society, a question this chapter will address shortly, may 

be related to reasons why adults in the Gilbert study lost interest in persecuting youth culture in 

 

After 1910, motorcycles were increasingly considered a form of recreation rather than 

practical vehicles. By World War II, motorcycling was nearly synonymous with racing, 

influenced biker culture). Although motorcycle races and gypsying were suspended during the 

war, the activities recovered afterward with unprecedented prosperity.24  

 

 

Postwar riders and spectators categorized motorcycle racers into three essential 

-and-

motorcycling for what it might do for their individual image. Bikes had, for decades, been 

1940s frequently had custom saddlebags and fancy paintjobs. Instead of overdoing their bikes 

with chrome 

rides with foxtails, multiple headlights, and extra horns that played popular bebop melodies. 

ient. 

Whenever they raced, many of them tended to lose their nerve in the curves and did not win.25 
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-and-

they tended to be racers who had wives and children at home. Like the glamour guys, they also 

did not want to break any bones or return with a case of road rash or without all their teeth. 

Their machines were more serious, however, and as racers they were more skillful and 

competent than the new riders. Yet, they rode as safely as they could and were satisfied if they 

could win a sixth-place prize to spend on their families.    

reputations and their auspicious group identity by depending on their feet for balance in the 

corners, using contact between the sole of the boot and the track surface as a sort of kinetic 

tripod. Coming up on the curves, they kept their throttles wide open until the competitor next 

to them backed down. (They then, of course, accelerated through the corner to maintain 

centrifugal balance.) They did not seem to care about the potential for crashes; they were 

focused on only one thing: being out in front and crossing the finish line first.26  

Hot shoe boys tended to be the bikers with the most lively and dynamic personalities, 

and vice versa cofounder of the 

was attending a race 

in southern California, he became extremely disappointed in the perceived mediocrity of the 

contestants as he watched them meandering around the track. He could not believe what he 

was seeing and decided to do something about the incredulous, lackluster scene. So, he busted 

open a gate and rode his 

also the anticlimactic word here, since he was promptly thrown into jail for that ride.)27   

What attracted the Boozefighters MC, the Pissed Off Bastards of Berdoo (POBOBs), and 4,000 
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other bikers to Hollister, Alta California on Independence Day weekend in 1947 was the 

annual American Motorcyclist Association (AMA) Gypsy Tour that included a competitive 

field meet. The official event was held at a site just outside of town. In order to compete at the 

track, all of the contestants and clubs were required to be members of the AMA. The 

Boozefighters MC had applied for AMA membership but was declined because of 

unusual name. In those days, individuals and clubs who were not AMA sanctioned were 

ere. From the 

meant all non-AMA members.28 

to the question of adherence or non-adherence to the AMA By-Laws. 

was held downtown on San Benito Street, with the full blessing of the town. The Hollister 

Police Department barricaded a section of the street in order to provide a suitable track for non-

AMA competitions. Since the competitors in town tended to be the extreme hot shoe boys 

(more competent than riders at the track), the crowd eventually moved away from the AMA 

area and congregated in town. The shift of people away from the track and toward the 

downtown area made local merchants happy because they could easily sell food, beverages, 

and other wares. The townspeople were delighted.  

AMA officials and vendors were not. They were losing money and attendance as the 

crowds began to spend more time enjoying the marginally organized sensations in town. In 

addition, the small police department downtown soon became overworked and stressed as they 

continually arrested drunken fans. Eventually, Police Lieutenant Roy McPhail requested 
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security augmentees from the California Highway Patrol because of the sheer numbers of 

people in town. Most resultant arrests were for public intoxication and tended to be local and 

regional non-motorcyclists.29  

Some bikers were also locked up. One member of the Boozefighters, not wishing to 

panel truck, opened the radiator cap, and relieved himself into the cooling system. He was 

promptly arrested for indecent exposure. Forkner and some other bikers placed another man, 

who had passed out, into a wheelchair and, tying it to the back bumper of a pickup truck, towed 

him around in the streets until he fell out. Amazingly, he was uninjured. However, other 

vehicle accidents resulted in injuries including lacerations and broken bones. The town jail 

filled up with inebriated individuals who slept it off. The street-based event itself was under 

control.30  

In contrast to the relatively civil, locally quasi-sanctioned and organized reality of the 

no longer fed by World War II stories and 

hurting for some interesting news

Thus, reporters conveniently overlooked the fact that police barricades were provided for 

entertainment safety purposes and not martial law as they falsely reported.31 Reporters, 

photographers such as Barney Peterson, and editors like Life 

employed, and unwittingly promoted and popularized, an older, previously vague but 

small town. Life -page blow-up, aggravating and 

repelling conservative readers nationwide.32  
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Flying Saucers, the Red Scare, and the Construction of Late-Century Biker Myth 

-

publicized Roswell, New Mexico flying saucer stories and one wonders whether a mass 

consciousness and subsequent collective memory associated the two unrelated phenomena 

together as threats to society. The captioned Life 

fiction writer Frank Rooney who published a surreal short story in the January, 1951 edition of 

. The piece appeared immediately after a hyperbolic Cold War article titled 

color popularly associated with communism) and their riders wore identical military uniforms 

and never removed their oversized goggles, perhaps dehumanizing their image in the eyes of 

the reader. The article dehumanized motorcyclists as totalitarian shock troops that went berserk 

after drinking a few beers. They attacked a small town, killing a teenage girl.33  

In The Culture of the Cold War, Stephen J. Whitfield demonstrates how newspapers, 

popular magazines, and television in the U.S. squelched dissent and became instruments of 

Cold War McCarthyist anticommunism after the end of World War II. Whitfield writes that 

Luce featured cold warrior Billy Graham on the cover of Life magazine four times and Chinese 

anticommunist nationalist leader Chiang Kai Chek on the cover of Time more often than 

anyone else.34 As Luce helped to perpetuate the longest lasting derogatory mass cultural image 

of the mythic biker, one that would influence popular culture for the next fifty years, such 

imagery and its successor productions can be posited within the larger context of the Cold War 

as an imagined sinister alien two-wheeled barbarian, a threat to the American hegemonic 

capitalist system.   
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Magazine story, inspired by the earlier Luce imagery, subsequently influenced Stanley Kramer 

who produced The Wild One, a 1953 film that presented motorcyclists as an ominous threat to 

American society. Whitfield writes that Kramer films such as High Noon (1952), The Caine 

Mutiny (1954), and The Defiant Ones (1958) were critiques of the House Un-American 

Activities Committee.35 Kramer and director László Benedek had intended The Wild One to be 

a subtle critique of American capitalist society, but the Motion Picture Association of America 

(an organization that enforced anticommunist censorship standards for all films produced in the 

U.S.) edited the film heavily to remove the critical scenes and ensure that the bikers would be 

the unequivocal bad guys. The filmmakers borrowed character names, the name of the café, 

The Wild One: 

ode a Triumph and wore 

spiffy Hollywood leather and a cap, while the Beetles rode big V-twins and resembled the 

actual motorcyclists of that era.36 The plot of the story reflected the reality of the 1947 Hollister 

rally only to the extent that two clubs (both resembling the fictive Beetles) had stood out from 

the rest at the actual event: the POBOBs and the Boozefighters MC.37 

The theme of the biker as Other began to permeate national consciousness more 

thoroughly and dozens of subsequent media productions fed a mass cultural process that 

painted the essential biker as the bad guy. An early television episode of The Twilight Zone 

even depicted three black leather-clad bikers as extraterrestrial infiltrators. The othering of 

bikers also reflected the long-term anti-communist Red Scare that was occurring in America.38   
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Angels Motorcycle Club (HAMC) Oakland Chapter in 1958, obtained the actual long-sleeved 

red and white striped shirt worn by Marvin in The Wild One. This particular style of male biker 

attire, originally designed for safety purposes to increase the level of motorcycle racer 

visibility, can be traced to European racers of the 1920s.39 The appearance of the shirt in the 

1953 movie, worn by an actor who played the part of a biker, may have influenced selection of 

the two primary colors of the HAMC back patch in California and Arizona, red and white. 

Although the HAMC can possibly be traced back to 1930s Detroit as a motorcycle club (and to 

World War II, if not World War I, as the name of military aviation units that veteran bikers had 

-

-patches sewn on military regulation leather 

40  

Such World War II-era material and other cultural artifact realities influenced The Wild 

One. The fictional Black Rebels MC, probably a scriptwriting permutation of the name of the 

-

-

patch identification and other attire (such as other designs of leather jackets that had been 

popular among nineteenth-century Borderlanders before World War I pilots adopted them), 

mythic representations were borrowed from earlier reality and then the material utilized in the 

representation was, in turn, adopted by actual riders in subsequent generations.41 The 

borrowing of distinct material elements between mass cultural imagery and actual biker culture 

was a prevailing pattern in evolving biker culture.    
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-

The Wild One. 

Accordingly, he was melancholic and listless, disillusioned with societal conditions, yet 

vulnerable and lonely. In his newfound relationship with a young local woman (played by 

Mary Murphy), a sense of self-inferiority is ascribed to him when she did not succumb to his 

end, an u 42 

 

 

 

While the ascription of self-inferiority here is highly questionable and alternative 

cant 

Johnny and Chino, developing and reifying the essential glamour guy at the expense of the 

s they had been half a decade 

earlier when Life had published the picture of the fake Hollister rider. In 1954, longtime bikers 

of the older generation viewed the Johnny character as a gay guy dressed in tight-fitting leather 

riding his little Triumph. His body language apparently seemed pretentious and effeminate, 

Plate 11, Marlon Brando, left, as Johnny Strabler and Plate 12, Lee Marvin, right, as Chino in 
The Wild One. Photo of Brando courtesy of motorcycleviews.com. Photo of Marvin courtesy of 
the Boozefighters MC. 
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contrasting sharply with Chino who was viewed as more rowdy and authentic. Because of the 

and many bikers of the early 1950s identified with Lee Marvin rather than Marlon Brando.43 

had previously been banned in some places but was now available for showing) as the 

archety

influenced later realities as new bikers in the late 1950s and 60s started imitating what they 

saw on the movie screen.44 

 

The Imagining of Machismo, Joteria, and Rebeldes sin causa in the Borderlands  

In addition to changes in actual biker cultural preferences, queer male biker mythic 

constructs can also be traced to The Wild One. After 1953, the image of Brando as Johnny was 

fetishized by gay male culture for the remainder of the century. This can be seen in gay art, 

film, and clothing styles. The potentially gay dimension of the Johnny character inspired later 

artists to emphasize the theme of queer riders. In 1964, Kenneth Anger released a film called 

Scorpio Rising. The movie was a mostly impressionistic collage of images with a popular 

music soundtrack but without much of a plot. At the beginning of the film, the main character 

(played by Bruce Byron) was in his small bedroom preparing to take a motorcycle ride. Brando 

imagery from The Wild One posters hanging on the wall of his room served as iconography as 

he began to don his leathers. He rode his bike V-twin. The surreal film juxtaposed images of 

Christ at the Last Supper with bikers symbolically desecrating a courtroom. One biker danced 

on the bench. After the all-male pack rode away from there and arrived at a clubhouse party, 

they began to dance homoerotically.  
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a governmental confiscation of the film had been successful in the US Supreme Court resulting 

in a relaxing of cinematic censorship.45 Few people saw Scorpio Rising, so its impact upon 

biker cultural development and societal opinion about motorcyclists was minimal.46 Neither the 

mainstream nor minority media mentioned it. Its little-known primary importance relates to 

changes in American cinematic production and censorship that occurred in the mid 1960s, 

affecting all of society and not only biker culture.  

Obviously, Scorpio Rising was not as influential as The Wild One. Since Johnny was 

initially viewed by straight bikers as a gay male character, The Wild One can be seen as a 

queering of motorcycle imagery and culture by media. The anti-hero did not resemble the 

motorcyclists of the period but, rather, influenced subsequent motorcycle fashion as well as 

queer desire.47  

d 

outright in Greater México as the racialist-derived, popular colloquial Spanish word cochino 

signified poor personal hygiene. As Eric Zolov writes in Refried Elvis: The Rise of the Mexican 

Counterculture, Brando, James Dean, and Elvis Presley were imagined as rebeldes sin causa, 

-

-Presley report that caused young people in México 

and the border zone to dismiss the star as gay. As an imagined joto, Presley was henceforth 

considered effeminate in a culture that valued machismo. Zolov concludes that the 

counterculture in México eventually privileged Mexican musicians and icons but that it 

subsequently fell into decline similar to the way it declined in other countries.48 
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Ironically, the image of Elvis Presley was later resurrected by El Vez (Robert López), 

nce 

other social problems. El Vez was popular among Chicano/a and socially conscious music 

audiences in Southern California and other areas of the Greater Borderlands north of the 

border.49  

 

Plate 13. Elvis Presley on his Harley-Davidson, left, featured on the May, 1956 cover of 
Enthusiast magazine. Plate 14. El Vez (Robert López), right. Publicity photo.Courtesy of 
prolefeedstudios.com.   
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Presley and Dean had been actual real-life bikers, while Brando had played the role of a 

motorcyclist and was more widely imagined as biker. Their individual status as popular 

cultural figures could be called into question by various groups in different areas of the Greater 

Borderlands. While queer male biker imagery along with much of the public fear of 

motorcyclists could historically be traced to The Wild One, many non-riders feared both gays 

theories, the gay fetishized image of Johnny that eventually became a dominant straight biker 

image and, thus, a queering of motorcycle imagery was produced and deployed by 

Hollywood, a major media power structure. Definitions of straight masculine imagery in the 

border zone and Greater Borderlands were under contestation since at least 1953, if not earlier. 

Plate 15. 
Drawing on canvas. A fantasy image of James 
Dean and Marilyn Monroe. Courtesy of 
enjoyart.com.  
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Regardless of whether Elvis Presley, James Dean, or Marlon Brando were considered macho, 

joto, effeminate or queer, or were accepted into various iconic pantheons of popular cultural 

heroes, the three of them collectively as imaginary constructs within the already-problematized 

larger Cold War context may also represent a deployment of sexuality by the film industry for 

the ultimate purpose of defining more precisely the essential biker image. 

 

Cold War Media Sensationalism, The Wild One, and Scorpio Rising 

Print media sensationalized bikers even before the 1947 Hollister rally but such 

coverage was, nonetheless, contemporary to the dawn of the Cold War. Earlier that year, an 

article in  magazine described the prelude to a similar scheduled event in military 

terminology, mentioning that local police were pre

-

sidewalks and digs in. Citizens scuttle warily across the streets, little children are fastened 

securely in their playpens

D- 50  

Here martial imagery, at a time when people were tired of war, tended to alienate 

motorcycle enthusiasts from the largely non-riding readership of . Although biker 

ubiquitous the myth became as a result of mass cultural representations of that particular event. 

Nationwide media coverage of the episode, in addition to its larger contemporary journalistic 

context and that of the later Frank Rooney piece, led directly to The Wild One and other 

subsequent fictional and purportedly factual accounts in print and in film.51  
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In contrast to the 

immediately generated a series of articles in the local newspaper as well as a derogatory piece 

in the San Francisco Chronicle 

Motorcy New York Times article declaring that 

Life magazine, edited by Cold War McCarthyist Henry 

R. Luce, published a full-page photo of the already-mentioned inebriated Eddie Davenport. 

motorcyclist named Paul Brokaw who would someday become a noted news anchor

complained about the photo shoot in a letter to the editor. A similar letter was written by 

Keenan Wynn, who would someday be targeted by the House Un-American Activities 

Activity.52  

September 25, 1954 Saturday Evening Post

by Andrew R. Boone,  whose 1955 piece appeared in Popular Science

in the March 26, 1965 issue of Time. Luce was the editor also of Time magazine in 1957 when 

inspired Frank Rooney to 

Magazine. The Rooney story appeared immediately after an alarmist Cold War article by 

juxtaposing bikers with communists 

as two serious threats to American society.53  

The Rooney piece, in turn, inspired Stanley Kramer and László Benedek to film The 

Wild One, released in 1953. The Wild One in the context of the Cold War established a legacy 

of public fear and discrimination that affected the everyday lives of all subsequent generations 
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of motorcyclists. At the beginning of the film, the credits ended with a statement that this is a 

true story and that it should not have occurred, but that it happened. It challenged the viewer to 

ensure that the depicted type of small town invasion never takes place again.54 Bikers were 

presented as a challenge and a threat to society. 

Nonetheless, the film highlighted one of them in an exotic, alien way. Perhaps it was 

the glamour of the main character Johnny, and what that attractiveness may have meant in the 

imaginations of actual, non-riding men, that most adversely effected real-

the following decades. The essential public feared and loathed motorcyclists for the next thirty 

years.55  

The Wild One was influential enough to spawn an entire genre of Hollywood-produced 

Motorcycle Gang in 

1957. Other productions in this genre included Beach Blanket Bingo (1965), Scorpio Rising 

(1963), The Wild Angels (1966), The Born Losers (1967),  (1969), Girl on a 

Motorcycle (1970), Chrome and Hot Leather (1971), The Hard Ride (1971),  

(1969), The Wild Ride (1960),  (1967), and The Hellcats (1968).56 

These B-grade films consistently portrayed male bikers as predatory barbarians that killed, 

stole, raped, and otherwise threatened American civilization.  

 Twilight Zone 

television series, portrayed bikers as space aliens who infiltrate a quiet small town, thus  

reinforcing and solidifying the mass cultural image of bikers as threats to American 

civilization. The year before Hunter S. Thompson published 

Terrible Saga

factual account for Nation 
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motorcyclists were thus constantly stereotyped by print media and B-grade movies for a 

quarter of a century following World War II.57  

Women bikers were also marginalized as motorcyclists as the media and entertainment 

industry perpetuated a clearly-defined, stereotypical 

this mythical female, invented by Hollywood and developed from the 1910s through the 1970s, 

eventually led to actual riders (and even non-riders) adopting elements of her attitude, her 

fictional lifestyle, and her costume as their wardrobe. Various films portrayed sexual elements 

of the imagined biker chick. As early as 1917, Maggie's First False Step showed actor Louise 

Fazenda riding a motorcycle through a brick wall, a shattered barrier that may be said to have 

signified gender role constructs.58 The Wild One, Mary 

Murphy as Kathie Bleeker was a complete airhead from a small town who accepted a ride with 

Johnny to escape from the other bikers and soon discovered that she loved to ride. Once in the 

describe how the ride felt, but later on decided to remain in her mundane citizen life. In 

contrast, most of the other women in the film were depicted as fun-loving passengers that rode 

into the town and partied with their biker men.59  

By 1966, female characters in Teenage Gang Debs were creating sexual chaos in a love 

triangle, convincing one man to kill another, and enacting lesbian sexuality. The female rider 

was depicted as a crazed, dangerous bisexual.60 The Girl 

on a Motorcycle (1968) catered to straight male centered fantasies such as sadomasochism, 

predation, and unbridled sexuality. The entire movie consis

character Rebecca leaving her non-riding husband and traveling on her Harley to meet her 

lover. She stopped and got drunk at a roadhouse, then continued onward. She rode along on her 
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saddle, intoxicated, and started to become aroused. As her body writhed and moved, she 

61 

-American, street-

that she nearly crashed.  

The Girl on a Motorcycle is only one example of how B-grade biker flicks 

marginalized women riders in the public imagination. Dozens of motorcycle movies sexualized 

the female biker image as an irresponsible, brainless nymphomaniac. None of the more than 

forty biker movies released between 1966 and 1972 portrayed women motorcyclists in a 

favorable light.62  

While films objectified women, at least one of these productions might be described as 

empowering during the 1960s, a time of gendered inequality and resistance. The 1968 Hershell 

Gordon Lewis movie She-Devils on Wheels was a landmark biker film in terms of the fictive 

portrayal of gender role inversion. The all-female gang members regularly raced each other to 

find out who got first choice of the passive, hang-around males for the night.63 The movie 

differed from the other forty-some odd biker flicks released between 1966 and 1972 in its 

reversal of gender role constructs.  

 

Technologies of Power, the Concept of Law, and the Lynch Report  

sexual content that made them integral to deployments of sexuality. Such portrayed images, 

along with other formations of Foucauldian discourse, historically led to legal restrictions. 

According to Michel Foucault:  
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The law would be secure, even in the new mechanics of power. For this is the paradox 
of a society which . . . has created so many technologies of power that are foreign to the 
concept of law: it fears the effects and proliferation of those technologies and attempts 
to recode them in forms of law.64  
 

Anthropologist Barbara Joans discusses such socio-legal, non-rider backlash against 

mot

danger, courage and a lifestyle of liberty, the public targeted them for elimination. She cites 

some of the attitudes, behaviors, and legislation against motorcyclists in the context of a 

marginalization of riders.65 From a Foucauldian perspective, the legal and legislative power 

centers feared bikes and biker sexuality and cracked down on motorcyclists as an entire 

community by enacting and enforcing new laws.  

In this way, the essential bad biker myth resulting from film and media imagery had its 

consequences. It could also be viewed in terms of class-based marginalization. Motorcycling 

ears 

purchase price of a new Harley increased beyond the reach of most people).66 After World War 

II, the essential capitalist-oriented society sought to control laborers as a social class. Anti-

motorcyclist discrimination during the Cold War era may, therefore, be related to differences in 

class interests as well as a generally intolerant environment influenced by the Red Scare and 

aggravated by media and entertainment-sponsored sensationalism.  

State-produced representations also affected motorcycling cultural development during 

1965 report, has already been mentioned 

in Chapter Two. Its Foucauldian dimensions, however, seem to be more important for the 

present chapter on imagery and realities.  
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-knowledge. 

According to Foucault, a center of power typically collects information, peruses it, shares it 

with other centers as they collectively develop into a power structure, catalogs it and maintains 

it as part of a basis for the development and assembly of future research or collections. The 

data and other information is published, distributed, studied, and relished. Over time, power-

knowledge is enhanced, subjugation and control of marginalized individuals and populations is 

increased, and their identification and exploitation for the acquisition of further knowledge and 

profit is assured.67 

The Foucauldian concept of power-knowledge is applicable to historical power centers, 

 

force

were a component, a phrase designed to legitimize the expanding powers of the police using 

the voices of the public as they repeated and perpetuated it. For much of U.S. history, such 

invented and allowed to exist in order to provide a legitimate service and their job was to keep 

the peace. The idea of enforcement, on the other hand, was considered alien and un-American. 

The bill creating the FBI, for example, was enacted only after Congress was assured that the 

agents would be unarmed and allowed only to conduct investigations to be written up and 

handed over to the proper state, local, or federal officials. The entire concept of a federal police 

force that could go anywhere without respecting state borders was anathema to the beliefs of 

many Americans.68  

Secondly, as the Cold War heated up in the 1950s, the character of journalism changed 

to the extent that reporters now became more inclined toward agreement with the perspectives 
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f collaboration between the press and the 

police that appear to have been designed for their mutual benefit. For example, one vague 

69 

According to Stephen J. Whitfield, various media, including news magazines, 

newspapers and television, embraced McCarthyism and effectively became agents of the FBI 

during the post-World War II Red Scare. Virtually all of the historical actors and mass cultural 

producers that I have found influential in mid-century motorcycling history, and which are also 

mentioned by Whitfield or by James Gilbert, fall into one of two ideological camps. Each of 

them were either progressive social democratic or McCarthyist anticommunist, according to 

the scholarship. These actors include Stanley Kramer, Keenan Wynn, Henry R. Luce, and J. 

Edgar Hoover. Significantly, all the pro-capitalist cold warriors also perpetuated derogatory 

images of motorcyclists while all of the progressives defended bikers and criticized the anti-

motorcycle imagery.70  

The 1965 Lynch report was a compilation of various alleged incidents in diverse Alta 

California locations involving members of the HAMC and other clubs. Significantly, it was the 

first document to officially criminalize motorcyclists as a social class. The report (along with 

its episodic structure) eventually became a pretext and institutional power-knowledge 

foundation for the profiling of bikers (and its compilation of personal data) that proliferated 

within major power structures for the remainder of the century. The initial plan, however, was 

for local centers of police power within California to share information about what Lynch 

and networks of power-knowledge expanded well beyond the State of California in the Greater 
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Borderlands north of the border and throughout the United States. As Foucault writes, such 

power centers perpetually expanded their power-knowledge base in a quest for greater data 

about, and control over, marginalized groups.71  

Much of the Lynch report was preposterous and erroneous. The supposed facts were 

shrouded in implications that the HAMC was integral to some massive conspiratorial secret 

society. Accordingly, the club was part 

-sex initiation rites was also perpetuated by the 

report. Sexual practices were described in a tone evoking semi-solemn ceremony and were 

72     

 cases subsequently developed, short 

amendments were then scotch-taped directly onto the pages of the report.73  

In one such described incident, a member of the club allegedly poured motor oil onto 

the street while he was being pursued by a police motor officer causing the officer to wreck his 

bike, a seemingly impossible stunt. A reader familiar with motorcyclists can readily infer that 

 responses by bikers reacting to citizen attacks committed 

against them, and that at least one incident involved imposters pretending to be Hells Angels. 

Other sections of the report concerned drugs, motorcycle theft, or other petty crimes.74  
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Bikers, Hippies, ,  and Media Representations of Cleavage 

In Black and Red: W.E.B. Du Bois and the Afro-American Response to the Cold War, 

1944-1963, Gerald Horne demonstrates how divisions arose within the ranks of the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People as a result of larger societal changes 

during the Cold War. Eventually the Black community shifted to the right and became more 

anti-communist. Governmental agencies and other centers of power actively scrutinized such 

changes.75  

Similarly, cleavages and divisions may have existed within the motorcycling 

community. When biker activities real or imagined were picked up by the media and 

en so, 

in the worldview of a few non-riders, such reports sometimes enhanced the status of bikers. For 

example, after the Oakland HAMC Chapter broke up a Vietnam Day Committee (VDC) 

protest at the city boundary between Berkeley and Oakland in 1965, the club experienced a 

wanted to touch us, pensioners wanted to shake our hands, and a lot more women wanted to 

76  

The Oakland Charter was not representative of the HAMC as a whole. Other charters 

such as Frisco were against the Vietnam War.77 Thus, Vietnam divided not only American 

society, but also biker culture.  

Nonetheless, further explanation concerning the relationship between hippie and biker 

cultural manifestations is necessary in terms of images and imagery. In the late 1960s, hippies 

adopted some of the language, fashions, and attitudes of 1950s biker club culture. The 

0s biker 
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slang and originally signified a motorcycle crash. As motorcycle parts were expensive and 

most bikers were from working-class backgrounds, a serious mishap could likely leave a rider 

78 

long and unkempt. Some wear a single earring in 79 Other male bikers wore 

earrings by 1965 and probably earlier. Bikers in Alta California wore very long hair as early as 

1957.80 According to Barger:  

many of the hippies did. Before he was killed in 1962, Bobby Zimmerman, president of 
the Berdoo chapter, had hair down to his waist. Terry the Tramp had real long hair in 
the early days, and his dressing style linked the look between the 1950s motorcycle 
leather guy and the 1960 psychedelicized Harley rider. This was the look that a lot of 

just g

with a hippie girl standing up on the back of his bike leading a parade.81 
 
Among the hippie popu

from actual public police agencies. Such a perceived lack of service and the need for protection 

from petty criminals is perhaps why Jerry García, lead singer of the Grateful Dead rock band, 

82 Bikers were 

integrated with the counterculture in Alta California and were influential in the development of 

hippie lifestyles, clothing fashions, and language.   

Hippies and bikers probably shared similar views about the press, as well. In the eyes of 

motorcyclists of the latter half of the twentieth-century, newspapers and television news were 

recognized as significant anti-motorcycling instruments. At the beginning of that century, 
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however, little media bias against riders occurred. The journalistic literature about non-

military, non-police motorcycle riders during the first half of the century was sparse and 

addressed either technical considerations or particular professional applications.83 In contrast, 

media embellishments of motorcycle culture and subculture often served to marginalize 

motorcyclists in the latter half of the century, perpetuating the mid-century Hollister stereotype 

in which all bikers were lawless, crazy, dangerous, and sleazy public enemies.84  

The latter were described as fine, upstanding citizens who rode quieter, smaller bikes. A 1966 

article by John H. Porter published in Mademoiselle 

85 A 1967 article by Harris Edward Dark in  perhaps best exemplified 

the constructed divide between the good and the bad: 

In stark contrast with the offensive picture of the leather-jacketed motor-mobs of 

backgrounds and sufficient means to provide a toy worth several hundred dollars. The 
typical teen cyclist of today is intelligent, good looking, and a well-

86   
 
In the original articles such as this one, value judgments concerning the characteristics 

of intelligence, beauty, and goodness seemed dubious to bikers. (Whenever bikers wrote letters 

to the editor protesting such portrayals, however, they usually remained unpublished.87) Dark 

denigrated the wearing of practical riding attire as criminal and was misinformed about the cost 

of larger V-twin machines that were much more expensi

(even before the biker spent more money on the customization of a stock cycle).  
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did not exist. Bikes came in various and graduated sizes. Less expensive Japanese motorcycles 

were sometimes converted into custom choppers during the 1960s. Moreover, motorcyclists 

went to the same parties, cantinas, and events no matter what they rode, especially in most 

areas of the Greater Borderlands where riding communities consisted of few riders. Individuals 

did not ride in a vacuum. Motorcyclists of all persuasions were in frequent contact with each 

88 

Perceived media bias continued into the new millennium. By the late twentieth century, 

whenever riders organized charity runs (or performed other good deeds in the community), 

such efforts were often ignored and unreported. However, if one individual or small group of 

riders committed a crime, the journalists were on top of it.89 By the late 1990s, such bias could 

easily be quantified thanks to Internet search engines. From a sampling of one hundred of the 

505 motorcycle-related articles published in 1999 by the Arizona Republic, for example, only 

one described motorcyclists favorably. A similar search for the first four months of 2000 

uncovered 122 motorcycle-related articles, none of which were positive. Furthermore, the 

Republic may have been representative of most mainstream Greater Borderlands newspapers in 

respect to bikers.90  

 

Easy Rider, Captain America, Easy Wolf, and Easyriders 

Historically, the belief in a contrast between inaccurate mass cultural images of 

motorcyclists and relatively benign bikers matters little. More important were public 

perceptions and beliefs concerning imagined wild barbarians. For whatever reason, the 
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essential public believed that biased news articles and sensationalized biker movies reflected 

the reality of motorcycling.  

At some level, the non-riding public was 

Easy Rider was released in 1969, motorcyclists were 

more easily viewed by non-riders as lefties. Peter Fonda, who was a biker in real life, had been 

fed up with the ways in which B-grade biker movies of the late 1960s were portraying 

motorcyclists. So, he collaborated with Dennis Hopper, Terry Southern, and Jack Nicholson to 

do something about it. The resultant Easy Rider was a movie about two young men who start 

out earning some money riding dirt bikes across the Mexican-U.S. border to import some 

cocaine from México, and who then spend their earnings riding choppers across the Greater 

Borderlands from Los Angeles to Mardi Gras in New Orleans. According to one of the 

advertising posters for the film when it was released, the two protagonists searched for 

communal hippies followed by some other Greater Borderlands men who cared little for 

longhaired men on motorcycles.91 

Easy Rider won the Cannes Film Festival award for the best entry by a new director. 

Although the film portrayed the two riders and their American Civil Liberties Union lawyer 

 longstanding cinematic and journalistic tradition of 

denigrating motorcyclists, audiences throughout the Southern states nonetheless applauded the 

tragic end. (The two protagonists were murdered by two Southern rednecks in a pickup-truck 

toting a shotgun.)92  

The film played at theatres and drive-ins for more than a year when it first appeared (a 

time long before the existence of multiple cable channels, VCRs, or personal choice 
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eant that 

one watched the same film that everyone else did).93 Easy Rider may have attracted repeat 

viewers who were shocked by, or uncertain about, the conclusion in which the protagonists did 

not win, a screenwriting device that may have been unprecedented in cinematography. It was 

an important film because it was so different for its time, it played in theaters for so long, and 

so many people saw it.  

While Easy Rider may have been significant as an influence to the perceptions of non-

motorcyclists, many of whom viewed it through the lens of old expectations, notions or 

stereotypes, the film also meant something to actual motorcyclists who saw it. According to 

psychologist Lisa Garber:  

The movie depicts a search for the ethos of America and the father (Uncle Sam). In the 
film, the old right and the conservative middle resist the shift which is astir in the 
country. They know their father, the victorious warrior who kills for power and in the 
name of freedom, but they are not willing to see beyond this blood bond. The surviving 
duo is eventually murdered, suggesting that for a new father or uncle to be found, 
psychic death is inevitable.94  
 

The film facilitated a paradigmatic shift in the development of biker culture in the Greater 

Borderlands where it was filmed. The bikers portrayed on screen were the heroes, for a change. 

In addition, the movie reified what riding a motorcycle is really all about: the ride itself. 

Perhaps most significantly, riders all over the Greater Borderlands and the world subsequently 

adopted the easy-going, Zen-

95  
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The movie was also influential enough for a new underground comic book character to 

subsequently appear in a new series titled Easy Wolf and the Celestial Outhouse. Easy Wolf 

was depicted as an ordinary wolf that became transformed into a super hero riding a chopper, 

whenever needed, which he accomplished instantaneously inside a celestial outhouse. 

Meanwhile, Paisano Publications launched a new magazine named Easyriders. The publication 

centered on, and began to redefine, a loosely structured biker lifestyle that revolved around 

Harley-Davidson chopper-style motorcycles and values from the movie as well as the older 

biker culture. It facilitated a worldwide crystallization of a coherently reconstructed 

motorcycling community: individual-oriented but communal and highly politicized in 

opposition to a collectively perceived general oppression against riders. The premier edition of 

Easyriders was published a few months after the film appeared. The magazine can be seen as 

Smiley  Tom with was manufactured by the California 
Motorcycle Company, which started building reproductions of the 1969 Easy Rider 

 in the late 1990s. The photo setting is the same cabin-style motel near 
Flagstaff, Arizona where Peter Fonda (as Captain America) and Dennis Hopper (as Billy) are 
refused room accommodations in the film. Photo by Nina McGraw. 
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an attempt to unify all motorcyclists both culturally and politically to oppose an imagined 

police harassment of bikers, discrimination, and helmet laws. Its editorial was, during its 

formative years and throughout the 1970s, overtly activist oriented in contrast to the more 

subtle countercultural messages of underground comics such as Easy Wolf.96  

 

 

 

 

Biker magazines also affected changes in riding culture to the extent that they catered 

also to a large non-

Easyriders

motorcycles, hoping to someday own a Harley. Moreover, Easyriders and subsequent similar 

Plate 17. An anti-helmet law comic from Easyriders magazine, circa early 
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magazines did not accurately depict biker lifestyle as it existed at that time. Rather, they 

introduced or enhanced mythic dimensions concerning the imagined sacredness of Harley-

Davidson as idol and iconic holy machine and as a way of life, sexuality-related norms, 

brotherhood, mores, hardcore motorcycle politics and the romanticization of death, elements 

that further interacted with ever- - equent 

formations continued to influence each other for the rest of the century.97 

 

Helmets, Androgyny, and Dehumanization 

In 1971 when Easyriders was still a new publication, Robert Hughes wrote an article 

addressed to a non-riding audience, a one-page item quite unlike others published at that time. 

Contrary to other contemporary pieces published in Newsweek, Time, and such publications, he 

attempted to break the power of marginalization that riders believed was socially and violently 

victimizing riders. Hughes refuted the myth and stereotype of the outlaw biker rampaging 

white c

at that time, highway police commonly targeted motorcyclists, people thought bikers 

e biker 

stands to encounter at least one car-swaddled Milquetoast with blood in his eye whose hope is 

 

Seeking to dispel the badass myth while describing reasons why real riders operated 

motorcycles, he mentioned gas economy, ease of parking, and especially that unique 

feeling of freedom that kept motorcyclists rolling just for the sake of the ride itself. In 
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comparison to cars, Hughes cited higher mobility, less vulnerability to traffic congestion, and 

heightened sensual awareness. Escapist and solitary elements of the ride were equated with 

individuality and non-conformist expression rather than anti-social behavior.98     

One may want the Hughes article to tell the twenty-first century more about how 

society perceived and interacted with its motorcyclists at the end of the 1960s and what that 

might say about the previous ten or twenty years. But it does not. Although it accurately 

portrayed differences between 1971 myth and reality, it did not reveal much about how such 

conditions came to be. The value of the article is in its snapshot-like depiction of the contrast 

between myth and reality as well as its description of abhorrent street conditions that 

especially in southern Alta California where Hughes himself 

rode bikes and a steady stream of discrimination sustained by bikers a year before they began 

to seriously organize politically. Apparently, American roadways, courts, and society of the 

early 1970s were not yet biker-friendly.99 

1971 was also a year when mandatory helmet laws existed in forty-nine states while 

California remained free. Because the unisex fashions trend during the early 1970s coincided 

with the few short years when helmets were nearly universally mandatory north of the border, 

androgyny of public appearance should be considered here. One may describe the motorcycle 

helmet, in reference to the historic public imaginary and individual realities, as an item of 

clothing related to gender because of its tendency to publicly obscure or androgynize the 

individual wearer within her own self-identity as well as in the societal gaze.  

In Bikers: Culture, Politics, and Power, Suzanne McDonald-Walker analyzes 

motorcycling culture, politics, and gender in terms of sociological theory concluding that the 
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and became politically involved in the legislative process at such time when they perceived a 

threat to their cultural autonomy and free expression, and that the movement differed from 

previous social movements in that the goals of the biker organizations tended to be non-

material and related to intangible values such as individual freedom, justice and ethical 

standards.100  

The McDonald-Walker study also includes a paragraph about the ambiguous sexual 

identification of individuals. Since the essential helmeted rider was of an unknown sex, some 

gender nor that gender but something in between the two.101 Somewhat similarly, in God Rides 

a Yamaha: Musings on Pain, Poetry, and Pop Culture 

helmet, a leather jacket, gloves and boots, and become the tough broad I just pretend, 

unconvincingly, to 102 

comparable. For the anonymity or androgyny provided by the helmet allowed some riders to 

explore alternative gender or sexual identities. 

ly significant in places and at times for 

which clothing and gear rendered an androgynous appearance and wherever helmets were 

mandatory for all riders regardless of age (such as the early 1970s in most of the United 

States), it could not have been significant in the arid Greater Borderlands both before and after 

those few years. Appropriate clothing and gear were defined partially along the lines of gender 

usually very obvious due to the style and cut of clothing including tailoring that revealed an 

and helmets were often impractical and where riders had a choice of attire (independent of the 
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state) for most of the century, they tended to not sheath their heads in plastic and styrofoam 

helmets while riding and their sex was usually readily ascertained by facial features or the 

length of hair. Anonymity, likewise, was limited until one dons leather clothing and the three-

quarter or full-face helmet with face shield that was mandatory in many states during the late 

casual observer was usually able to tell when a rider was female.103 

indicated in Chapter Two, it was probably a cause of motorcyclist marginalization in the minds 

of four-wheeled car operators. Wh

appearance was transformed to become not only more androgynous or anonymous, but also 

more insect-like rather than human. After all, bugs have round, shiny heads that resemble 

plastic motorcycle helmets. Moreover, people sometimes smashed bugs deliberately with 

neither hesitation nor remorse; such was their individual or even collective animosity toward 

particular insects and much of the unfamiliar natural world. It may not be a coincidence that 

this era of mandatory helmets coincided with the most troublesome period of four-wheeled 

driver violence against motorcyclists.104 Such a sense of androgyny and dehumanization may 

have made it easier, in the minds of some drivers, to operate their cars more carelessly or 

aggressively. 

 

Deployments of Sexuality 

In addition to such complexity related to helmet laws, gender, identity and public 

appearances, other perceived changes took place in relation to government. As already noted, 

bikers were targeted by governmental agencies in the United States beginning in 1965 and for 
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the remainder of the century. (Mexican bikers did not encounter many such problems in the 

Greater Borderlands of northern México, however.) Since many Arizona bikers believed that 

they were being targeted and victimized in the 1990s, moto-journalists (while working for 

ABATE or other MRO magazines and newsletters) began tape recording and videotaping 

judges in Arizona who, in turn, affected some changes within the centers of police power

that motorcyclists deemed favorable. Officers generally became more cautious in their 

behavior in the field.105  

Other police encounters were more subtle. Lisa Whitacre was a petite blonde-haired 

woman who rode a Harley Sportster in the Mingus Mountains and Verde Valley of Arizona 

anything to do with gender or sex, she said: 

[Patrol officers] see a person a single, small, female person that seems non-

of people riding or groups of guys. So they pull me over. And what they really want to 
do is look at the bike. And a lot of them are bored; a lot of them are in rural areas, and a 
lot of them around here, too. I think they just get a hard-on for bikers and since, you 

could pull me over and give me 

aro

meeting and, as soon as I pulled in, there was a DPS [Department of Public Safety 

whatever it was and he goes on his way. No ticket, no anything. Just a, tssk, another 
stop and de

this guy 

106  
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While Whitacre denied that her repeated harassment had anything to do with gender, 

she may not have fully recognized how the male gaze affected her day-to-day life. 

Nonetheless, socio-sexual, gendered elements were linguistically evident in her description. 

-

an officer may have engaged. Although she suggested that officers stopped solo individuals 

because they believed them to be weaker than large groups of motorcyclists, such a concept is 

also violence-informative.  

Threats and timidity related, in the case of Whitacre, to not just a willingness of public 

servants to monopolize power for particular purposes. More applicable to categories of gender 

and sexuality are the implicit indications that no police-women pulled her over. It may have 

state-

that may have been essentially sexual was evident from her adoption and employment of 

-

sexual or even sexually violent. 

-

group originated in late twentieth-century military subculture and signified that he had a hatred 

group or minority. The other 

(masculine) subject. Subject destroys object. Although the particular native consultant who 

granted this interview was certainly not homophobic, the prevalent 1990s linguistic pattern 
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-

implications.  

Although the plausibility of LGBT sexual orientations may have been considered in 

regards to the police or any other population group, officers were usually heterosexual 

individuals. The fact that bikers, while describing the imagined proclivities of police officers to 

harass riders, -

employed by bikers were influenced by larger society. After World War II, the hard-on 

colloquialism became a slightly pejorative linguistic device customarily employed in reference 

masculinity based on his irrational or disproportional interest in someone else, in this case male 

motorcycle riders.107 This narrative exemplified the collective privil

linguistic patterns.  

Perhaps the language itself was unsalvageable. Hence, motorcyclists went for another 

ride together. Due to the constant, rhythmic, mantric sound of the wind mingled with the 

engines while riding in the pack, it was nearly impossible if not undesirable to carry on a 

conversation. No one tried. Lack of verbal opportunities had its advantages, indeed. The 

shifting historical relationships among actual motorcyclists, imagined bikers, and non-riders 

can reveal much about the larger picture within which such phenomena took place.  

Some of the ideas of Michel Foucault may help us further contextualize how particular 

public images of bikers that slowly developed became sexual stereotypes, a few ways in which 

such myths interacted with real riders and non-riders, and why such processes were important 

to not only bikers but everyone.108 Larger social forces may have sought to control and 

eventually dominate riders and other groups of people through specific sexual explanations and 
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to the ways in which power centers caused sexuality to be talked about, published, displayed, 

thought about, or imagined.109  

In Greater Borderlands motorcycling history, an example of a deployment of biker 

Newsweek article that mistakenly reported that the 

 male bikers in question of being gay.110 Such governmental 

and media-generated sexuality deployments conveyed information and disinformation 

concerning sex and bikers for specific purposes. Examples of Foucauldian power centers 

discussed in other contexts in this dissertation may include the medical profession, the movie 

industry, the print media, the Harley-Davidson Motor Company, and police agencies. All of 

these exerted various kinds of control over motorcyclists. 

a power center, biker sexuality discourse may be exemplified by a December 7, 1970 Time 

news press attempted to medicalize the desire to ride motorcycles as a mental illness. 

According to the anonymous Time author, describing the work of a Harvard Medical School 

motorcycles to com 111  
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theories about motorcyclists were published in the American Journal of Psychiatry and he was 

also cited in .112 Such acceptance and dissemination of his research may 

represent a significant deployment of sexuality by one power center, the psychiatric 

profession as part of a larger structure of power, the medical profession in collusion with the 

press against motorcyclists. Benefits for the power structure at hand the medical 

profession included individual and collective prestige and power enhancement as well as 

increased subjugation and control of a subaltern group. By identifying and exploiting 

motorcyclists, the power structure gained knowledge and profit for itself while simultaneously 

marginalizing riders.  

 

Media and HOG Deployments of Sexuality 

Sexuality deployments took other forms including the objectification of women who 

ride motorcycles. While Adeline and Augusta Van Buren rode across North America and 

crossed the Mexican-U.S. border into Tijuana in 1916 (see Chapter One), they wore military-

style leggings and riding breeches made of red leather for the entire journey. However, the 

Foucauldian discourse generated by their visit to Denver, Colorado, is mean-spirited. The 

Denver Post 

preparedness issue was serving as an excellent excuse for women to stay away from home, to 

display physical prowess in various fields of masculine superiority, and to display their 

113  

Due to non-

sometimes incarcerated the Van Buren sisters in small towns along their route. They were 
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authorities after detaining them for a while released them, advising them to leave town 

immediately.114  

One may wond

Indian Moto-Cycles) were influential or instrumental in their relatively quick releases and 

immediate expulsions. Their release from jail could possibly have been a case of Foucauldian 

collusion between two power centers the town leadership and the transportation industry

within one power structure. First, there were arrests in order to restrain and control women 

within established gender roles, serving as a warning to local females not to try what those two 

city women were doing. Then, a quick release of the sisters occurred under the condition that 

they leave immediately, ensuring that few other women in town would see them. In addition, 

the sooner they would have arrived in Alta California, the faster Indian and Firestone could sell 

more products. This example resembles the theoretical dynamics of a deployment of sexuality 

in Foucauldian discourse.  
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The Denver Post article certainly betrayed its author

if nothing else. By the 1920s in southern and central Arizona, photo postcards depicting 

women posing provocatively, mounted on bikes in a style that would later become typical of an 

Easyriders centerfold, were already in circulation.115 

of sexuality has its reason for being in proliferating, innovating, annexing, creating, and 

penetrating bodies in an increasingly detailed way, and in controlling populations in an 

increasingly compreh 116 The emerging exploitation of an imagined biker sexuality 

was gradually increased and intensified in the second half of the century by the media, another 

Plate 18. A woman on an 
Hall Museum and Archives, Prescott, Arizona. 
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power structure cited by Foucault. Thus, it should not be surprising that by the end of the 

twentieth century, Teah Chadderdon of Northern Arizona University statistically demonstrated 

extensive sexploitation of women in motorcycle magazines. After compiling statistics using 

2,653 images of females in twenty-two contemporary publications, she found that 46.1 percent 

of the subjects were either nude, wearing swimming suits, or barely dressed.117  

Pictorial images of scantily-clad or apparently lewd women were obviously 

misogynous and, thus, problematic, although it is worth mentioning another aspect beyond 

moreover, women who were supposedly motorcyclists by the media, a 

s Easyriders, Iron Horse 

and Biker, which supposedly depicted the post-countercultural motorcycle lifestyle, sold far 

more copies than the small population of hardcore bikers could have purchased, it may be 

worth repeating that the readership of these biker publications included non-bikers. Non-riding 

men may have relished such imagery. Late in the century, mainstream advertising campaigns 

that evoke themes like sado-masochism, bondage and domination, and lesbianism.118 The press 

promoted an objectification and erotic imagining of women motorcyclists for profit through the 

deployment of biker sexual stereotypes.  

Another print media based deployment of sexuality stems from certain literary 

descriptions of how the ride feels. As mentioned earlier, Harley-Davidson typically utilized an 

antiquated, dual-fire ignition system with a 45-degree V-twin configuration for its engines 

during most of the century until 1999, one that vibrated very nicely. It was overtly sensual or 
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-Davidson Motor 

Company took a 180-degree turn and abandoned it completely in 1999.119 Rich urban bikers, 

many of whom had never ridden the older bikes, subsequently purchased new, smooth-running, 

post-millennial machines while traditional bikers kept their older, pre-

running order. 

How intensely a small subgroup of Harley enthusiasts may have enjoyed its unique 

vibration in extraordinary ways is irrelevant. What is important in a discussion of Foucauldian 

discourse is that authors who wrote about this little-known phenomenon may have 

sensationalized, confessed a description of their own sensuality, or interviewed women to 

solicit confession of their sensual and sexual experiences. These personal moments were 

published, distributed, studied, and relished. The authors disseminated information, 

perpetuating a myth or mystique and setting up motorcyclists as sexual objects to be exploited 

and controlled. (One may argue that I am the most culpable researcher in the entire power 

structure for researching the question of the Harley mystique. I disagree. Rather, by explicitly 

identifying and exposing its specific mechanical source in the ignition system and overall 

configuration, I may be performing a valuable service for riders and for everyone.) 

After all, the mystique was appropriated by the Harley-Davidson Motor Company 

itself. Its 1993 corporate video named it, referred to visual and sensual elements of the V-twin, 

elements, showed that they originated early in the century, and portrayed them as something 

desirable.120 The production deployed sexuality to increase company control of a target market 

and population through sales, followed by automatic membership in the Harley Owners Group 

(HOG), another power center that channeled the social energies of its members (mostly new 
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motorcyclists) toward frivolous cult-like corporate venues that were almost completely 

separated from genuine biker culture. (Even so, HOG members interacted with traditional 

bikers over time, slowly changing both riding culture and that particular organization.) The 

purpose of the film and of HOG was to increase the power-knowledge-pleasure of a 

Foucauldian power structure. 

 

T  

Thus, commercial power centers such as the Motor Company, HOG, the media, and the 

psychiatric profession as well as segments of non-riding society and motorcyclists interacted 

with each other leading to the development and redevelopment of customs, norms, rules, and 

stereotypes. Considering the popular, non-riding societal myth about bikers that slowly 

changed from the 1950s through the rest of the century, biker sexual imagery may be 

considered as increasingly defined social constructions for the purpose of alienation, 

marginalization, and domination. The power structures may have attempted to control bikers 

by placing them at a social distance away from everyone else via the tactic of developing the 

 

By the 1980s, for example, the 

America and Billy in the film Easy Rider (1969) as well as the 1970s underground comic book 

character Easy Wolf, early legendary versions of Sonny Barger and of Spider published in 

Easyriders Mask (1985), and Harley from Harley-

Davidson and the Marlboro Man 
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distance was autom

separated, a group may have been more easily controlled.  

Of course, not all bikers were male. Barbara Joans describes two other mythic gender 

constructs that emerged during the late twe

bisexual. If she operated 

-

riders.121 Thus, female motorcycle operators were relegated to the margins of society. In a non-

(from the visual perspective of automobile occupants), on a motorcycle whether on the back 

or the front seat but especially as operator was a symbol of excessive mobility, especially 

after the end of World War II when gender roles were redefined and car seat heights lowered. 

 a motorcycle had placed a 

phallus between her legs and had no legitimate business on that bike. 

Not everyone rides a motorcycle. Yet, the topic of interaction between myths and 

realities of riding, with its apparent relation to marginalization and resistance, impacts virtually 

all of society. These were significant episodes in twentieth-century history that emphasize the 

role that symbols (such as the bike and the essential biker) played in the negotiation of social 

and cultural differences. It also speaks to questions of inclusion and exclusion, as the idea of 

marginalization intersected with a larger sociopolitical world and a culturally unique 

community emerged and evolved. The next chapter will look more closely at a specialized set 
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of ritual practices and injunctions by which bikers found a certain sense of unity, group 

identity, and community. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

A CULTURAL HISTORY OF BIKER DEATH-RELATED RITUALS 

 

 

In the past twenty years, many books about the motorcycling community have 

appeared, nearly all of them non-academic productions marketed to a mass audience. Bikers 

wrote some of them while others were written by either enthusiasts or individuals with chips on 

their shoulders who wanted to criticize bikers. Collectively, popular cultural genres of 

motorcycling literature have contributed to the set of mythological images that was mentioned 

in Chapter Three and that made up the imagined biker lifestyle and culture.  

However, rider death-related rituals have received little attention. Neither the popular 

genres of literature nor the few scholarly motorcycle studies published to date have addressed 

motorcyclist funerals, death rituals, or the ways in which riders viewed the afterlife. The 

present chapter is, for the most part, cultural anthropological history, a survey of biker funerals, 

rites, rituals and memorials in relation to military and other influences. It presents an 

ethnographic historical interpretation of motorcycling funerary and death-related practices as 

they evolved from the 1930s to the end of the century. For although much of biker culture 

originated at the dawn of the twentieth ce

rituals did not develop until much later.  

I have participated in a countless number of motorcyclist funerals from 1983 through 

last year, way too many. Several of them were for my closest friends. Most of the riders had 

-of-way. Yet, I have been trained 

to become an historian. Overall, one might say that I am very close to the topic of biker history 
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and death ritual practices but not too close to present it in an analytical manner. To that end, the 

organization of the chapter includes first some historical background. It identifies three 

influences that shaped the development of these rituals: the Irish wake, 1960s countercultural 

values and practices, and military death rites. Then, several sections follow that examine what 

the rituals may have looked like from outside biker culture followed by descriptions of rider 

meanings and beliefs.  

The case studies in this chapter include one that was provided by my ABATE colleague 

Art Murray, who made it possible by losing traction on a slippery mountain road near the land 

of the sovereign Mouache-Capote (Southern Ute) Nation, crashing his Harley, and dying 

because New Mexico highway engineers had banked that one curve the wrong way. Thus, even 

this dissertation can be said to be an example of a motorcycling cultural death-related 

particular section. Rather, they will be used interchangeably due to 

the historical interrelatedness of the entire riding community for most of the century up to that 

people who rode bikes. 

  

The Irish Wake and the Counterculture as Influences  

-funeral biker receptions can be traced to 

a pre-motorcycle tradition, the Irish wake. An ancient Gaelic celebration of the life of the 

deceased, the wake typically occurred after the burial and included the consumption of copious 

amounts of alcoholic beverages and other activities. Traditional wakes honored the memory of 

the deceased by celebrating life. An event of renewal and rebirth required extraordinary 
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degrees of celebration. It was regarded as a party for, and a remembrance of, the deceased.1 

Countless motorcyclists in the southwestern U.S. and northern México had Irish surnames and 

ancestry, so it should be of little wonder if elements of an ancient Gaelic tradition continued for 

generations without abatement and if they influenced riding culture in the Greater Borderlands. 

Unlike the essential Irish wake, however, biker wakes after the mid-1960s were celebrated at 

the end of a large group run and they often included quality rock bands or spontaneous, 

sometimes brutal, fistfights.2  

supplemented by other more recent influences. Countercultural values and lifeways became 

popular along the Alta California coast, in Austin, Texas, and in some other Greater 

Borderlands communities among young people during the 1960s and younger motorcyclists 

were very much involved in these social changes. The counterculture, like the wake, was a 

lively phenomenon that influenced biker funerals and death rituals.3  

funeral featured a motorcycle wheel decorated with flowers, placed on the casket. Yet, nothing 

else differentiated that particular ceremony from ordinary non-rider funerals.4 Perhaps the 

wheel was consciously or subconsciously placed on the casket as a subtle warning to the 

r, the possibility exists that the 

flower-bearing esthetic touch was rather 

intended as a kind of proto-countercultural statement that was thirty years too early, a 

deliberate intrusion in the midst of the holy church.  

riders. However, their funerals were not significantly different from those of the non-riding 
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Borderlanders of their time. Motorcyclist funeral practices were relatively conventional and 

their only distinction from those of larger society must have been the large numbers of 

motorcycles in the parking lots and their riders in attendance.5 

The earliest known printed references to culturally distinct biker funerals are reports 

San Francisco Bay Area Hells Angels Motorcycle Club (HAMC) members who died in 

separate crashes in the mid 1960s. Both funerals included a procession of motorcycles that was 

loosely structured and several bikes wide in some places. Miles, a Sacramento Hells Angel had 

approximately three hundred riders at his January 1966 funeral including members of the 

Mofos, the Marauders, Gladiators, Crossmen, Thunderbirds, Hangmen, and the Falcons. 

food, beer, a shaved ice fight, and at least two famous rock bands: the Grateful Dead as well as 

Big Brother and the Holding Company. A huge crowd of hippies mingled with bikers from 

Cossacks, and the Misfits. After his funeral, the Berkeley Barb printed an obituary with a 

stylized sketched portrait of Hendricks that suggested a halo around his head. These events 

were considerably larger than the average non-motorcyclist funeral.6  

Life magazine became the inspiration for the first of a 

series of preposterous, inacc

were considered in Chapter Three. Filmmaker Roger Corman had taken notice of the magazine 

account and used it as a basis for a B-

serves as the climax. The films may have influenced actual motorcyclists who watched them, 

leading to more changes in subsequent ceremonies far away from the Bay Area.7  
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Aspects of the new funerals may plausibly be viewed socially as responses to 

conventional non-rider funeral customs that existed at the time. Their emergence in history was 

contemporary to that of the youth counterculture and significant social movements and 

changes. Moreover, both sets of developments first occurred along the coast of Alta California 

during those years. Characteristics of mid-

motorcyclists had an affinity with that societal development. For instance, the shaved ice fights 

ave been recreational and countercultural 

rather than part of a Gaelic tradition.8  

Such commonalities between bikers, hippies, and other people under the age of thirty 

may be perfectly understandable when one considers that many motorcyclists in the latter half 

of the twentieth century had never served in the armed forces. Although no polls are known to 

have been taken, one gets the impression from the contents of productions such as popular 

books, magazines, record album covers and underground newspapers that, by the late 1960s, 

riders (even those who were veterans). Furthermore, the HAMC, essentialized by some authors 

to have been patriotic during those years, should not be portrayed in that way. Its extensively 

publicized Oakland Chapter certainly wanted the U.S. to win the Vietnam War. They backed 

up the Oakland Police to halt antiwar protesters and even wrote a letter and staged a press 

conference volunteering for mercenary service. Nonetheless, members of other HAMC 

9 Describing such differences, a 

 

Somehow the Oakland Chapter got on this unexplained red-white-and-blue patriotic 

graduate trip in running a bulldozer in smashing and blowing up machinery. 
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Destruction in metal so that these phonys back home can keep their Du Pont production 
lines rolling. Every now and then they do sacrifice a few lives to make it look real.10 
 
Such tensions between chapters of that club sometimes resulted in internecine 

fistfights.11 Even the by-then obligatory funeral procession of motorcycles was more loosely 

-by-two formations. They appeared to be 

unorganized, unstructured events. Such a chaotic quality indicates a countercultural reification 

of individual rider prerogative as well as group desire to temporarily establish control of large 

areas of public space during the funeral. Ironically, motorcycle clubs that participated in such 

events were highly organized and rituals of solidarity and difference were central to such 

groups.12  

The police escort of motorcycles in the funeral procession became customary by the 

gh one light 

13 

extensive cultural relatedness that existed between bikers and the counterculture; after all, a 

 

 

The Military Influence and Veteran Bikers  

An orderly dual-file, side-by-side regimentation developed years later in the early 

1980s. By then, virtually every motorcyclist in the procession rode side-by-side with one other 

bike in one long pack riding in one lane only. Precision riding in formation was highly valued 

and admired by the end of the century. Only after 1988 did the pack become so tight and neat 

Accordingly, in the countless rows of two motorcycles each, the second row actually had only 
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the pack. 

Yet, the custom of the missing man formation did not originate with the counterculture 

or the practice of civil disobedience with its temporary full, maximal appropriation of public 

space. Rather, it was borrowed from a similar military tradition in which a squadron of aircraft 

would fly in formation with one plane missing in honor of the deceased pilot. Thus, the 

one almost imperceptible element in an otherwise remarkably large public phenomenon.14  

Countercultural 1960s biker funerals were brought to the non-

at about the time when military funerals from the Vietnam War were becoming frequent. One 

may imagine a dissonant contrast having existed between these two sets of ritual practices. The 

counterculture was essentially freeform while the military was regimented. Even so, military 

symbolism, death rites, and practices (in addition to the missing man formation) have 

15 

 Indicators of changes in biker culturally-influenced collective attitudes toward military 

and patriotic themes can be recovered from biker magazines that typically reflected the values 

of their readerships. Virtually no advertisements, pictures, or articles with military and 

nationalistic themes appeared in these publications until the late 1970s. Symbols of nationalism 

or military pride, both commercial and individual, were first published in the months 

immediately prior to the U.S. bicentennial in 1976; they then disappeared only to recur 

frequently from t

16 
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While few motorcyclists were doctors or lawyers, countless military veterans 

encountered the joys of motorcycling for the first time in their lives during the two world wars. 

bikers. In 1919 El Paso, the Hounds included members who were former members of the 

military. As 

Motor Maids of America organized just before U.S. involvement in World War II, served in 

the military during that conflict. Several clubs past and present can be traced to military origins 

and new ones were formed after the end of each war from World War I through the founding 

-patch in the 1940s 

on their backs. The HAMC 

had impressive but little-known military origins. The Marines MC, the Buffalo Soldiers MC, 

and the Legion Riders of the American Legion have been late manifestations of such a military 

personnel-turned-biker phenomenon.17  

In México

unit known by that name. The names of other motorcycle clubs from Delícias Pueblo and 

Ciudad Chihuahua to the Central Valley of Alta California similarly reflected a Villista 

heritage. Some, including the Centauros de Juárez, the Valley Boys MC of east El Paso, and 

one other club in central Chihuahua, incorporated such mythical elements associated with Villa 

in the names of their clubs and in their back-patch artwork that included bandoliers, sombreros, 

handlebar moustaches, and the Mexican national flag. Another club in the San Joaquín Valley 

of Villa, remained an important source of norteño pride and conveyed a great amount of 

cultural capital in the Greater Borderlands both north and south of the border.18  
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In Alta California and Arizona, military culture was very influential in many (but 

certainly not all) of the HAMC chapters. An article and individual memorial published in a 

1990s southern Arizona motorcycle-oriented newspaper provides us with a narrative account of 

from two countries, as well as other clubs, independent riders and family members, attended 

the rosary convened in a crowded mortuary chapel with a Roman Catholic priest presiding. The 

casket was then placed in a hearse. Motorcycles escorted the hearse to the burial site in the 

cemetery adjacent to the chapel in a regimented, orderly manner, while most of the other riders 

walked to the grave. After the gravesite service, a party complete with music by the Belanger 

Brothers Band and food including hamburgers, chicken, hotdogs, chili, chips, and potato 

salad was celebrated at their clubhouse. The published memorial featured four pictures and a 

poem that included the military-

described the progression of funeral events, complimented the service and party, expressed 

over all of us, and we will all see you when o 19 

Wheeler Allen Davis, a biker preacher who had served as a Christian chaplain in prisons and 

jails. The article included a picture of the 

description of his ministry and his funeral, a reprint of a "Call to Repentance" that the deceased 

had used in his ministry, and a poem written by his biker friend Jim Williams. The last stanza 

of the p

gone, Homeward bound was his last ride, On his steel horse of faithfulness, With WARRIOR 
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church and 

was well attended.20  

As the last two examples indicate, values and symbolism adapted from military cultural 

origins had some effect on biker death memorials. One article was steeped in militant Christian 

club that traced its foundation back to elite, nonconformist U.S. military aviation units. 

Although differences in belief systems may have existed, many riders either shared a common 

military experience or were influenced by the significant amount of time they spent in the 

company of veteran motorcyclists.21 

In the latter half of the twentieth century, if not earlier, many active-duty military 

personnel self-identified as bikers that were living temporarily in an oppressive regimental 

bureaucracy (the army or another armed service). Hated regulations, which eventually included 

the mandatory wearing of ankle-covering boots, long sleeve pants and shirts, psycho-glow 

Velcro vests, full-fingered gloves, and helmets (with all of the gear compulsory regardless of 

the ambient air temperature in the desert Borderlands) often made the rider grossly 

uncomfortable while riding but did not hinder his or her embrace of motorcycle culture.22 

Thus, a published death memorial f

in Lebanon keeping peace. Your life was taken cheaply by some communist pig in a suicide 

refer to any car. For like a cage, the car enclosed and encased its occupants.)23 Sometimes 

enthusiasm by armed forces personnel for motorcycling resulted in the submission of their 

death memorials to the biker magazines. In addition, the overall influence of military life, 

rhetoric, and death was obvious in the memorials. 
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In the Borderlands, many military veterans rode with the clubs while others roamed in 

the larger, non-affiliated riding population. Since military veterans at various times during the 

twentieth century may have disproportionately become motorcyclists and joined clubs, their 

influence upon the ways in which death memorials, funerals, and related rites were conducted 

should not be surprising. Thus, military origins greatly influenced the alternative ritual 

practices and perceptions of life and death that emerged in biker culture, particularly in 

funerary rites.  

 

Run For the Wall 

In addition to symbols, funerals, and published articles, annual memorial runs 

organized for purposes that included remembering and paying tribute to the dead took place in 

the Greater Borderlands. Perhaps the greatest among these events was Run For the Wall 

(RFTW), which has rolled across the Greater Borderlands and the continent every May since 

1989. In the early years of RFTW, its pu

in recent years. The purpose was to simply travel to Washington, D.C. in order to participate in 

Rolling T

issues, which was staged from the Pentagon to the Vietnam Memorial Wall and scheduled on 

the day before Memorial Day.24 

ay before a national holiday 

included military-

honor the memory of those Killed in Action (K 25 
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issues, RFTW used ceremonies, spokespersons, and the mass media all the way across the 

country in areas that it passed through. Yet, RFTW and its rituals conducted for so many days 

every May cannot be simply essentialized as death memorials, since the increasingly 

widespread belief among participants was that live prisoners still existed overseas and that their 

comrades were still being held in captivity in Southeast Asia.26 Social and political agendas 

related 

memorials to the dead. 

RFTW. It initially went from Los Angeles through Las Vegas on its way to D.C.; therefore, 

many of the riders lost their travel funds in slot machines that rendered them financially unable 

to continue the run. Only fifteen of the 115 riders that started in California made it all the way 

to D.C. In those early years, the RFTW organizers eventually decided to stay away from Vegas 

and to reroute the run through Flagstaff, Albuquerque, and then from Angel Fire Memorial 

across Apachería north and east through Cimarron, New Mexico, Colorado and Kansas.27  

In 1993, I started riding with them every year and still do. The beginnings of a mission 

statement appeared shortly after I joined them, as its purpose was now to not only memorialize 

American Prisoners of War and Missing in Action

28  

When Skipper (Wind and Fire MC, former U.S. Marine Corps) was assigned to become 

(as organizational purpose) to heart and, along with his wife Red Light, expertly created a 
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massive media relations campaign that drew a great deal of attention to the run in every area it 

passed through. They organized outstanding ceremonies conducted by local military and 

ons everywhere along the route. The lasting relationship that the pair 

established between RFTW, Navajo Nation, the until-then U.S.-classified Code Talkers 

(usually Dinéh and former USMC), and Tségháhoodzáni (Window Rock) was probably 

unprecedented in the history of international relations between indigenous and non-indigenous 

countries. RFTW was the first non-Native group that the Navajos ever invited to participate in 

Enemyway ceremonies in that sacred place.29 

The significance of place and space should be mentioned here. Both before and after 

ounter with Dinéh medicine men, non-Indian motorcyclists often failed to 

maintain any geographical distancing of themselves from traditional indigenous holy places. It 

happened at the Paha Sapa near the Sturgis Rally every year since the 1930s and at several 

sacred places in the Greater Borderlands that I hesitate to name here. They simply trespassed 

on the sacred land whether knowingly or in ignorance. Such irreverent trespassing was 

resented by Native peoples who had wanted only to be left alone. On other occasions in other 

places, such as RFTW at Tségháhoodzáni, the American Indian nations and peoples invited 

certain groups of non-Native bikers into their most sacred places and a few of the group 

members to participate in the ancient rites (particularly those riders who remained visiting with 

the people long after the secular ceremonies were complete).30 

subsequently most apparent in the border zone whenever people crossed the international 
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nd organizational skills, however, 

and caused them to be deposed the following year. The board of directors decided that a road 

captain would no longer be allowed to serve in that position for two or more years in a row. 

Skipper and Red Light were too competent at their jobs and RFTW was unwilling to uphold 

such high standards of individual and collective self-discipline, group-riding coalescence, post-

military bearing, or impeccable professional coordination. Many of the regular annual 

participants said that the whiners in south central Arizona won while everyone else lost.31 

 

RFTW After Sunset and the Temporary Seizure of Public Space 

In Run For the Wall: Remembering Vietnam on a Motorcycle Pilgrimage, Raymond 

Michalowski and Jill Dubisch present us with a day-to-day cultural anthropological account 

and analysis of the run during those later years, emphasizing how its healing qualities, rituals, 

and ideological dimensions operated. After thorough analysis, they conclude that the best path 

to attain collective healing is to remember all dimensions of Vietnam from all perspectives as a 

great tragedy that may help humankind prevent similar mistakes in the present and future. 

These scholars problematize processes of individual and collective memory as well as the 

Vietnam War as tragedy. Run For the Wall is an excellent social scientific source for more 

information about RFTW in the 1990s.32  

Michalowski and Dubisch emphasize what RFTW looked like during the day. 

However, most every evening half of the pack camped for free in donated campgrounds while 

the other half (including my two scholarly colleagues and friends) stayed in hotel rooms. 

would be consumed during the day before they camped and there was a good reason for 
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placing such a stipulation predominantly on the run flyer itself. Run For the Wall nights were 

remarkably different, so much so that they resembled party runs that were completely unlike 

the daytime RFTW. O

organizations donated several kegs of beer, a rock and roll dance party band, a bonfire, or other 

appropriate elements (in addition to the fuel stops and toll road payments that the MROs 

donated during the days), which tended to encourage a party atmosphere. Many were the nights 

when riders barely crawled into their tents after drinking until 3:00 a.m. Women from the local 

areas often came to the campground or the adjacent lounge at night to dance and to party with 

the veterans and the possibilities resulting from such encounters were seemingly unlimited. 

The Michalowski and Dubisch text is an expert, professional social scientific account of the 

portion of RFTW that occurred during the day, but not the night.33  

Soon after Run For the Wall was published, the character of the (daytime) run 

coincidentally changed. In 2001, an additional annual southern route RFTW was launched that 

went from Los Angeles through Phoenix, Tucson and one section of the border zone through 

El Paso, then Van Horn, Dallas, and across the Southern states. The additional route was seen 

wn pseudo-regulation that everyone 

Many veterans ignored him, however, and rode wearing what they wished according to their 

own proclivities.  

Meanwhile farther north, the roadguards on the original RFTW route became more 

militant after 2001. Instead of politely talking to motorists in gas stations to persuade them to 

leave soon at the risk of being parked-in for thirty minutes, as they had done in previous years, 
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now they actually began to rudely order non-riders to vacate the premises as though the 

civilian car drivers were army soldiers or the station was an area of military operations. They 

thus commandeered a gas station every hundred miles or so. The roadguards started bullying 

gas station employees, the general public, and members of the press resulting in the emergence 

of lukewarm publicity and general public animosity toward the run and toward motorcyclists in 

general.34     

While not a club, RFTW and similar narrow-issue riding organizations sold club-like 

back patches to anyone wishing to purchase one, rode together in a large pack as they tried to 

engaged in ritual practices that had previously evolved for generations. To an outsider who 

may not have known much about biker culture, RFTW looked like a large club and acted like a 

club. After the turn of the twenty-first century, however, the gradually increasing level of 

aggressiveness on the part of its advance roadguards, as they quickly took charge of entire 

multi-island gas stations and threw their weight around, exceeded any offense that the 

Bandidos MC or the HAMC had ever been imagined to have committed in the previous fifty 

years.35  

To a longtime rider, RFTW appeared to be just another manifestation of the general 

exploitation of motorcycling culture for external purposes that did not help the riding 

community or the rights of riders. The organization that RFTW evolved into existed primarily 

for outside political and social reasons and used motorcycles to promote an agenda that became 

more clearly defined over time and was designed for the sole benefit of veterans. Similarly, 

other riding organizations and pseudo-clubs appeared in the late twentieth and early twenty-

first centuries whose interests and constituencies consisted of border patrol agents, commercial 
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concerns, police officers, or other special groups and their supporters. Since they and their 

organizational purposes did not inure to the benefit of the motorcycling community, one may 

say that they robbed biker culture of its greatest resource its people and exploited them for 

other purposes. 

Many military veteran riders throughout the Greater Borderlands did not ride on 

-country runs. For example, on Memorial Day 1998 the Flagstaff, Arizona 

Veterans MC and other veterans' organizations. The rituals included a parade through town 

with U.S. flags flying on the motorcycles, speeches by politicians, music, cannon fire, and a 

twenty-one-gun salute in honor of deceased veterans.36 

 

Post-Counterculture Outward Appearances 

While hippie and countercultural forms waned or were appropriated commercially in 

the 1970s, biker culture continued to develop along a divergent path and crystallized in its own 

distinct ways. Unlike many ex-

motorcyclists of the 1970s refused to cut their hair short and continued to reject mainstream 

cultural norms while embracing other distinct symbols, clothing styles, and behavior. The post-

values and ideals related to moral relativity, free love, and individuality.37  

In Alta California and throughout the Greater Borderlands, a different outlook toward 

death also developed, a somber fatalism that at least one mass cultural production characterized 

as a collective flirtation with the Grim Reaper. For many riders of that era, death became a way 

of life in an impulse that reflected the contemporary style and sensibilities popularized by Ozzy 
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Osbourne and Black Sabbath among that proto-  non-

-platinum album Paranoid (Warner Brothers, 1971), a critique 

of the generals, the military industrial complex and mutually assured destruction, was an 

anthem of sorts among both bikers and youthful rock and roll enthusiasts. Before the kids 

started to dress up like bikers, they had already developed a style of doom and gloom while 

actual motorcyclists many of whom were by now slightly older than them embraced 

symbols of death in their words and in th 38 

Much of the influential artwork (both gas-tank and published works) in early 1970s 

biker magazines featured a motif of morbidity. One out of seven t-shirts sold in these early 

editions portrayed stylized images of death. Even the centerfolds in some of these publications 

depicted not a nude woman, as might be expected, but were instead the sites of personal or 

collective death memorials.39 One such published memorial included an eerie haiku-style poem 

in which Elliott Fried predicted his own death:  

 
The impact. Flung 

40  
 

Another published memorial featured surreal artwork including a barely recognizable, stylized 

image of Big Sur (between Monterey and San Luis Obispo, Alta California), an expressionistic 

highway ribbon winding above ground level, meandering through a skull. The art on the two 

pages included human half-skulls. Of the eight poems on those pages, two addressed rider 

afterlife spirituality, two were individual death memorials, two graphically described fatal 

crashes, and five were related to death in some way.41 

After the mid-1960s, patch-holding clubs and other groups held more motorcycle runs 

in honor of deceased members either in conjunction with the funeral or at a separate time. 
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Some annual memorial runs were for an individual while others were in honor of many riders. 

During most of these runs, the motorcyclists took a ride to the location of death where a 

ceremony reflecting the beliefs of the organizers was observ

beer or alcohol was usually poured onto the ground; sometimes flowers or tobacco were 

utilized or placed there. If tobacco was used, then the ceremony was usually syncretic and 

influenced by New Age elements rather than traditional Native American.42  

Occasionally, such ritual practices were observed after a funeral service or during the 

procession. The riders rode in formation (sometimes including the location of death in the 

led to the cemetery, then went to the clubhouse 

or another location for a wake or party, if it was not celebrated at the grave itself. During 

funerals, the motorcyclists rode together in one large pack with the hearse (sometimes in front 

of it, other times behind) and always in front of the cars or other vehicles. (Some bikers owned 

hearses that were either painted in psychedelic colors or preserved in their original paint 

schemes but they used them as chase vehicles hauling beer and other supplies for regular 

runs only.) During actual funerals, the bikes departed the service in formation and left the 

cemetery in the same manner. If a surviving brother in the 1970s had owed or had promised 

any motorcycle parts to the deceased, then the survivor polished, painted, or otherwise 

decorated these parts and placed them in the casket before it was closed.43  

Present-day rider mores, including the custom of wearing whatever run pin or similar 

accoutrement a brother may have given, can be traced to those years (if not earlier). Items 

included not only ornamental pins but also other jewelry, war trophies, or similar personal gifts 

that the deceased may have bestowed upon individuals.44 Such death rituals were described in 

early issues of biker magazines that first appeared in the 1970s. In one published 1974 death 
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memorial, the surviving brother wore an earring that his dead brother had given him. He wore 

45  

The 

cultural system including expected ritual actions and aesthetic preferences. The author 

indicated that the riders must have expended considerable amounts of effort while polishing 

-patches of the 

-

long with a great number of 

bikes participating were desirable, regardless of whether the deceased was actually known by 

the participant. Such preference for a multitude of motorcycles from a large number of clubs at 

such funerals was indicated by the phra

46  

Attendance at funerals was mandatory for all patch-holding club members. If the club 

was responsible for funeral arrangements, then the deceased received proper and respectful 

funerary rites. These included the arranging of traffic control and the organizing of a wake. The 

club worked with the funeral home director, police, and other necessary parties. Members were 

buried either while wearing their vests or the same were placed on top of the caskets 

(depending on club protocol). The other clubs attended to show respect to the bereaved club.47 

the grave with him. That night the club h

48 
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Although a post-

customary by 1974, one description from that year lacked a definitive reference to it. Instead, 

went for a high-speed ride, alone. As he later described his r

49  

 

Memorial Formations and Practices 

In addition to funerals, annual runs, rituals at roadside monuments, symbols and 

imagery of death, and published articles, other rider death memorials included the distribution 

family of the deceased or for the club. Other times, they were sold at-cost with no beneficiary 

motive. Beginning in the 1990s, mourners who had been closest to the deceased sometimes 

wore black armbands on their left side, an item that may have had its antecedents in various 

military uniforms or traditions.50  

The annual El Paso Toy Run, benefiting thousands of underprivileged children in El 

Paso and Sunland Park, New Mexico, was dedicated to the memory of Frank Root, one of its 

two cofounders in 1983.51 More recently, El Paso bikers started the Carlos Briseño Memorial 

Briseño, who had died during the Marine Corps Toys for Tots Run, was a victim of road rage. 

In Las Cruces, New Mexico, the annual Barney Villa Memorial Run took place in late summer 

during the weekend of the Hillsboro Apple Festival. The motorcyclists met at a Las Cruces 
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restaurant for a specially prepared breakfast burrito brunch, then rode in a pack to the exact 

curve location along the isolated desert road where Villa had mysteriously crashed and died in 

the late 1990s. After observing a Christian-flavored freeform ceremony at his roadside cross 

memorial, the riders then remounted and rode together into Hillsboro where the biker party in 

the cantina overflowed onto the street. Many bikers rode on that memorial run and reveled in 

the small Sierra County town. Within the first couple of years of the first Barney Villa run, 

there was talk in Hillsboro about discontinuing the Apple Festival.52 

Somewhat similarly, members of the SunRiders MC in Gallup, New Mexico hosted an 

annual memorial run to remember and honor their deceased bothers and sisters. In 1998, it 

started at a restaurant for breakfast and included a poker run / observation run, bike games, a 

50/50 raffle, two bands, and a prize for the largest (other) club in attendance. The proceeds 

went into a toy run fund to benefit children at Christmas. The purpose of the memorial run was 

53 Such runs were not 

influenced much by military ritual forms. 

Another form of honoring deceased riders at the end of the millennium was through the 

staging of runs that raised money for medical research to find effective medicine to treat the 

cause of death. Virtually every HOG chapter in the Greater Borderlands had an annual benefit 

accessories shops organized breast cancer runs. Various clubs organized an annual run for one 

medical association or another.54  

Published memorials usually accented desirable traits the deceased was said to have 

possessed. Often a memorial write-up served to provide examples of preferred character traits 

for readers to live by in their own lives. For example, a 1993 Easyriders 
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55 Such memorials reified proper character and behavior, denounced 

incorrect or inept driving habits, or sometimes called the reader to become involved in relevant 

social or political activities. 

-page memorial. The 

story of how he had died appeared on page two. The memorial itself was on page five, farther 

forward and larger than most others published in such a newsletter from the 1970s through the 

short biography, an account of how she had met him, a description of how he had believed in 

he was in 7th 

The memorial page also featured a poem and a haunting double-exposed picture of the 

deceased.56 

Some individual death memorials could be found in unexpected places. Unique forms 

e the rider had died) and the 

erection and periodic observance of ceremonies at roadside death memorial stones or crosses. 

Many cantinas in the Greater Borderlands had memorials on their walls in honor of prominent 

deceased bikers. These usually consisted of framed or unframed photographs or photographic 

posters with captions. Some material cultural dedications were even more prominent. The vest 
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away in 2006, was not buried with him. Instead, his brothers and sisters encased it in a glass 

fe was 

reflected in death by the size or nature of such artifacts.57     

 

Rodney Dukes and Participant Observations 

t have ever met the deceased, so it was for 

me, this first time. I did not even know his name, much less remember it. While most funerals 

death was unusual becau

a police officer while standing on a sidewalk in front of a business office at a strip mall. The 

police later claimed to have had reason to believe that he was armed, but they had searched the 

body and found that he had no firearms or other weapons. 

A few days later, we all met in a parking lot on the west side of the city and rode 

together in one big, long pack through the downtown area and out to the strip mall at the corner 

of Soquel Drive and Capitola Road where he had died. Each stoplight and intersection was 

blocked by either a police officer or one of the bikers (spontaneously serving as a roadguard) 

so that the pack could safely and efficiently ride on through. Each motorcycle stopped 

momentarily at the place where the deceased had fallen, while the women on the back seats of 

the bikes threw roses and other flowers onto the precise spot on the sidewalk. The bikes then 

rode in formation through the Live Oak section and on to the funeral home. Thousands of 

riders attended and it took a long time to file past the casket. The two things that I remember 
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the most about his body (and many others since then) were his youth and the fact that he was 

wearing dark sunglasses and leather riding gear. There were also some engine parts in his 

casket. After the service, the riders followed the hearse in procession to the cemetery, after 

which they rolled to a saloon where there was a huge party. I do not recall going home that 

night.  

I also do not know what the gravestone looked like. In the latter half of the century, 

such markers sometimes indicated road names or the fact that the deceased had ridden a 

motorcycle. They usually did not, however; for sometimes non-riding family members while 

directing specific components of funerary ritual obscured his or her identity and status as a 

biker in the riding community. Other times, biker status was more obvious. The engraving on 

one 1975 biker gravestone included the name of the deceased, his road name, birth and death 

dates, and an engraved motorcycle with a sissy bar. An open bible bas-relief capped the 

stone.58 

and monuments marking the places where riders had died invariably included information such 

as the road name of the deceased as well as the name of the club or an acronym that may be 

interpreted by insiders. The roadside marker on a southern Arizona desert mountain highway 

dedicated to Rodney Dukes (November 11, 1972 - April 12, 1998), for example, did not 

include these birth and death dates. Rather, his two-to-three feet high granite stone was 

Desert Thunder) since he was a member of the Desert Thunder MC. I was there when his club 

installed the marker.59  
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Indeed, I had been present at the same place one year earlier when Dukes had died. On 

Easter Sunday, 1998 he was riding with Thumper, president of his club, on separate bikes as 

they were returning home from a large weekend rally. While going around a curve up on that 

mountain, a car traveling in the opposite direction crossed the center line and violated their 

right of way. The car driver struck Dukes head-on, killing him and broadsided Thumper as 

well. My pack was about five minutes behind the two motorcyclists. When we arrived at the 

scene, I helped some other riders administer last rites to Dukes, who was Catholic. He died 

there lying on the ground at the side of the road. We MEDEVACed Thumper via helicopter 

and assisted with crash scene management. Then the Department of Public Safety (DPS) 

officers arrived. The car driver was not cited.60   

One year later on Easter Sunday, a pack of Desert Thunder MC members planted the 

monument stone at the place where the crash had occurred, only a few feet farther away from 

the road at the exact place on the shoulder where Dukes had landed on the ground. I was the 

only non-member of the club present, having been invited because I had helped to administer 

last rites the year prior. The present syncretic ceremony included elements of Roman Catholic, 

Gnostic, and Wiccan ritual combined with a song from Haudenosaunee (the six sovereign 

Iroquois nations). After we smoked the pipe, some sacred tobacco was ritually encased within 

61 Each member was afforded an opportunity to either 

address Wild Child or to speak about him. As we drank beer, we shared it with the deceased by 

pouring some on the ground near the stone.  

 

Roger Lyons, Lane Lolley, the Police, and Salvation through Integration 
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Perhaps the most recent trend in the history of biker funerary developments during the 

twentieth century consisted of the sudden appearance of inordinate amounts of police presence 

that extended well beyond the usual need for officers assigned to traffic duty. Although 

overwhelming police presence at funerals became significant in the Greater Borderlands only 

late in the century, a similar incident occurred far from the border as early as 1977. That 

autumn in Milwaukee, a group of ten or fifteen city police handcuffed Outlaws MC member 

-clubs and boots and threw his 

lifeless body into a paddy wagon. (I have heard stories about similar incidents that took place 

in other places, including Phoenix, but this time it was noticed and extensively documented. 

Having perused all available grand jury and other available documents, I outline the rest of this 

incident here.) Days later during the funeral, the police kept driving their patrol cars alongside 

the procession and swerving at the bikes. They wrecked at least one motorcycle.  

traffic lights and intersections themselves. Attorney Tony SanFelipo, who was present, said 

that the club was so outraged that when the roadguard members went up the onramp to block 

the right hand lane of the expressway, they did not even turn their heads to look at the traffic. 

They just came up, stopped their bikes in the lane, and thus protected the pack without self-

regard, seemingly demanding respect, submission and compliance because of the perceived 

wrongs that had been committed against them and their brother.62 

When the funeral arrived at the cemetery, the recently formed SWAT team already had 

officers with a machinegun stationed on the roof of a nearby building. Some police were lined 

up on the grass on one side of the graveyard while other officers apparently harassed a few of 

the mourners. Since Lyons had been a veteran, an army national guard detail was present to 
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render a twenty-one-gun salute, to play Taps, and to fold and present to his widow a U.S. flag 

that was draping his casket. Before the national guard troops were able to perform their 

ceremonial duties, however, the city police interrogated them as well, demanding that they 

show identification cards and making them submit to pat-down searches.63  

e grass, the line of police began 

to close in. Noticing their approach, the riders then temporarily set the casket down on the 

ground, donned their motorcycle helmets and rushed the advancing police, running toward 

them carrying bike chains and whatever else was readily available. The police unit saw the 

motorcyclists running toward them so the officers stopped, turned around, and ran away. 

Meanwhile, the SWAT officers on the roof did not open fire, but only watched.  

After the police retreated, they stayed farther away from the funeral. No other unusual 

events occurred that day. Perhaps since that particular police department and the Lyons death 

was thoroughly investigated and later featured on the 60 Minutes television show, no similar 

incidents are known to have occurred for the next two decades.64  

It sometimes seems as though no institutional memory existed, however. Although in 

subsequent years it was customary for the police to provide escort service for biker funeral 

processions, in the late 1990s police departments in the Greater Borderlands north of the 

border especially in southern  and central Arizona have misconstrued the desire for such 

service as an invitation to send in specialized units such as gang task forces or intelligence 

gatherers. Overwhelming police presence at funerals, sometimes consisting of what one biker 

and, by the end of the century, included police videotaping of mourners and taskforce disregard 
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for the norms and mores associated with common decency, respect for the dead, or the feelings 

of survivors.65 

Lane Lolley, a member of the Loners MC on January 30, 1999, setting up video cameras along 

the funeral route and at a house across the street from Memory Chapel Mortuary on Grove 

Avenue where the funeral convened. The police most likely videotaped the rituals in order to 

identify riders in the procession or to gather a tally of various club memberships. All riders and 

non-motorcyclists who were present viewed the videotaping very sternly, however, as did 

others who learned about it. The general reactions were of disgust, anger, or indignation over a 

police activit -American violation of [civil and religious] 

66 

As with other funerary rites around the world, the principal meaning of twentieth-

century biker funerals, memorials, and rituals was to bring closure to survivors, to reinforce 

belief in the worthiness of both the deceased and the group, and to remember and celebrate the 

elp a rider on his final ride by serving as pallbearer or riding in the 

The rituals often served to reify the club, motorcycling culture and lifestyle, or a political 

agenda. 

Patch-holding clubs were often spiritually cohesive subcultural formations that 

resembled a combination of the extended family, the religious congregation, and the 

organization oriented toward a favorite pastime. These societies were based on a profound love 

for each other, a rejection of the larger society, and a specific way of life. Moreover, some 

clubs had a member who was its chaplain and such an individual was often familiar with holy 
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sometimes reflected such status.67 

Spiritual beliefs partly determined the elements and sequence of motorcycle funerary 

rituals. If the body was not present for a memorial ceremony, the club rode to the location of 

death in order to seek the spirit of the deceased. On the other hand, the riders escorted the 

spirit whenever they rode with the hearse. They left the service riding in formation in 

order to release the spirit of the deceased. In some clubs, such rituals for separation of the spirit 

from the body were also observed in order to maintain the strength of the club in terms of 

cohesion and power.68 

The value of wholeness, in terms of oneness between the rider and the ride, also 

recurred as a sub-theme in funerals and death memorials. In a comprehensive review of three 

s best-selling Zen and the Art of Motorcycle 

Maintenance

autobiographical epic, Pirsig searched for the manifestation of Quality. He had concluded that 

Quality was attainable or recoverable only when form and substance became reintegrated. 

Zen 

motorcycling. Carter takes motorcycle culture into consideration but does not specifically 

address funera

Zen are adept and applicable. Carter rightfully 

reifies the oneness that came to exist between the biker and the bike, a quality of life value and 

goal within the culture that was most important throughout the history of motorcycling. Taking 

her concept one step further to apply it to historical metaphysical ideology for this present 
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dissertation chapter, the human and the machine were seen as one in the afterlife. Such celestial 

union, along with value signifiers such as riding balance and unmolested peace, reinforced the 

worldly value of safe and edifying riding practices here on earth.69  

 

Beliefs concerning the Afterlife  

To describe what such a metaphysical existence was imagined to look like, I will now 

resort to the outlining of a popular joke that was told and retold during the 1980s around the 

campfires of countless motorcycle runs. For even tales told in jest sometimes included 

elements of group belief systems. According to the story, three bros die and have to report to 

Saint Peter at the Pearly Gates of Heaven. The venerated guar

name in the Book of Life and then reminds the deceased that, while alive, he had treated his 

-than-virtuous life. For 

being such a notorious sinner, he now has to ride a Suzuki GS 550 in heaven for the rest of 

eternity. He starts up his little bike and rides through the gates into heaven.  

Saint Peter then finds the name of the second biker and informs him that he had lived 

an average life, that he had done more good than evil deeds, and reminds him that he had 

-

Davidson Sportster. He would be able to ride a Harley in paradise but would have to perform a 

great deal of maintenance. The deceased mounts his medium-sized bike and rides into heaven.  

f 

Harley-Davidson Softail with the latest Evolution engine dressed completely in chrome, would 
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fires up the new bike and enters the Gates. 

One week later, the ultimate biker rally convenes in the kingdom of heaven and the 

righteous 

70  

Other jokes indicative of biker culture existed; however, this was the only one I recall 

that related to the afterlife. This old joke was certainly misogynous to the extent that it 

objectified women and their sexuality. It could easily fit into Chapter One and a discussion of 

gender relations. Even so, I argue that it also reveals elements of the collective metaphysical 

belief system within hardcore biker culture. It was more than just a sexist campfire story 

designed to elicit laughter. For in circumstances and forums that were more serious, imagery of 

the afterlife resembled certain elements of the joke. In their hearts and minds, many riders 

believed that heaven would be a place for motorcyclists only (especially at a time when bikers 

were routinely barred from so many restaurants, bars, and hotels here on earth) and that they 

would be able to ride celestial scooters after dying and arriving there. 

Belief that the deceased continued to ride after death pervaded practically all 

subcultures of motorcyclists, from one-percent clubs to HOG members. Where the spirit of the 

deceased was believed to be riding varied. Sometimes the afterlife riding route was visualized 

as traveling through the underworld or hell or, more frequently, here among us in the spirit 

realm of earth.71 One 1974 after-funeral ride description, for example, included the implied 

belief that the deceased rode here among us:  
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corner of my eye I saw another scooter. I heard the sound of its engine. I saw the color 
of its paint. I felt its presence beside me. And I knew its rider even before I turned my 
head. My smile reflected my inner feelings a thousand times over. For there, beside me, 
riding tall and laughing, was my brother.72 
 

More commonly, motorcyclists believed that the after-death run was in the sky between 

.73 In a 1974 memorial 

74 Years later, messages in balloons were launched into the sky during a biker 

er also described the deceased as riding home on his 

motorcycle.75  

 Most published individual memorials in the late twentieth century that I surveyed 

referred to some sort of afterlife including some kind of reference to riding a bike there. A few 

mentione

referred not to heaven but to named clubs. Half of these were patch-holding clubs. The total 

number of magazine-published memorials for one representative month was eighteen, written 

by fourteen men and four women. Thirteen of the memorials referred to an afterlife, including 

Four referenced specifically named clubs. Two of the four were patch-holding clubs. One 

76 In southern Arizona, a Raw 

member named Darchelle appeared, also mentioned ritual activities that were based upon the 

belief that she still rode with her sisters here on earth.77 
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Art Murray, Pam Meck, and Tension between Biker and Non-biker Rituals 

manifestation, especially during the 1990s and after, of a cultural conflict that had developed 

between traditional bikers and non-riders, one that became more complex when the latter group 

allied itself with new motorcyclists. These new riders had surfaced as a demographic subgroup 

after 1984, when the Harley-Davidson Evolution engine made it possible for individuals who 

lacked mechanical aptitude to become owners and operators of Harleys. Many longtime bikers 

old-school riders saw some hope for the new motorcyclists, welcoming them to runs, events, 

and meetings.78  

Murray was no RUB, however. A Vietnam veteran and pensioner, he had been an 

ABATE member, activist, and biker for almost all of his adult life. In his heart and in his 

 

Even so, his funeral was much different from those of most bikers over the previous 

thirty years. His surviving family members, especially his widow Annie Murray, were not 

motorcycle enthusiasts like him and were unknown in the riding community, yet she and her 

family excluded those friends who were closest to him from the ritual planning phase. 

Subsequently, most bikers attending his funeral having traveled from around Arizona, 

Southern California, and many other places viewed the rites as somewhat inept, dissonant, or 

in a downtown storefront church, an uncommon venue for a biker death rite. Unlike virtually 
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from placing 

motorcycle parts or other objects in the casket. 

-thumping fundamentalist church 

significantly highlights the conflict that had emerged: a cultural struggle between traditional 

bikers like M

used family members to control the lifeless bodies of riders for their own agendas. Since his 

widow was a right-wing religious devotee, she apparently had decided to use her hus

death as a way to condemn the biker culture that he had loved so much. She and her family 

the funeral rite, one who Art Murray had taken under his wing during the final few months of 

his life. Standing on the stage wearing brand-new leathers and high-water blue jeans with very 

few miles on them, up in front of a room full of real bikers and firefighters, the novice himself 

s my best friend. But to Art, everybody was his best 

honored to have met Murray (as he should have). The other two speakers during the service 

r Burbank (California) Fire Department Captain and the anti-

motorcycling preacher of the church. Most shocking to the bikers present, the preacher 

 

It soon became obvious that many in the captive audience

who had known him much better were deeply hurt and offended by what they believed to be 

a verbal assault. A barely audible level of seemingly agitated talking arose throughout the 

audience. After the funeral service, the bikers and riders went outside and had their traditional 
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conducted military graveside rites. In subsequent days, it became apparent to me that the 

had previously been realized. Apparently, the service insulted the community because of the 

rites. The Legionnaires were criticized for their sloppy appearance, their tape-

their unfamiliarity with and confusion about whom to present the flag to, and the fact that the 

loosely folded flag fell apart as it was handed to Annie Murray.79  

A subsequently printed memorial published in the local HOG newsletter attempted to 

address some of the complaints and discussed them in the context of a particular sort of 

ors 

being able to ride with Art again sometime in the future. The article started philosophically, 

segued into fundamentalist theological dogma, and then honored Annie Murray for having a 

80 

That same edition of the HOG newsletter included another memorial written by the 

for attending, stated that Annie and her family liked the procession, and encouraged the reader 

to visit her. The author then i

sold very few; instead, everyone bought the four-

from Murr 81  
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In addition to the Murray funeral fracas, similar conflicts between the riding 

community and non-riding individuals who were next-of-kin occurred during those years in the 

death rites of Pam Meck and of several other bikers throughout the Greater Borderlands. In the 

case of Meck, her reclusive widower quickly cremated her remains and had his own secret 

closest friends, all of them motorcyclists.82  

Discrimination against riders was believed to be a powerful force, even as late as the 

1990s. Regardless of the motives of family members or organizations that marginalized, 

excluded, or hurt grieving bikers who had lost loved ones, motorcyclist funerary rites and 

rituals evolved and survived the twentieth century. Their origins were richly diverse and 

reflected larger historical and cultural trends, formations, and societies that riders themselves 

had been a part of. Biker ritual forms evolved largely from the 1960s and sometimes clashed 

with the customs of conventional funerals and memorials observed by non-riding society. It 

seems that unique cultures could emerge in the midst of society, yet remain unperceived by 

outsiders for a long time. The next chapter examines political dimensions of motorcycling 

culture over the course of the twentieth century, particularly biker ideology in the Greater 

Borderlands. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

 

 

This final chapter is a discussion of ideological, rhetorical and discursive distinctions, 

commonalities, and interactions between motorcycling organizations and elements of non-

riding society. It considers some reasons behind the actions of bikers and non-bikers including 

values or ideas held as expressed in sociopolitical terms. The discussion will deal primarily 

interactions with non-rider values and ideological trends. First, Progressivism as rhetorical, 

linguistic, and ritual expression by members of riding organizations from around 1890 through 

and beyond the Progressive Era of the 1890s and first two decades of the twentieth century and 

beyond 1920 should be considered as a reflection of, and latent retention of, dominant trends in 

American society.  

Second, some motorcycle organizational leaders, if not many members, embraced some 

popular cultural strands during the 1930s that today would be recognized as fascist. Their 

generational trend and its associated remnant organization are then contrasted with later non-

partisan, inclusionary, rights-oriented organizations and their associated discourse that 

occurred from the 1970s through the end of the millennium. The latter can be viewed as a 

liberal populist libertarian rhetoric engaging in a debate with some non-rider sociopolitical 

elements that spoke a reactionary language of safety, modernity, and conformity that 

contrasted with the values of bikers.  
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Finally, late twentieth century ideological developments within the Borderlands biker 

community may be considered as responses to increasingly hardened geopolitical boundaries. 

ce while placing riders in the center rather than 

on the peripheries. The chapter examines early twentieth-

compared to that of the post-countercultural and then places motorcyclist idealism in the 

context of transnational motorcyclist rights organization (MRO) expressions of solidarity in the 

México-U.S. Borderlands. 

By studying biker organizational rhetoric and idealism, one may learn that it changed 

generationally and was related, whether directly or inversely, to the values of larger society. I 

hope that I will be forgiven for my omission of a phenomenal dialog that developed between 

US and European Union MROs operating as a collective response to non-rider power 

structures. While recognizing the significance of major American and European MROs 

possessing NGO status in the United Nations and participating as key players at the tables of 

Geneva and other places, I would like to instead complete this chapter with a focus on 

transnational aspects in the context of the México-US Greater Borderlands. There are other 

manifestations as the League of American Wheelmen (LAW), the Federation of American 

Motorcyclists (FAM), the American Motorcyclist Association (AMA), the ABATE movement 

and its development into state, national and other forums; nor of the dynamics of legislative or 

social activities of the various associations; nor of their sociopolitical successes or failures. It is 

not about several generations of anti-motorcycling measures or marginalization legal or 

extralegal that would explain why bikers (who had originally wanted only to be left alone to 

enjoy the ride) would have to organize into MROs and actively engage dominant society and 
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power structures in the first place. Such articles, dissertations, or books have not yet been 

written.  

 

Bicyclists, Motorcyclists, the LAW, Prison Labor, and Race 

Twentieth- and twenty-first-century MRO ideals and rhetoric can be traced to those of 

the League of American Wheelmen (LAW), a bicyclist rights organization formed in 1880. In 

those days, the cultural lines between bicycling, motorcycling, and motorized bicycling had not 

Bicyclists: Scorching the 

-century motorcycling culture was directly 

descendant from a late nineteenth-century bicycling subculture and how hostile interactions 

between early non-riding society and bicyclists were remarkably similar to those of motorcycle 

riders and non-bikers today. Moon includes examples of bicyclist linguistic patterns and 

discourse with non-riders including a police officer. In contrast to late 1990s biker culture, 

however, she also demonstrates how late nineteenth-century bicyclists adopted a peculiarly 

military vocabulary and ritual pattern. The riders saluted their road captain, they were formally 

called to attention, and they all mounted their bikes at the exact same second with all of the 

precision of a close order drill ceremony. They also referred to themselves as a battalion.1  

Other sources confirm the prevalence of military elements in early two-wheeled clubs. 

In his 1975 dissertation on early motorcycle culture, Sammy Kent Brooks mentions that, in 

1902, the first motorcycle club with its own uniform prescribed military leggings, a coat, a 

2 Militaristic identities in 

motorcycling were reflected in newspapers, the popular press and scientific journals in the 

following years, which often emphasized the military potential or wartime significance of 
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bikes. In my initial research for the dissertation, I counted at least eleven such magazine and 

newspaper articles of published between 1910 and 1947.3  

Such military identity within a developing riding culture could be posited as part of the 

ubiquitous set of developments in late nineteenth and early twentieth century North America 

called the Progressive movements, even though militaristic identification persisted through 

World War II. The Progressive movements were so pervasive that they influenced religion, 

U.S. and Mexican political parties, industrial practices, society, interethnic and interracial 

relations, and laws. Muckraking journalism, trust-busting, regulation of banks and of the food 

and drug industries, social justice, labor regulations, settlement houses and the social gospel, 

the temperance movement, immigration controls, the building of well-regulated secondary 

railroads and other modern infrastructure servicing the mineral extraction industries both north 

of the border and directly south into Chihuahua and other Mexican states, U.S. primary 

elections, the secret ballot, initiative, referendum and recall in Arizona and California, and 

direct election of senators were all (in part) expressions of the Progressive movements. The 

and to fix problems associated with a new industrial economy, to affect reforms, to correct 

Gilded Age corruption, and to improve efficiency. In such an environment, it was necessary to 

white, technologically advanced, quick, forceful, and powerful.4 The most widely imagined 

site that it fit into, at that time, was the military niche. 

The motorcycle was regarded as a critically important martial and police-related vehicle 

from the Boer War of 1898 through World War II. Likewise, much of the early history of 

riding in the Greater Borderlands is a military and police history. Police officers in Phoenix 
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began to ride motorcycles in 1910. U.S. soldiers under General John Joseph Pershing patrolled 

the border zone in heavy Harley-Davidson equipped motor-machinegun units even while 

 In 1935 during 

the depth of the Great Depression, Phoenix Police Chief Matlock had seven motor officers (in 

a division separate from the police department) who had received riot training and operated as 

not only crime interceptors but also as a performing acrobatic motorized drill team. This 

tradition of police department moto drill teams was adopted throughout México and is still 

popular and vibrant there today. Apparently, every moto officer in northern México took 

special pride in his technical riding skills.5  

While the motorcycle was considered a technologically progressive military tool, LAW 

rhetoric and ideology can also be considered Progressive. Like most North Americans, League 

members subscribed to Progressive values such as social efficiency and utility. For instance, in 

the 1890s members of the organization suggested that prisoners be put to work as road 

construction crews. Some non-riders opposed the idea, however, saying that it degraded the 

convict. Today, one may recognize such a prison system forced-labor practice in a larger 

historical context as a modified, regionally racialized and regressive form of slavery and point 

to its emerging prevalence in late nineteenth-century U.S. Southern states after the peculiar 

6 Here issues of labor and race were ignored in a 

rhetoric of preventative health benefits supposedly gained while working in such a system.  
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The Good Roads Movement, the LAW, and Keeping Tabs on the Law 

While prison chain gangs were sometimes employed as road construction crews, the 

of transportation issues, however. In 1895, this bicyclist rights organization took toll road 

owners to court, arguing that bikes should have been admitted free of charge because bicycle 

tread packed the roadway evenly and did not destroy the road or create a need for repairs. The 

court did not buy the argument, however. Decisions in various other court cases involving 

safety, liability or road conditions indicate that two-wheelers were sometimes, but not always, 

recognized as a vehicle rather than a machine.7  

The League was most active and perhaps most effective in its good roads agenda, so a 

look at earlier roadway quality is worthwhile. The LAW was a highly influential advocate of 

the larger Progressive Era Good Roads Movement at a time when the conditions of most so-

. Riding was difficult in many areas of the Greater Borderlands 

due to poor road conditions. Although the light curb weight of bicycles and motorcycles 

enabled them to travel where no motorcars could go, roads in the Chihuahuan and Sonoran 

deserts were not biker-friendly. Tires sank in the fine sand around Yuma, Gila Bend, and in 

other areas. Before the success of the Good Roads Movement in the first two decades of the 

twentieth century, a motorcycle rider was sometimes at the mercy of weather conditions even 

while away from the deserts.8 Road reports were so crucial to travel that they were published in 

U.S. newspapers.9 Rainy weather, mud, dry ruts, and overflowing streams were all detrimental 

particularly to the operation of motor vehicles. Away from the towns, caliche clay took its toll 

and the horse remained the most reliable means of transportation. It is no coincidence that the 

first known motorcycles in Arizona appeared in towns like Phoenix, Jerome, and Prescott 
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where the streets were relatively even and well-maintained and where repair facilities, parts, 

and gasoline could be obtained.  

 

 

 

 

In the Greater Borderlands, the Sonoran and Chihuahuan deserts were the worst places 

to be a biker. Bicycle, motorcycle, and car tires sank in the loosely-packed sand of the border 

zone in California and Arizona. In many areas of southern New Mexico and northern 

Chihuahua, mesquite, cacti and other vegetation punctured tires. Rainfall produced mud or 

caliche clay in southwestern Texas, the New Mexican border zone, Jerome, Arizona and 

elsewhere that clogged fenders or otherwise prevented movement in both the cities and the 

deserts.10 

Plate 19. The Jerome Motorcycle Club in Camp Verde, Arizona, 1914. Photo courtesy of the 
Jerome Historical Society Archives, Jerome, Arizona. 
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In 1884 Charles Bates, president of the LAW addressed farmers (who were the majority 

of the population at that time) in The Outing magazine. Bates pointed out that farmers could 

increase their profits by electing politicians that actively supported the improvement of 

 

the LAW unveiled Good Roads Magazine to educate the public about the benefits of improved 

ctacle of the 

-in-the- 11  

the word as a verb meaning to improve it and to exclude trucks and wagons. After displaying 

cyclists called for. In 1897 throughout the Greater Borderlands and the U.S., the League of 

roadway beautification, including the use of ornamental vegetation, several decades before 

such projects were seriously considered.12  

Most borderlands roads remained in such unimproved status until after the Federal 

Highway Act was passed in 1921. This piece of legislation created the national highway 

system including Route 66 and many other highways. For the first time, federal funds would be 

available to pave and improve designated roadways.  
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As enthusiasts of two-wheeled transportation advocated the improvement of roadways 

running through deserts and other natural areas of low human population densities, the 

question of whether such advocacy may be posited as a desire for the bringing of a machine 

into the garden may be asked. The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal 

in America 

world would eventually be set straight 

we need new vision, 13  

The Machine in the Garden may not easily apply to the Greater Borderlands. While the 

expansive horizon went on forever, the deserts did not resemble the kind of green spaces of 

quietude where one may repose peacefully as described by Marx. When riding a motorcycle 

out of town onto an isolated desert road for several hours, it was easy to appreciate the natural 

environments that one immersed herself in. One had escaped from all of the subtle mud and 

oppression of everyday life, to find herself in nature, whether deliberately or only 

subconsciously. There were no telegrams or telephones to deal with out there. No crowds, 

barking dogs, steam engines, or other obnoxious noises occurred on the open road. The sooty 

smokestacks of ASARCO and other industries were left behind in the cities, however 

temporarily. The essential rider was able to commune with her powerful engine, the road, the 

sound and feel of the wind, and sensual perceptions associated with immersion in various 

natural environments. These were the sounds and other sensations that many riders found 

attractive. 
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If the motorcycle is the machine, and if it was ridden for the purpose of enjoying the 

outdoors, it might be suggested that the environment directly experienced during the ride 

comparative levels of involvement and immediate familiarity. Although riders believed that 

they needed improved roadways in order to fully appreciate the outdoors, they did not simply 

watch the saguaros go by through a glass, television-like window in an enclosed car. Rather 

than passively observing the countryside, the exposed and interactive activity of motorcycling 

manifested an involvement within that very state of nature including full immersion into the 

wide variety of sights, smells, sensations, moistures, and temperatures of the outdoors. The 

interaction with the imagined wilderness. 

In addition to advocating improved roads, the LAW also took issue with the behavior of 

running down a wheelman. The blue-coats we

that city ordinances for the safety of cyclists and pedestrians were made to be enforced. 

14 Of course, the elimination of any favoritism and corruption was a 

Progressive ideal. However, -

employing the metaphor of a scoreboard, attempted to heighten interest in an incident by 

rhetorically constructing it as a sporting event a team-oriented competitive game.  

The police may also have been keeping score but they had others on their side and the 

bikers, therefore, had a comparatively smaller team. Members of the non-riding public disliked 

eds. 

Thus, some riders offended non-rider sensibilities.  
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In response to such adverse public opinion, The Outing magazine and the League 

condemned scorching and encouraged law-abiding bicyclists to help the police stop the 

practice.15 Realizing that a group that does not police itself may end up being legislated 

against, the LAW chapter in Riverside, California drafted a commendation of the city 

scorchers and supported the idea of precise speed laws.16 

accommodationist approach to the securing of rights and privileges in the 1890s included its 

undays to be 

a violation of League regulations. The LAW subsequently turned racing over to another 

association in 1900, however.17  

 

The FAM as a New Voice and the Issue of Sound 

By the early twentieth century, many motorcyclists believed that they had their own 

unique transportation issues. A perceived need for an organization for the protection of 

motorized cyclists arose, so the Federation of American Motorcyclists (FAM) formed in 1903. 

the promotion of good fellowship, mutual aid and protection; the encouragement of use of 

motorcycles; to ascertain, defend and protect the rights of motorcyclists; to facilitate touring 

18 The FAM also kept an eye on economic concerns. 

For instance, it provided an interesting comment on one legislative bill that would have taxed 

bikers $25 per year an

19 
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purposes and concerns were many and the new organization needed the cooperation of many 

riders to be effective. 

Concern for motorcycle safety was a frequent subject of the FAM as expressed in terms 

that remained remarkably constant in motorcyclist rights organizations (MROs) for the next 

hundred years. In 1909 Earle Ovington, the FAM president, wrote that the essential 

motorcyclist was a more alert motorist than that of the four-wheeled vehicle because the car 

was slower and heavier and its driver was less likely to be injured.20 Virtually enclosed in a 

cage, the four-wheeler became lethargic and more careless while driving. Such an argument

implicating drivers of cars who violated the right-of-way and were thus the usual cause of 

motorcycle crashes persisted throughout the century and was so often repeated that, by the 

1990s, bikers sometimes assumed (i

body of common knowledge.  

a 

seemingly enjoyable tactile activity and tradition inherited from bicyclists but also the 

additional sounds produced by their engines. In the early twentieth century, many bikes were 

while riding. In the open position, the motor was usually more powerful and performed better 

but the pipes were much louder.21 Concerned that citizen complaints about loud exhaust 

systems could possibly counteract their effectiveness as a lobbying organization, the FAM 

posted a flyer at bike shops and clubhouses in 1907. I

you desire to avoid accidents, Arrests, and Law Suits, and do not wish to make enemies for 

motorcyclists, or do not wish to provoke the passage of onerous laws. KEEP YOUR 

ed the running of open mufflers. 
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22  

However, another FAM officer named J.P. Thornley said that even though loud pipes 

should not be run in 

congested places may be given by momentarily opening and closing the muffler. He also noted 

that the engine ran better open during periods of hot weather.23 Here officers of the MRO 

framed their various comments in terms of larger sociopolitical accommodation, safety, and 

machine efficiency. 

On the other hand, some non-riding members of the public assumedly felt a need to try 

to explain why bikers might want to ride loudly. In 1907, one writer claimed that the purpose 

24 Others simply dismissed motorcyclists as offenders of public 

decency. Such ideas among non-riders about sound persisted throughout the years, as seen in 

idea that motorcycle riding was an activity practiced by mentally ill individuals. He had 

their need for attention. Megaphones replace mufflers, the loud noise being a means of 

assur 25 The bikers-want-attention hypothesis of open pipes was, therefore, not 

confined to the early twentieth century, but remained. 

The sound issue did not completely disappear. I found no evidence of sound having 

been an issue in El Paso, Los Angeles, Austin, or any other place during the late 1960s and 
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-rider objections to sound reemerged in the 1990s in some Greater 

Borderlands cities and towns including Jerome and Cave Creek, Arizona.26  

Meanwhile in the motorcycling community, the safety dimension of sound (noted by 

Now hundreds of thousands of riders many of whom had experienced the loss of loved ones 

who had been victims of what bik -

equipped their bikes with expensive and loud exhaust 

systems in the hope that car drivers might be able to hear them and become more attentive. In 

resulted in a change to linguistic patterns as bikers would mount their motorcycles while 

joking

on countless small embroidered patches sewn onto leather or denim vests, other motorcycling 

 risk rights
27     

 

The AMA, Blue Shirts, and Non-Members as Bolsheviks and Outlaws 

As mentioned in Chapters One and Two, the FAM declined during World War I and 

folded by 1920. No new MRO immediately formed to replace it. However, there is little 

evidence of police or systemic harassment of motorcyclists during the 1920s and, therefore, 

such a rights-oriented organization may have been unneeded. In 1918, the commercial 

motorcycle industry formed the Motorcycle and Allied Trades Association (MATA) and in 

1924 this new group started the AMA as an auxiliary to organize and run racing and 

competition events.28  
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MATA appointed E. C. Smith as secretary of the AMA. (His background is unknown 

m in Ohio.) 

Although neither MATA nor its AMA was a particularly ideological or philosophical 

association, Smith had a very forceful personality. In January 1929, explaining why the AMA 

ze there must be a single 

governing body, for without the Constitution of the United States we would all be Bolsheviks; 

without rules and regulations on competition the motorcycle riders would be outlaws, 

endangering life and limb and doing the game or the 29  

By 1932, the AMA annual membership renewal rate was only around forty-two 

percent, not only because of the Great Depression but also due to widespread rider 

dissatisfaction with the organization. Smith had a different explanation, howev

rules and [by- 30  

The ideas of Progressivism had been mainstreamed and overshadowed by the time the 

Stock Market crashed in 1929 and now other sociopolitical philosophies became popular 

during the 1930s. While some people imagined social democratic or socialist solutions to solve 

the economic disaster, others leaned toward the right. Father Charles Coughlin, the famous 

-Semitic and pro-German sermons to an audience of 

millions, was quite popular. Italy and Germany had its Brown Shirts and Black Shirts; 

meanwhile, North American fascist movements included the Silver Shirts of William Dudley 

Pelley whose anti-Semitic religious movement became a political party and inspired Sinclair 

Lewis to write his anti-fascist 1935 novel .31  
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Robert O. Paxton points out that unlike other sociopolitical isms such as socialism, 

capitalism or communism that were closely associated with distinct philosophies and 

ideologies fascism possessed no idealistic trappings. It was instead anti-intellectual, anti-

theoretical and non-humanistic, casually adopting and discarding whatever systems happened 

to empower fascist leadership at the moment.32 

reason, abandon intellectual positions casually, and cast aside many intellectual fellow 

necessarily mean that a group was fascist. Rather, they were meaningless and their display was 

meant to either intimidate, establish standards of conformity, or maintain social space. He 

33  

 

motorcyclists. Tightly controlled by corporate and commercial motorcycle-related industries 

through its parent organization MATA, the AMA was a mere puppet. Even so, fascist currents 

in non-riding society may have been at work in 1933 when MATA decided to sponsor a group 

of motorcycle riders called the Blue Shirts. According to an article in New American 

Motorcyclist and Bicyclist magazine: 

The Blue Shirts of America, an organization that will further America First, plans a trip 
with 500 motorcyclists to leave New York about July 1 on a tour of the country. They 
will be the Paul Reveres of Motorcycling. They leave New York, then go to 
Washington to be reviewed by the President, then swing around the country on a 30-
day jaunt.34   
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Father Coughlin (not to mention the labeling of the president as a communist by many of his 

corporate critics), it would be interesting to find out what kind of reception the Blue Shirts 

received in DC or what eventually became of them.35  

One may reasonably assume tha

of motorcycling that was partly generated in the larger public arena by the press. Whether the 

Blue Shirts or even MATA were fascist organizations influenced by Goodyear Tire Company 

(as that corporation had earlier influenced the FAM36) and regardless of whether high tech or 

technocratic efficiency could properly be identified as an element of fascism, mass media of 

the 1930s portrayed motorcycling firmly within the language of good public order and efficient 

utility. In addition to articles touting the virtues of motorcycle police and military squadrons, a 

The American City. 

Author Loren G. Kurtz described, both qualitatively and quantitatively, how sanitation 

inspection officers mounted on three-wheeled Indian Tow-Cars had improved the coordination 

of garbage collection in New York City. According to Kurtz: 

[T]hese tricycles have made it possible for sanitation officials to relieve the tension on 
the inspectors in the outlying districts and allow one man to cover the territory 
previously traversed by four men. Seventy-seven extra foremen affected by this change 
have been transferred into more thickly populated territory. The efficiency of collection 
work has been greatly enhanced in the sections which they now supervise.  
 

Even the accompanying photo, a head-

capped head barely visible behind the windshield, projected an authoritarian, Gestapo-like 

image.37 
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Big Brother, Anti-Orwellian, and Anti-totalitarian Rhetoric 

Such imagery, along with MATA, became irrelevant soon after the Second World War 

ended. The AMA survived and was the only major motorcycle organization in North America 

during the 1950s. By the late-1960s, however, the AMA had failed to reach out to the younger 

generation of new bikers and was no longer effective as an organization. Linguistic expressions 

shared between riders and hippies

reflected a sharing of certain values indicating a 

definitive sense that they rejected authoritarian power structural forms and organizational 

styles.38  

Young bikers believed that they had been criminalized by entirely new statutes in 

the1950s and after. After all, curfews, minor drinking laws, and driver-licensing statutes had 

been virtually non-existent at the beginning of the twentieth century. The maxim that every 

new law criminalizes the activities of greater numbers of people, thus creating new criminals, 

is operative here. The actions of riders hardly changed over time; what changed was the 

invention of more repressive statutes.39   

ights issues, led 

to the formation of an early 1970s grass roots motorcyclist rights movement calling itself A 

Brotherhood Against Totalitarian Enactments (ABATE), a name indicating a strong-willed 

communal opposition to perceived fascist formations. The original mission statement read, 

before laws are enacted, and we are devoted to working aggressively toward the abatement of 

all unfair, unjustified, arbitrary anti-bike laws everywhere

insignia is a no-nonsense, uptight eagle (see above) who represents our firm, no-bullshit 
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get it on, rather 40  

 

Post-counterculture MROs such as ABATE and the Modified Motorcycle Association 

(MMA) which formed around the same time and became active in California and Arizona

opposed perceived totalitarian formations and oppressive legislation, speaking a language of 

freedom, inclusion, unity, and diversity. For example, a 1980s edition of an MMA newsletter 

 with several logos including 

BMW, Kawasaki, Harley-Davidson, Norton, Indian, Triumph, Yamaha, BSA, Moto Guzzi, 

41 blished in 1973, 

the MMA is a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting motorcycle safety and awareness 

42  

Plate 20. No nonsense, uptight eagle who represents our firm, no-bullshit 
resolve to get the job done Symbol and rhetoric from Easyriders magazine. 
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-century FAM 

mission statement insofar as it included the words safety, protection, and rights. However and 

in contrast to the earlier period, gone was the desire to control racing or touring. The post-

counterculture rights movement was not interested in control.43 On page four of the same issue, 

in a run flyer advertising an upcoming hog roast where a Harley-Davidson Heritage Softail was 

scheduled to be raffled off, the organizational motto was embedded in an explanation for the 

fit the fight against the helmet law so that those 

44 

in rider parlance), the MMA, like the ABATE, was prepared to successfully oppose any such 

bill in the legislature.  

Mike Sanford, editor of an MMA newsletter, promoted the ideals of inclusion and unity 

in relation to rights, political strength and the Big Brother theme of the George Orwell classic 

novel 1984 (first published in 1948).45 Sanford wrote: 

[A]ny person who rides a motorcycle, whether American or foreign-made, has the right 
to freedom of choice. We at the MMA have joined together to fight the unfair laws or 
make automobile people pay attention. Whatever your reason for joining the MMA it 
was your 

benefit, well I hope that American or foreign, that bike rider is in the association so he 
or she can vote along with the association. I hope that my point gets across, because we 

46  
 
Opposition to Orwellian government was a recurring concept in MRO thought during 

Cycle 
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ABATE activists warned non-

the people thus addressed almost always thought that such predictions were mistaken or 

grossly exaggerated, bikers were apparently correct and retained an uncanny ability to astutely 

predict changes in governance and society for the rest of the century and beyond. Perhaps more 

importantly, motorcyclists actively opposed what they perceived to be increasing governmental 

power and privacy invasion that had been predicted by George Orwell in 1948.47  

 

Freedom of Choice, Individual Autonomy, and Tactical Polyvalence of Discourses 

-riders had given up their countercultural lifestyles to 

buy into the imagined American Dream and had few or no concerns about Big Brother or 

governmental control over minority populations (or, over bikers). So, it is little wonder why a 

1985 Alta California KTTV television editorial in favor of a universal mandatory helmet law in 

California had no problem framing its argument in terms of comparisons and the supposed 

virtue of conformity. The speaker placed California in a larger national context in which thirty-

nine states had mandatory helmet laws. A comparison was made with construction workers, 

baseball and football players that were said to u

using the rhetorical quest

48  
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Like many television editorials, this one lacked a sense of regional history or technical 

knowledge. California had once been the birthplace of the counterculture and the only state in 

y 

editorial. In reference to lane splitting, the speaker had also neglected to recognize the 

requirements of air-cooled bikes that necessarily had to continually move through space in 

order to keep their engines from seizing or blowing up, as most motorcycles of that time could 

not be allowed to become stuck in traffic. 

Thus, it is fortunate for bikers that the TV station subsequently aired a rebuttal by 

the problem of car drivers operating their vehicles irresponsibly was not addressed but was 

alluded to only very briefly. Rather than debating the supposed relationships to professional 

sports or the alleged efficacy of no-fault no-

 is no documented proof that 

-efficacy and 

w the MMA was dedicated to safety, he described a 

safety bill that the organization had lobbied through the legislature only to be vetoed by the 

 

also believe in freedom of choice. We demand the choice of 
whether or not to wear this article of clothing. We feel that mandatory helmet 
legislation is treating a symptom and not the problem. Only education can do that. 
Please keep the issue of helmets vo 49  
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n familiar and comfortable to the viewing audience. MROs 

continued to appropriate language used by the power centers. Michel Foucault calls such 

 

discourses can be both an instrument and an effect of power, but also . . . a starting 
point for an opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and produces power; it reinforces it, 
but also undermines and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to thwart it. 
. . . ofte 50  
 
Employing such discourse in a resistance against the perceived power structure, MRO 

publications in the U.S. began to quote national heroes, especially dead presidents and 

revolutionary-era figures. One of the 1985 California MMA newsletters quoted Theodore 

Roosevelt who had advocated membership in trade unions; his speech was now reprinted in 

 

If I were a wage earner, I would undoubtedly join an organization of my trade. If I 
disapproved of its policy, I would join in order to fight that policy; if the organization 
leaders were dishonest, I would join in order to put them out. I believe in organizations 
and I believe that all men who are benefited by organizations are morally bound to help 
to the extent of their powers in the common interest advanced by the organization.51  
 
The practice of quoting famous people continued in the 1990s. MRO newsletters 

quoted John Adams, Abigail Adams, Justice John Marshall Harlan, J. William Fulbright, 

take the Bill of Rights for granted. The Bill of Rights, contained in the first ten amendments to 

52 Another newsletter quoted 
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of change and revolution. But they also knew that it is always the deadliest enemy of 

53  

A 1985 article by MRO activist Rob Rasor (of the AMA, which was by now attempting 

to become more politically active and relevant in response to the popularity of younger 

organizat

contemporary incidents of inequitable treatment of motorcyclists. Rasor quoted a biker who 

mentioned Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The riders had once again been thwarted in their efforts 

54 The plight of a 

biker was thus linked to that of African Americans in the Deep South. It would certainly not be 

the last time that MRO activists invoke the name of Dr. King. More often, they borrowed his 

more empowering quotes as in 2000 when Ja

Florida, having heard that the governor had just signed the helmet law repeal bill, exclaimed, 

55 

 

Antidiscrimination, Antifascism, Privacy, and the Jerome Jamboree 

-paragraph discussion of 

how the US Constitution and its twenty-seven Amendments may seem like a simple document 

but how its practical application was best left to the attorneys. A new Amendment was called 

for in the final sentence: 

It is now unconstitutional to discriminate in housing, voting, in the work, place, in 
public and in some private places. The prohibition against discrimination covers race, 
creed, color, sex and national origin. Maybe what we need now is a guarantee against 

56  
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While most of the statutes alluded to were technically not in the Constitution, another 

 up by the MROs, if only at the state 

legislative level. So it is no coincidence that when Minnesota enacted such a law in 1998 

making it illegal for businesses to discriminate against bikers, lobbyist Bob Illingworth 

n for all motorcyclists in Minnesota and throughout the 

country, it is indeed sad that we have to have a law passed to guarantee that those who ride 

57   

Rasor and all of the MROs opposed employee health insurance discrimination in the 

halls of Congress and in the insurance underwriter company offices. Rasor declined to 

comment for a 1995 article, however, perhaps because it was to be published in National 

Underwriter rather than in a motorcycle magazine

 

Insurance agents, on the other hand, did contribute to the article. One of them stated, 

equestrian, bicycling, and other organizations) for the rest of the century.58 

Post-counterculture MRO rhetoric continued to convey an anti-fascist tone and 

criticized imagined power structural practices such as profiling and the electronic collection of 

information about bikers and motorcycling groups. The following excerpt was included in a 

late 1990s Phoenix, Arizona ride report: 

rrangements (we had 
overflowed onto the bridge and across the road) were met with compromise we 
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posted James as a flagman at the far end of the bridge, which was agreeable to Sheriff 
t into a 

clusterf**k which kept departing riders waiting for nearly an hour before it was sorted 
out. While trying to take pictures of our license plates one Maricopa County Sheriff 
was confronted by new MMA State Rep Dan Kelley, ABATE PAC Revvv, and MRF 
Rep Deb Butitta
He never had a chance. Not sure of his position, the dimly lit bulb faded on down the 

cop
59  

 
The passage indicated a collective disdain for perceived unreasonable intrusion by peace 

officers and employed anti-fascist phraseo

to Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio) as well as countercultural terminology referring to 

 

The imagined fascist police state arrived late in the century in the little town of Jerome, 

Arizona. The mountainside community had long been considered a biker town, complete with 

its own dealership and the Jerome Motorcycle Club, as early as 1909. It was a popular 

motorcycling stop throughout the century, due to its relative geographic isolation and its 

location along one of the most scenic roadways of the Greater Borderlands.60  

Jerome was the city from which corporate mining interests had driven pro-labor editor 

and motorcyclist Edith Whitacre earlier in the century. By the 1980s, however, mining had 

long since disappeared and the ghost town was resettled by a new generation of hippies, 

motorcyclists, and artisans who were amiable enough to get along well with each other in a 

mellow atmosphere. Lisa Whitacre (no relation to Edith), a resident involved with local 

organizations as well as Greenpeace and the American Civil Liberties Union who also 

happened to be a biker, was a typical resident of 1980s and 1990s Jerome. Collaborating with 

her neighbors, some private charities, and the municipal government, she organized the first 

annual Jerome Jamboree (a motorcycle rally at Gold King Mine) as a charity event in 1999. 
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units (Gang Intelligence Tactical Enforcement Mission, or GITEM), and other uniformed 

agencies entered town en masse. Some observers claimed that these previously unknown 

agencies transformed the appearance of the town into that of a war zone, frightening hundreds 

of tourists as well as scores of riders. Jay Kinsella, Mayor of Jerome, ordered the GITEM and 

SWAT team to leave town, but they refused to obey and remained in the streets all weekend.61  

Whitacre stated that she had previously conducted all appropriate event pre-planning 

steps, had coordinated with governmental agencies, and had obtained all proper permits. After 

all of the preparation, pre-organizing, and work during the actual event weekend, she wrote a 

report about what had transpired: 

The event started 10-1-99 and late afternoon I was advised of militia-appearing 

called by our Police Chief. I [objected to the presence of] the Gang Task Force and 
SWAT Team which was written all over their uniforms. The guns and vests further 

motorcycle 

 
On Saturday, 10-2- presence was concentrated in town. 
They did come out to the Gold King Mine [event site] a few times. In my experience, 

did witness an officer with a video camera filming individuals and license plates. He 

similar from everyone about being violated and feeling as though we were overcome by 
t. Many of the merchants were upset 

due to the loss of business and intimidating presence. Many tourists were scared off and 

itia-type clothing, guns and vests is 

civil rights violation will be difficult to forget for tho
event raised over $5,000.00 to donate. ONE speeding ticket was issued to a 
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fected to document their experiences. The Motorcycle 

Although we proved ourselves to be responsible and lawful, such action by law 
enforcement should not happen again.62   
 

Whitacre had previously served as the Yavapai ABATE Political Action Coordinator (a 

few years before the special police had come to Arizona) and was subsequently able to muster 

-riding locals 

ailey had lied to Whitacre about the 

Jerome Police Chief requesting outside agency support. In fact, no one from Jerome had asked 

them to come to town.  

Unlike many urban ABATE officers in Phoenix and Tucson chapters, Whitacre was 

previously unaware that any kind of hostile environment concerning new police agencies even 

existed. The so-

for the Cottonwood Boys and Girls Club and other area event beneficiaries that may have 

otherwise 

encouraged other mayors around the state to effectively ban the police units from entering their 

city limits during motorcycle events.63   

Even after all of the documentable motorcycling history that has taken place in and 

around Jerome for most of the twentieth century, one should not consider it a community of 

great import in the history of motorcycling in the entire Greater Borderlands. It was a large city 

and the home of active motorcyclists like Edith Whitacre and Harry Amster, and the Jerome 

Motorcycle Club as well as an Indian dealership early in the century. A favorite locality for 

riding throughout the century, it was also the place where the above-mentioned 1999 conflict 
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took place. However, Jerome is not a location where any kind of paradigmatic shift in biker 

imagery occurred comparable to Hollister, California in 1947. Nor is it a place where major 

motorcycle clubs defined ritual and cultural elements for the rest of the 

significant for Arizona only, a testing ground of sorts for the establishment of political 

limitations for special police units in that Greater Borderlands state as they negotiated with a 

diverse and challenging colony of artists, hippies, bikers, and others.  

 

 

m street dynamics of the 

early twentieth century and even from the interaction between police and bikers that occurred 

in Hollister in 1947. Moreover, motorcyclists and MROs themselves changed over the course 

of the century. If the exclusionist, racist, misogynous motorcycling organizations of the 

Progressive Era in some way reflected or fed a fascist movement that developed later in the 

1930s on the fringe of American society, then the inclusionary regional and state MROs of the 

younger generation emerging in the early 1970s may be seen as a rejection of those fascist 

elements. The rhetoric of ABATE and the other new MROs was that of an inclusionary 

many bikers have said that our public servants deserve our measured kindness and assistance 

especially the line of corruption or unresponsiveness to the will of the people, become public 

enemy. Riders or citizens must then reposition these confused individuals to another place, 

either in front of a judge or superior for corrective purposes or the unemployment line. 
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North of the border, a particular Greater Borderlands motorcyclist collective view of 

legislators and government employees as public servants of the people cannot be 

overemphasized. MRO leadership certainly believed in such a perspective of governance. By 

the end of the millennium, Sputnik (Tsalagi, formerly named Herald Strain but now with a 

legal two-syllable name change), a charismatic, visionary political leader of the riding 

community, had become a primary spokesperson for motorcycling rights issues in not only the 

State of Texas but throughout the American Southwest. As a widely known, well-regarded and 

respected leader, much of what he said was influential in biker culture and national and 

transnational motorcycling politics; so his ideas are historically relevant to any discussion of 

MRO political ideology. Therefore, his advice in a public address to eight hundred members of 

Black motorcycle clubs at the August, 2000 National Bikers Roundup in Rosenberg, Texas was 

remembered: 

-
divide p
[While gesturing:] If that man cuts his finger and I cut my finger, our blood falls on 
American soil. That blood is red and nobody can tell the difference between his blood 
and m  
They put you all in corners; they tuck you away neatly like that and you are separate. I 
can see it if we were different kinds of buttons in different drawers. But we are people! 

need 64 
 
As usual, he received a spirited standing ovation. Here Sputnik, like Kamala 

Visweswaran, problematized the hyphen and stated that it serves to separate people. Sputnik 

advocated a political unity that may be construed as a privileging of motorcyclists as a social 

class while minimizing any racial divisions. It also bore the marks of a nationalist discourse. 

Sputnik had his own regular TV show called Texas Politics Biker Style and many of the 

state government politicians were viewers. He led bikers to gain a significant amount of caucus 

power in the Texas Democratic Party from 1996 through the remainder of the century and to 
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acquire a significant amount of clout in the Texas Republican Party, as well. Therefore, the 

Texas Motorcycle Rights Association (TMRA2) that he chaired was able to achieve the 

insertion of its own planks in both state party platforms at the turn of the twenty-first century.  

At the beginning of each legislative session, Sputnik and TMRA2 members handed 

each state senator and representative lists of bills to be supported or to vote against. If they 

house] and you may remain in office for as long as you support us. If you ever lie to us or fail 

to support our i

riders deemed someone unfit to be a public servant, they organized within the two parties a 

year later and were often able to get a motorcyclist or another candidate elected. Thus, the 

 

During each session, Sputnik and other riders sat up in the balcony in the Texas Capitol 

and kept watch. Whenever a senator or representative had the floor and was not sure about 

what tens of thousands of motorcyclists might think about a bill or legislative matter, s/he 

overhead and he gave either a thumb-up or a thumb-down. Such is the way in which 

motorcyclists practiced politics in Texas. After successfully lobbying to enact laws to get 

affected an alteration of the universal helmet law to allow freedom of choice for responsible 

riders over the age of twenty-one. After further encouragement by the TMRA2 and other 

MROs, the legislature and governor passed more laws including one requiring every police 

officer in Texas to take annual sensitivity training, so that they would hopefully quit profiling 
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motorcyclists and racial minorities. At the state capitol in Austin, bikers affected the passage or 

tabling of bills in both houses easily.65  

 

Transnational Unity, the Border, the Bridge, and the Run Calendar 

If MRO rhetoric rejected totalitarian developments and sometimes seemed rights-based 

or nationalistic, it also sought to embrace all motorcyclists regardless of where they lived on 

the planet. The language of inclusiveness for all riders became transnational. Archival mention 

of a trans-Atlantic MRO agenda appears in FAM literature at least once during the early 

twentieth century,66 but related patterns did not fully redevelop until the late 1990s, 

demonstrating solidarity with MROs and clubs in other countries including both sides of the 

México-US border and speaking a language of unity as bikers. Thus, it should not be surprising 

if the linguistic devices of motorcycling activists in the Borderlands differed slightly from 

those farther north where issues were addressed in a more legalistic way. MROs and riders in 

extreme southern U.S. border areas and along the northern frontier of México addressed issues 

more directly.67  

Bustillos-Cogswell interviewed Teacher (a member of the Solo Ángeles MC in Baja California 

and an MRO activist) who held ABATE of California membership card number 1. Teacher had 

been involved in the motorcyclist rights movement for quite some time. In the unedited video 

motorcyclists got together we could elect the president of the 
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the typically slow North American MRO procedure of documenting incidents of discrimination 

for potential class-action lawsuits and simultaneously lobbying for more specific anti-

68  

As for conditions in la frontera, the border zone inside México, he described a scene 

that resembled a kind of sociopolitical inversion of conditions north of the border. To begin 

with, Teacher said that motorcycle clubs in northern México not only operated as the 

equivalent of North American MROs but that they also were a respected sector of society. 

Accordingly: 

. Police 
69  

 
Like San Diego with Tijuana, El Paso, Texas was directly across the international 

boundary line from Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua and close to Sunland Park, New Mexico. It was 

one big metropolis, a place where people routinely crossed the interstate and international 

boundaries in their daily commutes while working, shopping, or riding. Such integrated 

geographic mobility became far more inconvenient and difficult after September 11, 2001 and 

the passage of the US Patriot Act a few weeks later. It disrupted the lives of millions of people.  

Increased difficulties in the daily travels of residents in the El Paso / Juárez Metroplex 

may be comparable to a theoretical scenario in which a heavily guarded chain-link fence is 

erected along the north bank of the Potomac River. Meanwhile, most bridges across it are 

destroyed and then bureaucratic Maryland and D.C. Entrance Stations are established on the 

remaining bridges as people coming from Virginia wait in line for hours to cross the river. My 

Potomac River hypothetical model is for illustrative purposes only and is not likely to take 
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place in the future of Virginia, although it is precisely comparable to what happened here in the 

border zone.  

Having said that, the words of Timothy J. Dunn may also be applicable. He writes: 

Special endeavors should be made to avoid sacrificing the rights and well-being of 
subordinated minority groups for the real or supposed benefit of the majority or more 
privileged groups, because to do otherwise is not only fundamentally unjust, it is also 
ultimately a menace to the rights and well-being of us all.70 
 

Transnational Borderlands idealism may be viewed as a call for justice, equal treatment, and 

dignity. 

After September 11, 2001, the MROs and motorcyclists of the El Paso-Juárez 

Metroplex became not less unified but more so. Approximately a dozen new motorcycle clubs 

formed in Juárez after that date and the newly formed Coalición de Motociclistas resulted in 

more metropolitan and transnational coordination than ever before. Compared to the cars 

waiting in much longer lines at the U.S. border crossings for one to three hours, the bikes were 

able to split lanes on the bridge (similar to the way they did on freeways throughout California) 

and take only fifteen or twenty minutes to get to the front of the line near the U.S. immigration 

casitas. (Car drivers at the border zone crossings somehow seemed to know about air-cooled 

engines, for they almost always moved over in order to accommodate lane-splitting bikers.) 

Moreover, there was more solidarity and fellowship between riders in the border zone on both 

sides of the international border, as well as between Texan and New Mexican organizations, 

compared to what had existed previously.71  

The resultant organizational networking was reflected in the international run calendar 

for the Juárez-El Paso Metroplex region, which was now better coordinated than in former 

Countries, 3 States United for One 
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the outlined profiles of New Mexico, Chihuahua, and Texas appeared in the center of the page 

monthly meeting place, time, and day listed with a contact phone number. The major groups 

involved in the local transnational effort included the Texas Motorcycle Rights Association, 

the Ciudad Juárez Coalición de Motociclistas, the West Texas Confederation of Clubs, the 

New Mexico Confederation of Clubs, and ABATE of New Mexico. The most significant 

feature of the map on the cover of the calendar was that the border drawn between Chihuahua 

and the United States was of the same thickness as the border drawn between Texas and New 

Mexico.72  

The map also appeared on a run flyer, that of the annual International Border Run, a 

three-day event consisting of parties Friday night, a poker run, rodeo, and concert on Saturday, 

and the Frank Root Memorial Toy Run on Sunday.73 The rally was successful and promised to 

grow each year. Such artifacts and developments may be seen as responses to the hardening of 

geopolitical borders, reaffirming a diminishment of their significance while representing the 

idea of three equal partners in a sociopolitical coalition of coalitions. They also placed 

motorcyclists (and the border zone) at the center rather than on the peripheries. 

 

The Border Run Story and Larger Questions 

By the 1990s, motorc

by associating it with upper and middle class society. Covering the Border Run, the El Paso 

Times followed a new journalistic pattern that had emerged in the 1990s in which the old 

stereotype of the lowlife sleazy biker was shattered. David Peregrino, the reporter, began his 

-clad Harley rider of today is more likely to wield a stethoscope or 
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annotated volume of tort law than a gun or bone- h the article 

appeared in a regular newspaper, the tangible and intangible benefits of motorcycling were 

squeeze many miles out [of] every gallon of gasoline at a time when people who drive gas 

74 The story represented an isolated instance of flattering news 

coverage by a non-rider oriented publication, an example of positive public media coverage.      

Public representation changed over time, as did MRO ideology. Yet, more research 

needs to be conducted, since this chapter creates more questions than answers. One may 

inquire about other ways in which late nineteenth and early twentieth-century motorcycle 

organizations were similar to, and differed from, those that emerged after the 1960s. To what 

extent were the earlier ones too exclusionary for the effective advancement of motorcycling? 

How influential were elements of American fascism during the 1930s, both within and without 

riding culture? What can motorcycle culture and MROs tell us about the emergence and 

success of grass roots political movements that confronted power structures in American and 

Borderlands history? To what extent did MROs and bikers curtail or postpone the growth of 

authoritarian power structures in the Borderlands, in México, and in the U.S.? The importance 

of values and concepts such as personal freedom, libertad, mobility, equality, carnalismo, 

honor, privacy, individuality, and justicia require further study in juxtaposition to biker-

perceived anti-motorcycle ideas related to safety, hierarchy, conformity, meticulous 

presentation, and discipline. Motorcycling social history and MRO political history may tell us 
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a great deal about larger issues such as the marginalization of populations, the history of 

violence, and the attainment of tolerance in a multicultural world. 
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CHAPTER SIX  

CONCLUSION 

 

 

As demonstrated in these five chapters on gender, race, imagery, death rituals, and 

ideology, motorcycling culture had a long history of marginalization, resistance, and 

interaction with larger societal and ideological forces as it developed unique social and cultural 

formations. Chapters One and Two show how degrees of marginalization of racialized and 

gendered motorcyclists, as well as resistance and activism, varied over the course of the 

twentieth century. 

moved. While exaggerated, male-oriented gender roles were the norm, exceptional women 

could nonetheless overcome and expand beyond such inequity due to biker subcultural values 

such as nonconformity and individuality. Gender rebellion was ritually reinforced for some 

persons but not for others, depending on individual status.   

The phenomenon of women as motorcycle operators fully engaged in a high profile, 

very visible and public mobility preceded the relaxing and revision of socially prescribed 

gender roles twice in the course of the century. A few women started to ride around 1910 and, 

emale bikers were relatively organized or influential after 1915, 

1940, and 1972. The overall history of women motorcyclists in the US seems to have been 

cyclical with the 1950s as the mid-century, low tide mark. 
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Perhaps it is no coincidence that women in larger, non-riding society gained 

sociopolitical status after 1920 (with the Nineteenth Amendment), after 1973 (when the Roe v. 

Wade decision ensured the right to have an abortion), and in the 1990s when their political 

participation, ability to collect child support, and power increased. The radically different 

actions of women bikers such as Edith Whitacre, Della Crewe, the Van Burens, and others 

movements and helped to usher in the social liberalism of the 1920s in which gendered 

proscriptions became more relaxed. When the major and minor newspapers and moto 

magazines of North America printed articles by or about women motorcyclists, they forced 

men and women to begin to rethink established gender role constructs. Riding women were 

performing activities that were outside of their culturally assigned stations in life three to ten 

years before women gained the right to vote at the federal level. Highly publicized and readily 

unavoidable street scenes that included women as motorcycle operators tended to legitimize 

these activities in Progressive-Era America. It was only after the Van B

coast-to-coast rides, and local area activism by strong, independent women bikers helped to 

legitimize alternative gender constructs and smooth the way for eventual ratification of the 

1  

Similarly, Black and other racialized bikers were marginalized by racial constructs and 

probably because they were riders, yet they resisted and enjoyed the ride. Degrees of racial 

integration or separation within the motorcycling world were more complex than the facile 
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e one imagine. 

The Jim Crow color line was significant in riding culture as it was in larger society. 

The topics of women, Black, and other marginalized motorcyclists in the Borderlands 

relate to issues of gender, race and transportation as resistance. Riding the public streets and 

roadways was a very high profile, noticeable, public activity that has been occurring in the 

world now for nearly two centuries. Similar to gender-related historic events, the presence of 

racialized people on bikes during the twentieth century was a very public phenomenon and 

may have affected significant changes to societal attitudes concerning the alteration of racial 

constructs and the legitimization and actualization of rights for people in general. Various 

individual motorcyclists and groups of riders were influential in the course of history. The 

stories of bikers such as Francis Peeler, Bessie Stringfield, Tobie Gene Levingston and Heavy 

Evans as well as the present-day participation of African American clubs such as Organized 

Chaos, the Ruff Ryders, and the Buffalo Soldiers MC in larger forums such as the El Paso 

Coalition of Motorcyclists and the West Texas Confederation of Clubs tell us that racial 

discrimination was problematic but that riders were able to adapt, unify, and overcome 

perceived opposition to their willingness to enjoy the ride. Their highly visible public activities 

preceded changes in ethnic, racial, and gendered arenas. The extent to which an individual 

could challenge conventional gender roll constructs or racism or to achieve significant levels of 

privilege depended partly on her character, personality, the way she carried herself, and her 

acquired status within various groups. Such marginalization, rebellion, and negotiation 

 Amendment and the achievements 

Movement by at least five to ten years and were contemporary to the Civil Rights Movement 
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riders, conducting a high-profile public activity that was loud and seemingly difficult to ignore, 

helped to legitimize and enable larger societal changes.  

Chapter Three on myths and realities shows how particular images of the essential 

motorcyclist slowly developed from the first decade of the twentieth century, how they 

crystallized into specific stereotypes after the Hollister rally of 1947, and ways in which these 

mythic constructs subsequently interacted with actual riders and non-riders. The activity of 

motorcycling since the 1920s, and especially from the Second World War through the 1980s, 

was depicted as a dangerous, threatening, uninhibited world with no rules. Although such 

depictions did not accurately represent motorcyclists or motorcycling culture, elements of 

reality influenced such biker mythology while the images themselves produced changes in 

actual biker culture.  

Myths and realities interacted for generations throughout the remainder of the century, 

resulting in a marginalization of, and resistance by, riders as an imagined deviant social class. 

Thus, mythic elements were partially derived from factual, phenomenal aspects of the ride. 

Yet, exaggerated news stories, articles, cinematic and other productions served to place bikers 

at a social distance away from non-riders. The mass cultural, medical, and governmental 

accumulation and production of data, information, and interpretation about and of bikers and of 

motorcycling culture exemplifies Foucauldian conceptualization including sexuality 

deployment, power-knowledge exchange between power centers in a larger power structure, 

and tactical polyvalence of discourse as resistance. Interactions between motorcyclists, the 

media, mass cultural productions, popular culture, and the state also contributed to the 

development and redevelopment of biker culture throughout the twentieth century. For 
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lists from 

society. Years later, Easy Rider led to a redefining of a culture that subsequently resisted an 

imagined marginalization, leading to eventual changes in the world of motorcycling.  

After the mid- acted the attentions of 

new motorcyclists from elite and wealthier classes who sought to become part of the 

excitement. The new riders, who traditional bikers identified by the pejorative terms rich urban 

-actualize the biker myth. However, the beginning 

-

Davidson machine itself was redesigned and the new machines no longer vibrated like a 

traditional Harley. 

As Chapter Four on death-related rituals demonstrates, biker culture was influenced 

over the years by non-rider cultural traditions and phenomena. Many riders since the time of 

the Mexican Revolution and World War I were veterans and a noticeable military influence 

existed in death memorial rites by the end of the Vietnam War. Yet, the roots of popular biker 

death rituals can be traced to three additional sets of main sources: the Irish wake as celebrated 

in the nineteenth century, 1960s countercultural practices related to protest and the 

appropriation and use of public space, and Native American- or New Age-influenced beliefs 

and rituals. 

The use of indigenous sacred places by non-Native bikers was problematic for much of 

the century in the Greater Borderlands and elsewhere. Riders trespassed, used, and sometimes 

abused Native American space. On some occasions, however, groups were invited in and a few 

members of a group received further invitations to celebrate particular ceremonies. Bikers also 

had their own special places that were related to death ritual practices. Both space and place 
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were important to indigenous peoples and to motorcyclists in the twentieth-century. Another 

meaning of space related to the ability of a distinctive community to grow. Social and other 

spaces may have given motorcyclists the ability to appropriate and utilize strands of popular 

culture to promote community agendas.  

As Chapters Three and Four indicate, the temporary monopolization of public spaces 

and places was empowering in biker culture, whether one considers the San Benito Street bike 

Gate Park, the Renegado MC Toy Run in 1997 Ciudad Juárez, or the Barney Villa Run in 

Hillsboro, New Mexico. In her 

Tecamachalco, Puebla, 1900-

possessed a popular, inclusionary, democratic nature that contributed to definitions of identity, 

loyalty, legitimacy, and potential or accomplished action.2 William E. French and other 

scholars show how the streets in México and the United States were contested terrain where 

rituals were employed to legitimize and strengthen cultural and sub-cultural status. Historical 

examples of such phenomena included the development of politicized Independence Day 

rituals in eighteenth-century Philadelphia, episodic elements of the so-

of World War II Los Angeles, San Benito Street in Hollister, and the countless large 

motorcycle parades and funerals that occurred since then.3  

-

p

to the increasing legitimization and normalization of an activity that may have been squelched 

in previous decades. As Flagstaff, Arizona mayor and former motor officer Chris Bavasi said, 
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in contrast to later years, 1960s police officers confronted any biker entering that small town in 

4 Such an incident may have been 

skillfully reenacted in the 1969 film Easy Rider, but such levels of harassment, in general, no 

gradually became more normalized and acceptable in the minds of authority figures and other 

non-bikers. 

The results of long-term interaction between actual riding culture and mass cultural 

biker myths, imagery and productions such as Easy Rider, continually producing new mythic 

formations and novel images, may have marginalized riders but it also provided a separate 

social space in which a unique and empowered culture was able to develop. Motorcyclists 

believed that they experienced a stifling, negative set of stereotypes and attempts to alienate 

riders. Bikers, in turn, individually and collectively responded to such stereotypes in a variety 

of ways. Sometimes the new syncretic images were rejected while other times they were 

appropriated. Most recently, the Lost Souls MC of El Paso, a predominantly Mexican 

American club, changed their back patch by borrowing the imag

reaper-like back patch of Sons of Anarchy, which was a new TNT television miniseries 

(depicting a fictitious club named Sons of Anarchy MC) airing weekly during the fall of 2008. 

ions that formed to politically 

protect the activity of motorcycling at first spoke a rhetoric of Progressivism and efficiency but 

were later displaced by younger MROs that presented a discourse championing rights, unity, 

and later trans-nationalism. While The Machine in the Garden is problematic and not 

completely applicable in terms of the biker imaginary and the ways in which riders viewed 

natural areas, their collective advocacy as part of the Good Roads Movement may be viewed as 
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integral to the larger Progressive Era social environment. Years later, late twentieth-century 

MROs may be seen as a populist democratic response to the fascism or quasi-fascist tendencies 

of earlier groups such as MATA, the Blue Shirts, and the AMA during its early years. Historic 

resistance by motorcyclists seems to have been a generationally responsive phenomenon. 

Riders, as a group, sometimes tended to believe that they had issues or were discriminated 

against during the course of the century, to varying degrees, and they resisted such imagined 

discrimination to resolve issues. 

If the motorcycle symbolizes anything in popular culture, perhaps Thomas Krens, 

director of the Guggenheim Foundation is most succinct and articulate in its meaning. 

rcycle is a perfect metaphor for the twentieth century. Invented 

at the beginning of the Industrial Age, its evolution tracks the main currents of modernity. The 

object and its history present the themes of technology, engineering, innovation, design, 

mobi 5 This dissertation has been an 

initial effort to define motorcycling in terms of gender, race, ethnicity, biker and non-biker 

imagery, ritual practices, and ideological currents in the context of the U.S.-Mexican 

Borderlands. Perhaps further research in motorcycle cultural studies may help to define the 

greater significance of the biker and the bike in history.    
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EPILOGUE: NATIVE AMERICANS, OBEYANCE, AND TAHLEQUAH AS 

BORDERLANDS  

 

 

As with generational changes in motorcycling culture and gender roles, racial constructs 

were also malleable and changeable. Race and a sense of the existence of racism remained 

problematic throughout the twentieth century and into the twenty-first. By the time El Paso 

hosted the Texas Democratic Party Convention in June 2002, the Motorcyclist Rights Caucus 

was the largest one in the party and Sputnik was its undisputed leader. Although I was not a 

resident of Texas at the time, I was able to obtain a convention floor pass and observe the most 

important occurrences closely. The Tigua Nation offered its Wellness Center in Socorro, Texas 

and the surrounding land as a place for the riders to set up camp. There was a ceremony on 

Road and along the Río Grande via César Chávez Border Highway and on into the El Paso 

Convention Center parking garage. The Tigua police officers escorted the parade safely into 

downtown El Paso each day of the convention to its covered parking area that was reserved for 

hundreds of bikes ridden by party delegates, politicians, and officials.  

On the final morning of the convention, however, at the end of the procession near the 

convention center, something unexpectedly happened. As usual, the Tigua officers were blocking 

the last stoplight for the pack to ride on through, a longstanding, universal police standard 

operating procedure designed to ensure the safety of riders and of the general public. However, 

on this occasion, some El Paso police officers that were standing nearby interfered, gruffly 
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telling the Tigua officers that they have no jurisdiction in the City of El Paso and ordered them to 

cease traffic control measures. Then, when the Tigua police went over to the curb to get 

reprimanded by the El Paso officers, some regular motorcyclists from the pack itself pulled out 

and stopped their bikes in the intersection to substitute for the now-distracted Tigua police, 

blocking the light and directing traffic themselves. In this way, the biker delegates arrived inside 

the parking garage safely and without further incident. Some state government officials 

ever done about it. Later on, many riders opined that the El Paso police had become 

insubordinate and unresponsive to proper civil authority. Some of the Native American and other 

riders and motorcycling delegates also said that, had the Tigua officers not been Native 

American, the El Paso police would not have jacked them up so unprofessionally. I remember 

that the collective perception at that time was that ugly racism existed in the El Paso Police 

Department.   

Inside the Democratic Party Convention itself, the Motorcycling Rights Caucus made, 

seconded, voted on and carried a motion to help Tigua Nation reopen Speaking Rock, its recently 

closed casino. (Perhaps significantly, the vote to assist them actually took place before the El 

Paso PD incident with the Tigua Police officers.) It was said that proceeds from their once 

popular casino had previously paid for a significant portion of Tigua educational, housing, and 

be closed. The Tigua people had once again been reduced to poverty and social programs. So 

now in the caucus meeting, Sputnik vowed that bikers would work to restore Speaking Rock. 

State Representative Norma Chávez, the MROs, and other groups in the coalition are still trying 
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to restore protection for Native American national gaming. Nonetheless, it is widely recognized 

that the governor of Texas will have to be replaced before that may happen.  

 

 

Of course, opposition to Native American casinos did not start in 2002. Therefore, the 

Democratic bikers of Texas supporting indigenous rights was only one more episode in a 

longstanding struggle for sovereignty, dignity, autonomy, and freedom. Members of the 

Democratic Party Motorcycling Caucus had its own issues to tend to, as well.  

 

 

 

 

may have tended to criminalize socially or ethnically marginal behavior. After passage of its 

 deputies participating in a inter-
agency operation to monitor a political organizational meeting. Yavapai 
County, Arizona,   
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1994 anti-gang bill one written in such a way that almost any resident may be arbitrarily 

identified in the field as a gang member the state applied for federal block grants and built up 

its new state gang task force power structure. Arizona motorcyclists believed that the new 

agencies first used the new statute to investigate ethnic Mexican low riders and other youth 

subcultures in Phoenix and Tucson. After that, they were said to have targeted motorcycle clubs 

for profiling and systematic harassment, by land and by helicopter, followed by the targeting of 

ordinary Harley riders beginning in 1998 and all other Arizona motorcyclists after 2000.1  

 

The Arizona Gauntlet 

While many stories and urban legends existed about unpleasant episodes in the lives of 

post-1994 Arizona bikers, one particular incident stands out as both representative of many 

experiences at a particular large annual rally and unusual in terms of on-site comments that were 

made. Char Zack, the Road Captain of Raw Thunder, experienced and retold the incident. She 

went to the Laughlin River Run event once and only once in the mid-1990s. For like every 

other motorcyclist that weekend riding on the desert highway that crossed the Arizona-Nevada 

of a line of uniformed Arizona police gang officers.   

All bikes were pulled over hour after hour, yet cars were exempt and could just drive on 

by. The officers were required to stand out in the desert heat and scrutinize motorcyclists for 

potential detention or citation. Zack had been riding that day in an all-male group of riders and 

was packing another woman on her back seat, a friend who had never been to a run before. As 

they slowly edged their way through the gauntlet, one of the officers asked an unusual question. 
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women in the group, and our group was about ten or twelve. And I pulled up. And an 
here, a couple of lesbians

was so rude. But whatever. You know, harassment comes in all forms. That whole thing 

when you got stuck and it took hours to get back out, and they blocked the streets. That 
was their game.2  

  
Foucault tells us that the accuracy of sexual descriptions is irrelevant. He would instead 

call attention to the power centers that built bodies of gendered and sexual power-knowledge and 

their strategies. He would ask which companies, corporations, governmental, medical, and other 

power structures were involved in the construction and perpetuation of labels such as scorcher, 

outlaw, hoodlum activities, sexual perversion, motorcycle syndrome, criminal street gang, 

lesbians, African-American, or mystique. Who benefited from the acceptance of these labels as 

categories of identity or analysis? Who was it that felt a need to control bikers, LGBT people, 

persons of color, women, or other marginalized groups? Tactical discourses, MRO activists, 

motorcycle clubs, and others may be historically construed as critical active responses to 

perceived marginalization or alienation, in opposition to or within a power structural dynamic, 

on behalf of everyone that the power centers sought to dominate.  

 

Obeyance, the Navajo Helmet Law, and Sunland Park, New Mexico  

For much of the twentieth century, media and other power centers portrayed 

motorcycling as a deviant group that should be controlled. Foucault points out that these 

3  
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So, what about those who refused to obey? Resistance and the music of Harley engines 

may have helped to extend the limits of tolerance as alternative discourses continued to engage 

the interplay between riders, mass cultural productions, activists, authorities, ritual practices, and 

structures of conformity. In 1998, the Narbonas MC (Dinéh) lobbied the Navajo Nation Council 

and thus overturned the Navajo national helmet law that they believed had been selectively 

enforced against Indians. Before that repeal, Navajo bikers had thought that they were harassed 

by tribal police for riding without helmets while non-Native bikers could ride freely and 

unencumbered in Navajo Nation, choosing individually whether to wear one. To American 

Indian bikers, such a dynamic of arbitrary enforcement of the helmet law a regulation imposed 

by the non-Native governmental system was a form of discrimination against Indians. 

Ultimately, the decision by the Council to repeal the helmet law was unanimous.4 

Events like the Narbonas activism really light the fire. So, when I first moved to the 

border zone in 2001 and found out that the City of Sunland Park had a universal helmet 

ordinance applicable to all motorcyclists regardless of adult status and that they had annexed the 

property I lived on, I proceeded immediately to city hall and talked to Mayor Jesús Segura who 

explained to me that the city had enacted the ordinance a few years earlier in order to obtain a 

federal block grant. The grant enabled the city to afford one extra police officer for one year. 

Subsequently, the funding was no longer available and the city was now stuck with the 

ordinance. In response to this explanation, I immediately made the ordinance an agenda item for 

Rights Association as well as Johnny of the New Mexico Motorcycle Rights Organization.  

They informed people on their respective membership lists and filled up the city council 

meeting hall, standing room only, with concerned bikers and motorcyclists who all wanted the 
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law repealed. Everyone had the right to address the council and many riders chose to do so. 

Mando, who had helped to organize the Frank Root Toy Run, the largest annual Christmas 

benefit for children in the region, publicly informed the council that if they would not do the 

right thing, then he in turn would not 

in Sunland Park. Due to such a tremendously active response by motorcyclists, the city council 

voted to alter the ordinance to allow adult freedom of choice.5   

Each day as I saddled up and rode out to the end of my Sunland Park driveway for my 

commute to the University of Texas at El Paso, I had a choice of two very distinct and different 

routes. On most days I took the quick way, turning right and riding across the state line between 

New Mexico and Texas. One day I decided to turn left, however, to avoid the heat, the interstate 

and most of the Texas route. I rode south to pass through Sunland Park on the way to Texas 

farther down the river. They used to have that big ugly sign where the city limits extended to 

r there; most riders used to avoid that city. I often 

ignored the sign, however, and did not wear that item of clothing while riding there.  

Riding on past the place where the helmet sign once stood, I remember how the people 

took back their government that night and liberalized the helmet ordinance in favor of personal 

freedom. I look again and I see the pre-city land as it existed a hundred years ago. All the 

Ne

only those who seek to subjugate it, to change it, to tame it, and to destroy it. Human control of 

the land sometimes includes agricultural irrigation. However, digging and irrigating land when it 
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is so high above the river is difficult. Riding through Sunland Park, I look down respectfully at 

the Río Grande, the morning sun reflecting on the shimmering waters. The curving river is like a 

mouth on the face of the earth. It bows upward like a smiling face. The sacred land smiles in the 

badlands and tells me that it is good to be bad.  

The road gradually curves eastward into the morning sun, the path and direction of youth. 

Far to the east are the traditional lands of Cherokee Nation, so far away. The sun dims the vision 

including this one, were constructed directly on top of the traditional trails of First Peoples. The 

so-

hired an Indian guide to show them which of the already-existing routes to take. Over the years, 

Native trails were gradually appropriated by invaders who then paved them with asphalt.  

Some invaders had money. Although -descriptive 

whenever a new rider with a wad of dead presidents at a dealership tries to purchase membership 

into a culture, one may consciously claim to be a biker after hearing so many people refer to 

-time rider, his motorcycle is a member of the family like 

his riding brothers and sisters are; it is not a mere icon of status to be displayed in a garage or 

occasionally tied down onto a trailer for yuppie runs only to be traded in for a boat or 

snowmobile next year. A biker lives, thinks, dreams, and breathes motorcycles with every single 

breath for an entire lifetime. It is a complete way of life, not a hobby. This is what happens when 

one rides too much.    
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Tahlequah as an Old Border Town and the Trail of Tears Run 

Then, there is ethnicity and blood. My sister who was raised by Grandma told us her-

stories. She said that alongside the Trail of Tears, in every place where a person fell out, at every 

spot where a drop of Cherokee sweat or blood dripped down, at every location where a Tsalagi 

those spots along the trail. The rose has seven pedals, one for each of the seven clans who were 

forced to walk. If one looks closely, the innermost center of the rose is gold, like the gold buried 

in the hills of our ancestral land that was coveted, overrun, usurped, and mined. 

Part of my family was deliberately relocated to a previously constructed Borderland 

between the U.S. and México, a place that is now called Oklahoma. More recently, the annual 

Trail of Tears Motorcycle Run has started at Chattanooga and has ridden to Tahlequah, Western 

Cherokee Nation. It is probably the largest cross-country motorcycle event in the United States 

or México in terms of numbers of participants. The run follows the pavement built upon the 

original Trail of Tears and happens every September. Ninety thousand bikes participated in 2001 

and by 2005 that number was up to 200,000. The Trail of Tears Run provides at least $12,500 for 

three Native American scholarships annually. As on the original Cherokee Trail of Tears so 

icipate on the first leg only with fewer 

going further to Oklahoma.6  

Grandma said that there is a reason why the United States located Indian Territory where 

it did. The original concept was for the people to serve as a buffer between Mexican Texas and 

the United States. We were supposed to become that borderland. If one wishes to imagine what 

the El Paso-Juárez Metroplex may someday look like after the border is erased, perhaps the only 

thing s/he needs to do is to travel to Tahlequah and vacation there. 
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One remembers and honors the people who died on the original Trail of Tears, one of the 

most sordid and brutal state-sponsored tragedies in North American history. Prevention of 

similar mistakes should be ensured by remembering the past. Historical amnesia would be a 

serve in a preventative role by recalling and condemning inept historic episodes that are now 

recognized as unjust errors.       
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS   

 

 

ABATE: A motorcyclist rights organization. This acronym originated in 1972 as it was applied 

anizations today call themselves 
 

 
AFFA: Angels Forever, Forever Angels.  
 
AMA: American Motorcyclist Association (Founded 1924). Originally a racing organizational 
and sanctioning group formed by Motorcycle Allied Trades Association and the motorcycle 
industry, the AMA eventually became an independent national motorcyclist rights organization 
and is now in the process of getting out of the competition organizational business. 
 
America First Committee: An antiwar organization that was active prior to US entry into 
World War II. The organization may have had strong fascist leanings. America First was also 
endorsed by MATA.  
 
Back patch: A large piece of embroidered cloth sewed onto the back of a ri
identifies the rider as part of a larger club or group and is often considered sacred. To ask the 
wearer questions or to make comments about the patch is not recommended.  
 
Bandidos MC: The number one club in Texas and New Mexico. 
 
BFFB: Bandidos Forever, Forever Bandidos.  
 
Blue Shirts of America: A pre-World War II group of motorcyclists sponsored by the AMA. 
 
Bro: A brother, whether biological or otherwise. 
 
Bummer: Mid-twentieth century colloquialism meaning an unfortunate occurrence or 
unfavorable circumstance. Bikers in the 1950s originally used this word to signify a 
motorcycle crash. 
 
Cabrones: Trans. Bad motherfuckers. Bikers in México who know each other use this word to 
toast the health of their companions. 
 
Cage: (n.) A generic, sometimes pejorative term meaning any four-wheeled car. 
 
Citizen: (n. or adj.) 1960s-1990s colloq. A non-  
 
Civilian: (n. or adj.) 1980s-present colloq. A non-  
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Class: (n. or dir. obj.) Mid-twentieth century colloquialism meaning a sub-culturally radical 
style or quality, especially a style or quality that is able to evoke shock, concern, or disgust 
among non-riders. Both individuals and motorcycles were capable of possessing class. The 
object was to be different, to stand out as an individual from run-of-the-mill conformists. 
S
possessed and class was accumulated through the riding of unordinary choppers and the 

motorcyclists on the street by creating, establishing or maintaining a greater amount of social 
space for bikers, keeping non-riders at bay enough that they would not pose any physical 
threats to riders, whether on the road or in person. 
 
DTFFDT: Desert Thunder Forever, Forever Desert Thunder. (Desert Thunder MC.) 
 
Endurance run: Early twentieth century. A competitive long-distance event in which the object 

 
 
FAM: Federation of American Motorcyclists (1903-1919). 
 
Fat Boy: A late-twentieth century Harley-Davidson model known for its size, power, and low 
center of gravity. 
 
Flying Tigers: The covert American volunteer group attached to the Chinese air force a year 
before the US officially entered World War II. The Flying Tigers 3rd  
Angels, was a mercenary air transport unit in 1941 Burma. After the war, at least one of its 
members, Arvid Olsen, rode with other veteran bikers who formed the HAMC.  
 
FNG: Fucking New Guy. A first-year Run For the Wall participant. Borrowed from earlier 
American military subcultural usage popular in Vietnam when the term was used to identify 
new personnel. 
 
Good: (adj.) A mid- s meaning 
was to be loyal to the biker community and to adhere to its norms, mores, customs, and values. 
 
Gypsy run: An early twentieth century organized social event that included group riding in a 
pack. 
 
HAMC: Hells Angels Motorcycle Club. (The number one club in California and Arizona). 
 
HAMCUS: Hells Angels Motorcycle Club of the United States. 
 

Hijos de la Chingada  Bikers in México toasted each other using 
this misogynous term, which referred to the myth of la Malinche (originally based on a 
sixteenth-century reimagining of the significance of Malintzin, translator for Hernán Cortez).   
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HOG: Harley Owners Group. A pseudo-club or marquis organization operated and sponsored 
by the Harley-Davidson Motor Company. As each new Harley sold in the late 1980s and 1990s 
came with a free HOG membership, it may be viewed as a kind of biker boot camp. See 

regardless of whether its engine was American, Japanese, or European. 
 
Hounds: A post-World War I motorcycle club in El Paso, Texas. It existed as early as 1919 and 
was started by war veterans and other men, both Anglo- and Mexican-American. Some of them 
rode army surplus motorcycles. They raced in the streets, evaded the traffic officers, and rode 
on the switchback roads of the Franklin Mountains. Their usual meeting place was a downtown 
German restaurant. 
 
HOV: 
HOV lanes must be open to motorcycles, which were thus recognized as an environmentally 
friendly traffic-reducing form of transportation. In Arizona, Texas, and some other states, HOV 
lanes were subsequently posted open to motorcycles due to the efforts of ABATE and the 
TMRA2. 
 
Las compramos  
 
LAW: League of American Wheelmen (founded 1880).  
 
Masterlink: A motorcycle part that is no longer included on many post-1980s bikes. The 
masterlink was the link of the secondary drive chain that connected the two ends of the chain 
so that it may drive the rear wheel. This masterlink was typically the weakest link on the chain 
and it sometimes broke and left one disabled on the side of the road. Most seasoned riders at 
that time had carried extra masterlinks on the road so that they could repair (their own or other) 
broken chains. More recently, newer bikes used belts or shafts for their secondary drive instead 
of chains with masterlinks. Masterlink is now the title of the ABATE of Arizona newsletter. 
The selection of such a name for a periodical publication implies that it was indispensable, like 
the old masterlinks. 
 
MATA: Motorcycle Allied Trades Association (founded 1918). An industrial consortium. 
MATA founded the AMA as a racing organizational and sanctioning group in 1924. 
 
MC: A motorcycle club that has the status of a traditional club. 
 
MMA: Modified Motorcycle Association (California and Arizona). 
 
Mother: 

men 

- nd the name was 

-century 
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cabrones hijos de la Chingada thern Mexican biker culture. The 
-1960s) was 

similar. 
 
Motordrome: Early twentieth century motorcycle race track. The track surface was constructed 
of wooden planks and the curves were banked. Perhaps the most familiar comparison to the 

the speeds) of the latter can be considered more extreme. 
 
MRO: Motorcyclist rights organization. 
 
Ms. Harley: Winner of the annual Ms. Harley Pageant sponsored by the Harley-Davidson 

titleholder is an ambassador for the company or simply a beauty contest winner, is a matter of 
conjecture. More research on how the winners are selected should probably be conducted.   
 
NGO: Any non-governmental organization that is a member of the United Nations. 
 
Norteño: A person from northern México. The culture and subcultural formations of the north 
are distinctively different from those of most of México. 
 
One Percenter: A member of a particular kind of patch-holding club in which all of the 
members are hardcore bikers. The number one clubs of any given area are One Percent clubs. 
 
Outlaw: A term that originally appeared in 1912 in an editorial in Bicycling World and 

Motorcycle Review in reference to the petty political infighting within the FAM. In 1929, the 
s-paying 

members of his organization. A 1930s club called itself the McCook Outlaws, indicating that 
they were non-AMA racers, but disbanded when its members joined the police force. After the 
club reformed under the name Outlaws MC, the word stuck and became a generic description 
for any group of scary-looking men on bikes. More recently, the term has been applied by 
various groups and power centers to mean the same as One Percenters. 
 
Patch-holding club: A motorcycle club in which the members wear a large back-patch that 

profiling and harassment. 
 
Rat pack: (v.) A sub-cultural norm among motorcycle clubs in which an entire group of riders 
engage in a combative physical altercation with an outsider. 
 
Renegado MC: The number one club in Chihuahua. 
 
RFTW: Run For the Wall (est. 1989). An annual transcontinental event designed to safely 
transport large numbers of bikers to Rolling Thunder. See RT. 
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Roadguards: Members of a motorcycle pack who systematically control traffic at intersections 
for safety reasons, allowing the entire pack to roll through as a unit without permitting the 
introduction of unpredictable hazards (such as stray cars in between the rows of bikes). 
 
RT: Rolling Thunder (est. 1988). An annual parade in Washington DC to demonstrate for 

 The name for this motorcycle run was appropriated from that of a military 
operation executed during the U.S.-Vietnam Conflict. 
 

 
 
Salud  
 

 
 
Scooter: A motorcycle. Many riders consider it to be sacred or as a member of the family. To 

on is not recommended.  
 
Solo Ángeles MC: The number one club in Baja California. 
 
Springer Softail: A late-twentieth century Harley-Davidson model known for its power, classic 
chrome front suspension, smooth riding rear suspension, and low center of gravity. 
 
SRRA: Sierra Road Riders Association (California). 
 
Straight: (n. or adj.) 1960s-1990s colloq. A non-  
 
TEA21: The Transportation Equity Act for the Twenty-first Century (TEA21), a federal 
highway bill enacted in 1998. It including every provision that motorcyclist rights 
organizations had requested.  
 
TMRA: Texas Motorcycle Roadriders Association (TMRA 1). 
 
TMRA2: Texas Motorcycle Rights Association. 
 
Weenie bite: One of the competitive bike games played at various events for most of the 
twentieth century. 
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APPENDICES   

 

 

Appendix A: 

Tobie Gene Levingston, President of the East Bay Dragons Motorcycle Club and 

Chapter. Excerpt from an interview by Barbara Bustillos-Cogswell, May 2000, at the 

National Coalition of Motorcyclists Annual Convention in San Francisco, California. 

Videocassette.  

 

 

Tobie Gene Levingston: We all rode with helmets before there was a law. Now they cite 

us for having the wrong helmets, after passing a law.  

 

(Casual talk about the red light on the video equipment.) 

 

our club, we ride Harley-Davidson motorcycles. I say we promote Harley-Davidson motorcycles 

ess Manager and somewhat of a senior advisor for the board of 

directors in our club.  
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T.L.: We want to be part of this [National Coalition of Motorcyclists] organization, you 

know. We want to know about all the laws that they have going against the bikers, you know. 

 

 

M.S.: To follow the laws that are being passed. A lot of laws are coming, and with 

different states. Different states have different laws. And to learn about what those laws are, is 

important to us, as those who obey the law. And we cross different states riding motorcycles. 

And this sort of convention points out the things we need to know about riding through different 

states. 

 

 literature and 

ing on for damn near twenty-five years, 

[we] cross it. Th  

 

M.S.: We ride with helmets. We have our own by-

are in violation, or can be cited because, I think, California law is that it has to be DOT-approved 

ranteed, like they guarantee safety belts, to 

save lives: that a DOT helmet approved could save lives. 
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year, we [the club] have bike inspections the second week in March. 

 

T.L.: Our road captain is to write a ticket for brakes, turn signals, etc. 

 

 you 

can go before a board and challenge it.  

 

stay within the United States, if the United States says this is what you have to do. So we, sort of 

like, our club is built on something like the United States. And the government can say what you 

aws out, we 

we have set aside for each member to have to pay. So we work sort of like the government. The 

 pay tax. So this [is] the way we run our 

 

 

and we used to drink coffee sometimes, back there on 23rd Avenue in Oakland. And we sort of 

kept that relationship going on for years. And like I told him, one time at our twenty-fifth 
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anniversary, that if I happen to pass before he does, I want him to be a pall bearer at my funeral. 

 

 

Well, regardless of what we say, we want to get that out in writing. And my Vice-

from Reno

r.) So we laughed about it. But we have a lot of good 

relationships with the Angels. You know, we get along real good with each other in Oakland and 

 

 

M.S.: They had a thing where Carlos [Santana] was going to shoot his new video. Carlos 

Santana has a thing with Everlast. Everlast and Carlos decided, I guess Carlos wanted to shoot a 

music video at the East Bay Dragons Club, actually 88 International Boulevard, and it was a 

great experience to have his whole staff come in and use our facilities to do his music video. We 

he probably will be very successful in his new video with Everlast. 

 

T.L.: They did a job, man, and we started at 8:30. started to shoot something like at 9:30 

lot of people were running there with 
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just like you were having a party. 

 

M.S.: They allowed us to take pictures. 

 

T.L.: I was proud of him, because he goes way back, you know: those Janet Jackson and 

all them mother- , all them old boys and Sly Stone and Jimi Hendrix. And I was just proud to see 

know, 

he came from the neighborhood, too. That was another thing, too, that made me feel proud, too. 

 

 

M.S.: I have snapshots of him signing autographs with kids in the neighborhood. And 

curity. We were 

was pretty impressed with that. He looked very relaxed and I like seeing that, you know, when a 

person could walk in your neighborhood and feel safe and be himself. You know, it was great. 

 

T.L.: And I enjoyed it. I checked him: the way he was, who he was. You know, he was 

He was a part of the neighborhood, where we were looking at it, you know. And in my mind, I 
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-one years as an organization of the 

E

 heart, to see you make it like 

you know. 

 

ttle rev. 

He comes down there every year. Like, we have our block party. He comes down there every 

year and prays over our block party, for it to be a success. And we have a lot of respect in the 

neighborhood, because every year we play Santa Claus. We bee

 

 

organization that does things for the community. We have Easter egg hunts. We do dinners for 

families that are underprivileged, that like, Christmas, Thanksgiving, you know. We feed people 

free. 

 

-

icnic that, this year, is 
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forty-

 

 

We used to go up in the hills up there at, uh, way up in the hills and have a picnic. And 

all of a sudden, 

kfield. So 

go there and heat it up and warm it up and then cook.              
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Appendix B: 

Excerpt from an interview by Barbara Bustillos-Cogswell, May 2000, at the National 

Coalition of Motorcyclists Annual Convention in San Francisco, California. Videocassette. 

 

-

-two years and a Sportster 

for thirty-six years. He has been riding in the Bay Area since 1955. He met Sky Rider in 1957 at 

Jesus on 14th Street in Oakland when he was prospecting for the HAMC.)  

 

racer. I started the Soul Brothers in 

throughou  

 

[In the 1960s] at that time, we were having such a hard time riding, until we all had to 

People start having money, you know, and started, 
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Started riding in East Bay in 1955. Started riding with Frisco Angels as a friend in 1955; 

Frank Sadilek was the President, and we was all out of the Rattlers then. Road Captain of 

the streets. 

 

I really do think this [National Coalition of Motorcyclist

outlaws together as One, you know. So I think this is the first step of success of motorcycle 

riders. 

 

(In response to the next question, he answers that he has trained many women how to 

ride.) 

 

This is something they never thought would ever happen; that we would do this. Because 

had the 

uld make me feel any 

better, than to see all these patch-
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g motorcycles fifty years, is to be able to see all patch-

bikers together.      
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